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Cool Water: Innovation in Financing and Management 

The Cool Water coal gasification project, featured in this issue, 

involves not only a significant new power system development 

but also an innovative, exemplary approach to project financing 

and management. In this cooperatively funded project, the inter

ests of the utility (Southern California Edison Co.), the process 

developer (Texaco, Inc.), the engineering contractor (Bechtel 

Group, Inc.), and a major manufacturer (General Electric Co.), 

are combined to share in project financial risks with other key 

interested parties, namely, EPRI, the Japan Cool Water Program Partnership led by 

Tokyo Electric Power Co., and Eseerco. Totally financed by the private sector, Cool 

Water could become a model for future funding of expensive, first-of-a-kind demonstra

tions of new technology on a meaningful scale. 

The approach is certainly consistent with the Reagan Administration's view of 

the role of the private sector in energy R&D. The modular character of coal ga<iification

combined-cycle systems has allowed total project demonstration costs to be held to 

$300 million, still within the capacity of the private sector to finance. Larger power 

systems in the range of hundreds of megawatts or even gigawatts would probably 

require financial participation by the federal government, with the likelihood of decreased 

project control by the private sector. 

Even though funding is now secure, the project went through a difficult period 

in 1981. The project was saved only through a major increase in the EPRI funding 

commitment made by the Board of Directors in December 1981. This increased financial 

role in Cool Water has placed a major responsibility on the EPRI staff to achieve our 

development/demonstration objectives at an acceptable cost. Our recent review of cost 

factors indicates that we have a good chance of completing construction within or below 
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our present obligation. The EPRI staff, along with our Cool Water partners, are committed 

to achieving this end. This common objective is perhaps more pronounced in Cool 

Water than in other projects because there is a firm incentive for all the partners and 

contractors to control costs: we will all share the burden of overruns. There is nothing 

like having a "stake in the game" to ensure cost control. 

Further, the participatory nature of the project allows the common interests of 

the international community to come together in developing a new technology. Our 

Japanese partners have also weathered some difficult periods and yet have remained 

resolute. We are proud of their affiliation with the project and of the personal relation

ships that have grown from our mutual interests. We hope that other countries will find 

participation in Cool Water to be in their interests and will recognize it as a cost-effective 

way to further their understanding of a new, emerging technology. We also expect that 

additional domestic companies will share in the Cool Water project. 

Indeed, Cool Water is an innovative financing and management experience. 

Its success may well be the bellwether in the future of joint technical development by 

the private sector. The U.S. electric utility industry can be proud of the unique and 

powerful role it has played in this experiment. 

Dwain F. Spencer, Director 

Advanced Power Systems Division 
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Authors and Articles 

Doctors depend on medical histories 
of normal organic function as a ba

sis for diagnosis and treatment when 
some function departs from normal. 
Diagnostic Monitoring of Plant Com
ponents (page 6) reviews how researchers 
are taking the same approach with on
line sensors and computers to predict 
machinery maintenance needs. Ralph 
Whitaker, the Journal's feature editor, de
veloped the article from the work of R&D 
managers in three EPRI divisions. 

Anthony Armor came to the Coal 
Combustion Systems Division in Sep
tember 1979 after 11 years with General 
Electric Co., where his work in advanced 
mechanical engineering for large turbine 
generators culminated in management of 
a development program on supercon
ducting generators. Armor previously 
was a professor at two polytechnic col
leges in London, teaching mathematics 
(3 years) and acoustics, vibrations, and 
fan engineering (3 years). He earned BS 
and MS degrees in mathematics and 
mining engineering, respectively, at the 
University of Nottingham. 

James Edmonds joined the Electrical 
Systems Division in November 1978, 
after a short period with the Department 
of Energy, where he managed research 
projects on energy storage and planned 
a program of rotating electrical machin
ery research. He was with American 
Electric Power Service Corp. between 
1968 and 1977, ultimately as staff elec
trical engineer with responsibility for all 
rotating electrical machinery on the AEP 
system. Edmonds is a 1968 electrical en
gineering graduate of the University of 
Illinois. 
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Gordon Shugars has been with the Nu
clear Power Division since September 
1977, specializing in machinery moni
toring systems. He was formerly with 
Bechtel Power Corp. for three years, 
holding field and office positions in the 
design, construction, and test of power 
plants. Earlier, Shugars was in the Navy 
for five years, most of that time on as
signment to the AEC Division of Naval 
Reactors. His work involved reactor 
safety analysis and design for operabil
ity and maintainability. Shugars holds 
BS and MS degrees in electrical engineer
ing from the University of Illinois. 

.. 

Increasing the time that maintenance 
people can work in high-temperature 

areas of power plants is no small trick. 
Nadine Lihach, senior feature writer, tells 
how it can be done in Keeping Cool on 
the Job (page 14). The article reports on 
R&D managed by John O'Brien of the 
System Performance Program in EPRI's 
Nuclear Power Division. 

A specialist in human factors engineer
ing, O'Brien has been with the Institute 
since November 1979. He previously 
worked for Westinghouse Electric Corp. 
for five years, engaged in man-machine 
studies at the company's R&D center. 
O'Brien is a graduate of North Carolina 
State University with BA, MS, and PhD 
degrees in industrial and engineering 
psychology. 

.. 

G asification of coal isn't new. Neither 
is the gas-fueled combustion tur

bine, nor the steam turbine that can be 

added for better thermal efficiency in 
driving electricity generators. But when 
they are all merged in a single plant, a 
new power technology emerges. To ex
plain this kind of system integration in 
A New Path From Coal to Electricity 
(page 18), Ralph Whitaker, Journal feature 
editor, was aided by Thomas O'Shea, 
EPRI's project manager for the Cool 
Water demonstration plant now under 
construction. 

O'Shea has been with EPRI's Ad
vanced Power Systems Division since 
August 1977, all but one year of that 
time managing the Institute's technical 
and coordinating role in the Cool Water 
project. For 12 earlier years, O'Shea was 
with Caltex Petroleum Corp., beginning 
as a power and utilities engineer and be
coming an engineering superintendent 
during a succession of process design 
and refinery construction assignments in 
Australia, the Philippines, and Bahrain. 
He is a 1965 electrical engineering grad
uate of Illinois Institute of Technology. 

.. 

Computer networks are now putting 
more scientific and technical infor

mation into the hands of more people, 
in more places-and faster-than ever 
before. Information at Hand (page 26) 
traces the development of worldwide 
networking that now includes the Elec
tric Power Database compiled by EPRI. 
Science writer Mary Wayne turned to 
EPRI's manager of Information Centers 
for article background. 

Donald Black joined the Institute in 
March 1982, coordinating the distillation 
and organization of R&D information in 



O'Shea 

Shugars 

Edmonds 

several forms: EPRI's library, catalogs of 
project abstracts, subject indexes, com
puter input data, and even brief sum
maries for response to telephone inqui
ries. Before joining EPRI, Black was with 
System Development Corp. for 15 years, 
developing and applying methods to 
organize and retrieve information. He 
was earlier a science librarian and con
sultant at two campuses of the University 
of California. Black graduated from the 
University of California at Berkeley in 
library science in 1952. Armor 

Black 

O'Brien 
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C 
onscientious health care has 
long called for periodic check
ups at the doctor's office. The 

routine is familiar: height, weight, and 
temperature; pulse and blood pressure; 
the sound of your heart-even the sound 
of your voice and the slight cough that 
may interrupt it. 

Today the move is toward health 
maintenance as a continuous personal 
responsibility. For example, you're 
encouraged to buy your own blood 
pressure cuff or to patronize the coin
operated instruments that are beginning 
to appear. The point is, more frequent 
measurements yield a more thorough 
basis for comparison and early diagnosis 
if some function departs from the norm, 
even when you feel fine. 

Incipient machinery failures in power 
, plants can be diagnosed this way too, 

and researchers are developing the in
struments to do the job. A computer 
program directs frequent samplings of 
information from specialized sensors, 
compares findings with stored data on 
normal component behavior, and pro
duces maintenance and repair advice 
before a problem becomes acute. This 
automated procedure for detecting and 
analyzing machinery maintenance re
quirements is called diagnostic on-line 
monitoring. 

As in medical practice, many spe
cialized sensors have been devised to 
detect symptoms in ailing machinery. 
For example, the vibration patterns of 
normally running pumps and turbines 
are so distinctive they are considered to 
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Diagnostic 
Monitoring 

of Plant 
Componen�� 
Machinery maintenance 

schedules can be planned 

more accurately and some 

equipment failures can be 

headed off if the telltale 

signs are known and can 

be interpreted. On-line diag

nostic monitoring combines 

sensitive detectors and 

computers to do the job 

automatically, all the way 

from forced-draft fans to 

generator windings. 

constitute individual signatures. Vibra
tion signature analysis, in fact, is the 
best known and developed on-line mon
itoring technique, but others have also 
emerged as R&D topics in the past half
dozen years, and a few have already 
been carried to commercial practice. 

One technique is the detection of 
high-frequency electromagnetic radia
tion that is generated by unwanted ac
tions in electrical apparatus. Another 
is by optical means (including fiber con
duits and laser beams) to measure me
chanical and thermal properties of 
equipment A third is the sensing of 
acoustic emissions, both the spontane
ous ultrasonic pulses that signal micro
cracking in a material and the subtle 
ultrasonic hiss of minuscule high
pressure leaks. Yet another monitor 
relies on the mass spectra of tracer 
gases. 

Each of these techniques is valuable 
because it gets at a certain kind of phe
nomenon. Optical monitoring is addi
tionally attractive because it is totally 
nonintrusive: there is no hardware to 
interfere with normal machinery opera
tion, no tacked-on sensor, itself subject 
to wear and tear. Continuous acoustic 
emissions from fluid flow may mean that 
a valve is leaking and must be repaired 
now or that another boiler tube has 
sprung a leak and must be plugged next 
month; but separate acoustic bursts 
from a metal are true precursor phe
nomena, signaling stress damage well 
before it progresses to a functionally 
significant degree. 
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Predicting maintenance 

Diagnostic monitoring addresses the 
maintenance actions that make for a 
longer and more productive power plant 
life. One key to productivity is higher 
availability. Availability is measured in 
two ways. 

In its simplest meaning, availability is 
a historical time measure: the percentage 
of time in which a power unit could or 
did run at any fraction of its full capac
ity, thereby generating some amount 
of energy and revenue. Availability is 
important to plant operators and dis
patchers, telling them the true per
centage of calendar days and clock 
hours when a unit was able to serve 
load. Only a complete shutdown re
duces availability. 

Equivalent availability is a contrived 
time measure. It is a lower percentage 
because the actual time run is translated 
into the lesser time that would have 

! been needed to generate the same 
amount of energy if the unit had run 
at full capacity. Equivalent availability 
is a stronger signal to maintenance 
groups because any malfunction that 
limits unit output, however slightly, re
duces the equivalent availability figure. 

For nuclear plants, revenue to recover 
high capital costs is a strong incentive 
for monitoring maintenance needs. Be
cause nuclear fuel and operating costs 
are low, the plants are preferred for 
steady baseload service. But they must 
actually be available if they are to be 
chosen; they must produce energy if 
their economy is to be realized. 

For fossil fuel plants, the rationale for 
monitoring is somewhat different. These 
plants predominate in number and over
all generating capacity across the nation. 
Moreover, many of them are nearing the 
end of their planned lives. If monitoring 
can ensure continued safe operation and 
define the maintenance to keep them 
running longer, new plant investment 
can be postponed. The costs of the mon
itoring and the maintenance are far pref
erable to the cost of a new plant at 
today's prices. 
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Diagnostic monitoring in any kind of 
power plant should reduce the incidence 
of forced outages, the unplanned derat
ing or shutdown of a unit caused by 
malfunction. In addition, advance infor
mation from plant monitors should en
able needed spare parts or specialized 
services to be ordered ahead and be 
on hand when needed. Not only is the 
maintenance itself done more efficiently 
and at less cost, but the high costs of re
placement energy are held to the short
est possible time. 

There are secondary benefits from 
diagnostic monitoring. One is safety 
verification, a special concern of the 
highly regulated operation of nuclear 
power plants. For example, NRC now 
calls for periodic inspection and per
formance checks on pumps in reactor 
safety systems, entailing the use of 
worker allotments of radiation expo
sure. With experience, diagnostic data 
from on-line monitoring may prove a 
cheaper way to fulfill this regulatory 
requirement. 

Diagnostic monitoring will also influ
ence the design of new power plant 
equipment as data drawn from experi
mental work are fed back to manufac
turers and their design staffs. 

EPRI's research managers are quick to 
distinguish diagnostic monitoring from 
performance monitoring. "It's a matter 
of purpose," says Anthony Armor of the 
Availability and Performance Program 
in the Coal Combustion Systems Divi
sion. "Many of the meters, gages, and 
counters in a power plant are guides for 
meeting the design conditions for effi
cient operation." As Armor sees it, "Per
formance monitoring looks at the plant 
process and its efficiency-with an eye 
for safety, of course. Diagnostic moni
toring looks at the plant equipment and 
its operability-with an eye toward what 
service will be needed and when." 

Gordon Shugars works in the Chem
istry, Radiation, and Monitoring Pro
gram of the Nuclear Power Division. He 
draws an example from his R&D experi
ence with the Millstone power plant 

of Northeast Utilities in Connecticut. 
"Some monitors serve both purposes," 
says Shugars. "The vibration spectrum 
of a feedwater pump at Millstone had a 
bad spike at one frequency. As a per
formance monitor," Shugars points out, 
"the data told the plant operator to ad
just the flow through the pump, and it 
indicated when the adjustment was suf
ficient. But as a diagnostic monitor, it 
also told what to fix at the next outage 
and what parts would be needed." 

Pinpointing outage causes 

Like a wide range of other R&D to im
prove fossil fuel plant operation, EPRI's 
work in diagnostic monitoring responds 
to a distressing downward trend in relia
bility that has been noted across the util
ity industry since the mid-1960s. The 
average equivalent availability of coal
fired units of 400-MW and larger capac
ity, for example, declined from about 
77% in 1968 to about 67% in 1977, just 
10 years later. 

Not surprisingly, when EPRI dissected 
the records of lost availability, many 
root causes were revealed that do not, in 
and of themselves, force a unit shut
down, a total outage. Boiler tube leaks 
are an example, tolerable at the expense 
of additional fuel, more makeup feed
water, vapor in the plant exhaust plume, 
and reduced equivalent availability. 

"Ultimately," says Armor, "waterwall 
and superheater tubes in coal-fired boil
ers are, on a nationwide basis, the first 
and second most important causes of 
plant downtime. More than 80% of such 
outages are forced, and they represent 
some four percentage points of lost 
availability, having an annual value of 
more than $500 million." 

At the other extreme from frequent 
and annoying boiler tube leaks are rare 
catastrophic failures in power plants, the 
outright breakage of a component that 
causes major destruction of other equip
ment and momentarily creates danger to 
plant personnel. The classic example is 
a broken turbine disk or burst rotor. 

Aside from the human hazard, the in-
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TURBINE BLADE CORROSION 
Sodium chloride on turbine blades is revealed 
when gamma-ray impulses are triggered by 
neutron bombardment. Peaks are at the energy 
levels characteristic of sodium and chlorine. 
Rate of corrodent buildup is the basis for 
scheduling inspection and cleaning. 
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TURBINE SHAFT CRACKING 
Spikes of acoustic energy denote extremely 
small, intergrannular dislocations-the origins 
of cracks-in the turbine shaft, caused by ther
mal shock or momentary torque or accumu
lated fatigue. Levels and frequencies shown 
here are normal and have no effect on the 
functional integrity of the shaft. 
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GENERATOR ARCING 
Broken stator wires make and break contact 
as the rotor turns, and the consequent arcing 
shows up as excessive RF signal intensity. 
Unless windings are repaired, the danger is 
an arc hot enough to sustain itself and fuse 
windings all the way around the generator. 
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VALVE LEAKAGE 
Noise level for a leaking pressurizer relief valve 
is two orders of magnitude greater than back
ground level when the valve is seated. Noise 
rises another two orders when the valve is 
open. Signals thus tell whether the valve 
needs to be isolated. 
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1 evitably long repair interval (months, at 
least, sometimes more than a year) and 
the prices of entire pumps and turbines 
easily justify R&D on monitoring tech
niques that can reliably pinpoint the 
source and trace the progression of the 
microcracking that must precede even
tual failure. 

By far the majority of mechanical 
problem phenomena fall between the 
extremes of tube leaks and rotor bursts. 
Their nature-vibration, fatigue, leak, 
shock, overheating, fouling, arcing, for 
example-is largely evident by their 
location. Of special concern in fossil 
fuel plants are forced-draft and induced
draft fans, pulverizers and primary air 
fans (in coal-fired plants), electrostatic 
precipitators, and flue gas scrubbers. 

In nuclear plants, steam generators are 
high on the list because of tube leaks, 
just as in fossil fuel boilers. Valves are 
another item, especially safety and relief 
valves in BWR plants and feedwater 
control valves in the secondary loop of 
PWR plants. Valve vibration and wear 
are one factor here. Another is valve po
sition; as a safety matter, monitoring can 
detect if a valve is open or closed and if 
it is leaking. 

In power plants of any kind there are 
many analogous and similar compo
nents, notably turbines and generators, 
but also feedwater heaters and a great 
variety of auxiliary pumps and drives. 
Steam condensers are a major and 
acknowledged source of cooling-water 
inleakage, but they are a difficult target 
for monitoring because of the small 
pressure differential between coolant 
and condensate. Leakage flows are not 
distinctively noisy to any economically 
feasible sensor. 

Diagnosis from plant data 

The first EPRI project to reach the 
hands-on monitoring stage was begun in 
1976 under Coal Combustion Systems 
Division auspices. The setting was the 
Brayton Point station of New England 
Power Service Co., where Rockwell 
International Corp. spent more than two 

years gathering vibration and ultrasound 
signals. Armor recalls that the project 
monitored most of the accessible equip
ment-boilers, pumps, fans, turbines, 
generators, and other machinery. 

For the multifrequency vibrations 
transmitted from each monitored com
ponent, computer analysis produced a 
complete characterization, showing 
signal amplitudes and energy intensities 
throughout the spectrum recorded. This 
signature remained in memory as a ref
erence. Monitoring thereafter entailed 
periodic sampling of selected frequency 
intervals for comparison with the base
line signature and measurement of 
changes. 

Not all acoustic emissions are con
tinuous phenomena. Leaks are heard 
against the reference noise of flow in a 
tube or pipe, but the noise of micro
cracking is a sporadic occurrence. The 
Brayton Point work monitored acoustic 
emission counts under various operat
ing conditions for bearings, turbine 
shafts, and boiler waterwalls. 

In this initial wide-ranging effort, the 
main objective was to record instances 
of mechanical problems or failures. Sec
ondarily, it was expected that hindsight, 
plus analysis of the data surrounding 
those occasions, would produce some 
predictive capability. As an example, 
vibrations of a boiler feed pump turbine 
(and the inboard pump bearing) showed 
intermittently increased intensity in the 
3-26-kHz range for several months. 
During an outage, the coupling was 
found to have been rubbing; and after 
repair, there was a marked drop in vi
bration amplitude at all frequencies. 

Research toward a predictive main
tenance system for rotating machinery is 
being furthered by two of Armor's proj
ects. Both efforts feature vibration signa
ture analysis. At the New Haven Harbor 
plant of The United Illuminating Co., 
data have been taken to establish a 
strong statistical base relating normal 
vibrations to such variables as load, 
speed, pressure, and temperature. Ana
lytic programs using this base have 

yielded vibration patterns that correlate 
closely with observed patterns from 
plant machinery in regular operation. 

New research at Philadelphia Electric 
Co.'s Eddystone plant will carry the 
work a step further, seeking to model 
rotating machinery so that vibrations 
measured at one point on a shaft can 
be used to predict behavior at another. 

Finding new correlations 

Feedwater control valves have been a 
special target of Nuclear Power Division 
research guided by Shugars. A two
pronged effort by Technology for En
ergy, Inc., involved modeling the hydro
dynamic behavior of valves and then 
monitoring vibrations in valves at three 
nuclear plants. The objective was to con
firm model predictions of vibration 
modes. 

In one instance, a model predicted 
valve resonance at 15 Hz under certain 
flow conditions. Monitoring revealed the 
precise behavior, which was rotary vi
bration of the valve stem that threatened 
to destroy the diaphragm of its pressure
driven actuator. Tighter stem packing, 
short of inhibiting valve action, was em
ployed as a partial remedy. Analysis 
later showed that a detail of the internal 
shape of the valve was influencing flow 
dynamics, in turn setting up resonant 
vibration in the valve stem. 

Not all the research relies on known 
relationships. Asked for an example of a 
problem for which there is yet no mon
itor, Shugars cites stress cracking in 
turbine disks, close to the roots of 
blades. "There is some thinking that 
we'll be able to infer it from the vibra
tion patterns of blade tips. It's like a 
loose tooth that wiggles. If disk cracking 
progressively loosens the blade at its 
root, then the vibration frequency at its 
tip should change." 

Failures of turbine blades themselves 
account for some three percentage 
points of lost availability, and they lead 
to other damage that causes unit outage. 
But any monitor of blade vibrations in a 
turbine will have to be very rugged or 
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nonintrusive. Acoustic Doppler mea
surements may be feasible . The Doppler 

concept recognizes that pressure pulses 
generated by a vibrating blade have a 
higher apparent frequency as the blade 
approaches the sensor and a lower ap
parent frequency as it recedes. Changes 
in such a pattern while other conditions 
remain the same could indicate the for
mation and growth of a crack . This 
method is being pursued by the Franklin 
Research Center for the Coal Combus
tion Systems Division. 

Electric oscillations 

The first diagnostic monitor to come 
from EPRI research alone is a system 
that detects arcing inside a generator. 
The arcing may be in the stator wind
ings, where wires break and thereafter 
flex open and closed under the tremen
dous electromagnetic forces of each 
rotor revolution; or the arcing may occur 
at progressive flaws in insulation. In 
either case, it gives rise to a changed 
radio frequency signal on the generator 
neutral, which can be sensed by a cur
rent transformer, recorded, and con
verted to an alarm when programmed 
values are exceeded. 

EPRI's research, managed by Shugars, 
has been adapted by Westinghouse 
Electric Corp. in a commercial monitor, 
which was acknowledged last year as 
one of the 100 most important new in
dustrial products by Industrial Research 

& Development. At least one utility has 
used EPRI's findings as the basis for 
developing its own system to monitor 
related phenomena as well, such as 
corona discharges on the surface of fan 
blades. The next step, a project of the 

Rotating Electrical Machinery Program 
in EPRI's Electrical Systems Division, 
will be to refine the monitor's discrimi
nation of frequencies and their trend 
and meaning with time. 

James Edmonds, project manager, 
points out that torsional shocks on gen
erator shafts can result from electrical 
circuit phenomena on a utility trans
mission system far removed from the 
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power plant. For example, line faults 
activate circuit breakers, and the sub
sequent high-speed reclosings of the 
breakers can create an electrical distur
bance at the generator. The resultant 

stress may gradually fatigue the shaft. 
Another instance of torsional vibration 
can arise when electric oscillations of a 

very long line match and reinforce the 
natural resonant frequency of a gener
ator shaft. This circumstance can break 
the shaft. 

R&D for EPRI by General Electric Co. 
is intended to build an understanding of 
these system interactions that will be ap
plicable anywhere in the United States . 

Utilities will participate in the research 
by installing monitors to sense, measure, 

and analyze relevant electric phenomena 
on their systems. For system planning 
and maintenance analyses, they will use 
a shaft torsional model and fatigue life 
data base compiled from earlier EPRl
sponsored laboratory work with a range 
of shaft materials, geometries, speeds, 
and torques. 

Application outlook 

The scope of these monitoring de
velopments by three EPRI technical 
divisions ranges from a completed sys
tem, through adaptations of existing 
sensors, to the conception of new detec

tion techniques and signal correlations. 
Vibration signal analysis is the one 

complete here-and-now monitoring 
method. Vibrations are pervasive; fre
quencies are in ranges available to 
sensors that have a long history of de
velopment and use; and the root-cause 
phenomena are well known and docu
mented. Recent R&D has been mainly 
that of quantifying time-to-failure data 
for various operating conditions, adapt
ing data to computer manipulation, and 

devising automatic programs for sam
pling and analysis. 

Optical sensing, including laser 
Doppler techniques, is probably five 
years from reality, other than in experi
mental and development applications. 
The detection devices themselves are 

evolving rapidly. Major work is still to 
be done in defining the detectable phe
nomena and their correlations with 
equipment maintenance requirements. 

Acoustic emission monitoring, despite 
its importance to the high-priority prob

lems of boiler and steam generator tube 
leaks, is not yet ready for that applica
tion. Armor estimates five years to com

mercialization because of the subtlety of 
the signals produced by small, high
pressure leaks and the virtual forest of 
possible sites to be surveyed in any 
single piece of equipment. 

Monitoring of the acoustic energy 
bursts emitted from materials under 
stress is perhaps 10 years from routine 
use, but its progress benefits from 
acoustic emission analysis as a non
destructive examination method for 
pressure vessels and their welds. There 
is a great variety of materials and en
vironments of potential interest, and 
correlations will not be easy, particularly 
as some applications require integration 
(in effect, triangulation) of data from 
several sensors as a means of locating 
the exact emission source. 

Specifications for systems 

The key attributes of all diagnostic 
monitoring are automatic control and 
on-line application. Computers are the 
single item that makes monitoring pos
sible, once the detection and interpreta
tion methods are worked out. Armor 
observes, for example, that power en
gineers have long known the meaning of 
certain frequency peaks in vibration 
signals . "In a fossil turbine, a 25-30-Hz 
peak is quite possibly created by oil 
whip. The oil film in the annulus be
tween a shaft and bearing moves at 
about half the shaft speed. In some un
stable conditions, the velocity of the oil 
causes it to generate cyclic forces on the 
shaft-vibrations." 

Picking up on the example, Shugars 
says, "The big development is being 
able to do the diagnosis automatically 
instead of handing two spectrum prints 
to an expert, who overlays them against 

the window to make his observations, 
interpretation, and recommendation. 
What we're beginning to do now," con
cludes Shugars, "is to put the diagnos
tician into the computer." 

The goal of EPRl's work is to produce 
monitoring system specifications for 
various applications. Each such specifi
cation would include the requirements 
for the sensor, a data base for the phe
nomenon, the software for monitoring 
and analysis, and the procedural instruc
tions for a user. If experience to date is 
any indication, some such compilations 
will be the basis for monitoring system 
packages sold by manufacturers, and 
some would be adapted directly by util

ities to their own one-of-a-kind needs. 
Early conjecture that utility industry 

suppliers would consider monitors as a 
criticism of original equipment quality 
has not been borne out. A more real 
concern for EPRI's Armor, Edmonds, 
and Shugars is to ensure that planned 
R&D does not overlap what is already 
being done by a manufacturer. 

The range of monitoring possibilities 
is considerable, but this is not to imply 
that everything in a power plant will 
eventually be continuously monitored. 
Shugars points out that the critical na
ture of some functions means that re
dundant equipment is already in place; 
and for such instances periodic monitor
ing, spot checks weeks or months apart, 
should be sufficient. Other components 
are essentially trouble-free anyway; 
monitoring would not be cost-effective. 

For now, the needs for greater power 
plant life and availability are obvious, 
and the role of maintenance prediction 
is clearly seen. Utility design, opera
tions, and maintenance engineers know 
they have problems that can be pin
pointed by diagnostic on-line monitor
ing; they are knocking on R&D doors to 
get help. • 

This article was written by Ralph Whitaker. Technical 
background information was provided by Anthony 
Armor, Coal Combustion Systems Division; James 
Edmonds, Electrical Systems Division; and Gordon 
Shugars, Nuclear Power Division. 
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KEEPING 
COOL 
ON THE JOB 
In the hot, humid 
atmosphere of a nuclear 
power plant, maintenance 
workers can become 
overheated well before 
radiation l imits are reached. 
EPRI has evaluated personal 
cooling concepts for longer 
stay-time and greater 
efficiency. 

A two-part frozen-water garment developed by EPRI is one good way to keep maintenance 
workers cool in  the high temperatures of a nuclear plant. Ice-filled plastic packets are tucked 
into pockets of the inner garment. 
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P
ipes and pressure vessels inside 
nuclear power plants give off sig
nificant amounts of waste heat. 

Temperatures inside a plant can reach 
55 °C (131°F)-not a comfortable cli
mate for maintenance workers who are 
swathed in radiation protection gear and 
tussling with repairs. Workers cannot re
move extra clothing to cool off, but they 
can pull on extra clothing to keep cool. 

Cooling garments are used at nuclear 
plants to keep workers cooler for longer 
periods of time, safeguard health, boost 
efficiency, and elevate morale. EPRI and 
contractor Pennsylvania State University 
recently evaluated two cooling concepts 
to see how they fared in laboratory and 
field conditions. One concept-that of 
using circulating liquids for cooling
was represented by two commercially 
available personal cooling systems. The 
second concept-that of using frozen 
water for cooling-was represented by 
two prototype garments recently devel
oped by EPRI. Laboratory test results in
dicate that the frozen-water concept may 
considerably extend working time in the 
power plant. 

Tests in laboratory and field 

The frozen-water prototype garment 
consists of a nylon suit with scores of 
pockets that hold sealed 3-by-4-in plastic 
packets of ice. A pair of insulating cover
alls is worn over the suit. Total weight 
of a frozen suit is 16 lb (7.26 kg). The 
commercial liquid-cooled models use a 
battery-driven pump to circulate a cool 
liquid over the chest and back through 
the capillaries of a special vest; one model 
has a head covering also. 

The performance tests were carried 
out in the laboratory and in actual field 
conditions at three power plants: Duke 
Power Co.'s Oconee station (Seneca, 
South Carolina); Public Service Electric 
and Gas Co.'s Salem station (Lower Al
loways Creek, New Jersey); and General 
Public Utilities Corp.'s Three Mile Island 
station (Middletown, Pennsylvania). 

Under laboratory conditions of 55 °C 

After the ice packets have been properly positioned for the upcoming task, the inner garment 
goes over the worker's ordinary underwear. A lightweight, insulating outer garment is then pulled 
over the first garment. 
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(131°F), representative of the severe tem
peratures that can be expected in a power 
plant, stay-time without cooling was 52 
minutes. With the liquid-cooled systems, 
it was 65 minutes; with the two frozen
water garments ( one waist-length and the 
other knee-length), it was 103 and 178 
minutes, respectively. The field tests, 
which involved only the frozen-water 
garments, were conducted in tempera
tures of 18-43 °C (65-110°F) and yielded 
similar results: the frozen-water gar
ments more than doubled stay-time, 
compared with the test control. (These 
stay-times are not actual work stay
times; they represent test conditions 
only.) 

Free to move 

Besides extending stay-time, the frozen
water garment also allows worker mobil
ity, according to John O'Brien, who man
ages the project in the Engineering and 
Operations Department, Nuclear Power 
Division. Power plants are often cramped 
places to work, but the ice packets tucked 
into the inner pockets of the frozen-water 
garment can be moved to accommodate 
the requirements of each job. For in
stance, if the worker must lie on one side, 
the packets on that side can be relocated 
to the other areas. The number of packets 
can also be adjusted to cooling needs, 
according to a simple formula. 

The frozen-water garment is also com
patible with other gear that plant main
tenance workers must wear. Usually a 
radiation protection suit must be placed 
over cooling garments. Sometimes a face 
mask and air canister are added for re
pair situations requiring respiratory pro
tection. The frozen-water garment was 
found to work well with other protective 
equipment. 

Since the ice packets are easily re
moved, the frozen-water garment is also 
easy to clean or decontaminate. To pre
pare a suit for reuse, the packets are re
frozen and inserted into the cleaned gar
ment; the unfrozen packets may also be 
slipped into the garment, and the entire 
garment hung in a freezer. 
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The outer garment's insulating capabilities keep the ice from melting too qu ickly in the plant 
environment, which can reach temperatures of 55°C (131°F) from the heat given off by hot 
p ipes and pressure vessels. 



Simplicity is another benefit of the 

frozen-water garment. Unlike liquid 

cooling systems, whose batteries and 

motors require maintenance, the frozen

water garment has no moving parts. It 

should also be attractively priced: 

O'Brien estimates that the new garment 

would cost $300-$400 if mass-produced. 

Price is an especially important consid

eration should a utility require many 

suits (perhaps 50-60) to outfit workers 

during a major outage. 

Test results and specifications for the 

frozen-water garment are detailed in an 

EPRI report. One firm, Ergocon, Inc., re

cently manufactured several of the gar

ments, and they are now in service at 

a number of nuclear plants. In fact, about 

30 of the garments are being used in the 

ongoing cleanup at TMI's Unit 2, accord

ing to O'Brien. 

Cooling garments are only part of the 

solution to working in the high-temper

ature areas of a power plant. One of 

O'Brien's next projects is a guide that 

utilities can consult to protect the health 

and safety of maintenance workers . The 

guide will include a system for screen

ing workers who might be at high risk in 

certain maintenance situations. Schedul

ing of work and rest cycles will be ex

plored; so will such personal warning 

devices as skin-temperature monitors. 

Educational seminars held by utilities for 

their maintenance personnel to discuss 

such subjects as warning signals of heat 

exposure or how to pace work will be 

evaluated. The guide will be completed 

within the next two years. 

Heat, humidity, and close quarters can 

all conspire to make maintenance work 

in power plants a tough task. But the 

right research can help people work 

around those arduous situations. • 

This article was written by Nadine Lihach. Technical 
background information was provided by John O'Brien, 
Nuclear Power Division. 

The worker can sti l l  add two radiation-protection suits, as well as protective hood, g loves, and 
shoes, without impairing his mobil ity. Prepared to face both heat and radiat ion, the worker moves 
on to his assignment. 
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C
onstruction began late last year 
on a new kind of power plant in 
the California desert about 100 

air miles northeast of Los Angeles. By the 
summer of 1984, if all goes well, rail ship
ments of coal will begin to arrive from a 
Utah mine some 500 miles away, and 
electricity will begin to flow into the 
Southern California Edison Co. (SCE) 
system. 

Coal? For electric power in California? 
It seems incongruous for the state that 
is number four nationwide in oil pro
duction. Besides, California is where 
industry, urbanization, and the auto
mobile combined to make famous the 
atmospheric blanket called smog. As a 
result, California's air quality regulations 
include the tightest limit in the United 
States on nitrogen oxide emissions from 
power plants. 

Actually, the new plant at SCE's Cool 
Water station near Barstow will not sim
ply burn coal to make steam in the usual 
way. It will convert coal to hot synthesis 
gas (syngas), which in turn will fuel a 
combustion turbine and also yield heat 
for a steam turbine. With a coal input of 
1000 t / d, the two turbines will together 
generate a net power output of about 
lOO MW. 

Why the plant is important 

Cool Water is a commercial-scale dem
onstration project for integrated gasifi
cation-combined-cycle (IGCC) power 
technology. Integration means that the 
coal gasification and electricity genera
tion processes are simultaneous and syn
chronized; there is no buffer of stored 
fuel between them. Even more impor
tant, the processes actually interact, no
tably by their exchange of heat. These 
features are key to the efficiency and 
economy of IGCC plants, designed to 
compete mainly (but not solely) with 
coal-fired steam plants. 

The California site was not a prerequi
site for this demonstration, but it dra
matizes another IGCC feature. Exhaust 
emissions of particulate matter, sulfur 
dioxide, and nitrogen oxides are ex-
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pected to be well below federal require
ments for new power plants, thus meet
ing the still tighter limits required by 
California law. Because gas cleanup 
comes before combustion rather than 
after, the gas treatment volume will be 
a small percentage of that in a coal-fired 
plant and treatment should be easier, 
using processes that are already in com
mercial use. For these reasons, the incre
mental cost of meeting even tighter emis
sion limits is projected to be less than for 
conventional coal-fired plants that use 
flue gas scrubbers. 

Economy and environmental compli
ance are the top criteria for any bulk 
power technology. But circumstances fac
ing the electric utility industry today in
troduce others, and IGCC technology 
shows promise for satisfying them all. 
For example, its use of coal, a plentiful 
U.S. resource, avoids the price and sup
ply uncertainties of oil, much of which 
comes from abroad. 

Choice in plant size and manner of 
operation is a key point. The U.S. eco
nomic recession, energy conservation, 
rising energy costs, and slowed electricity 
growth are circumstances that feed one 
another and discourage the construction 
of power plants. Big plants, which offer 
economies of scale in steady-state oper
ation, are particularly difficult to bring 
on-line because of long lead times and 
inflation. 

However, estimates suggest that IGCC 
plants could be built cost-effectively in 
modular increments of about 250 MW, 
easing financial requirements and allow
ing new utility capacity to more closely 
match system load growth. Lead times 
are expected to be short-as short as 
five years for building multiple-module 
plants. 

Another feature of the Cool Water 
design is its provision for plant operation 
throughout a range of daily cycling and 
at reduced load, as well as at continuous 
full load. IGCC units should therefore be 
flexible, useful in baseload or interme
diate service. 

These IGCC features and their stage of 

development today underlie the coopera
tive decisions that have put Cool Water 
under construction. Cool Water is the 
all-important demonstration step that 
first uses equipment of commercial scale 
and generates electricity in an authentic 
utility system context. Mathematical 
simulation models of the Cool Water 
plant and its subsystems all say that inte
gration can readily be accomplished and 
controlled. But confirmation must come 
from the actual experience. 

During the six and a half years of dem
onstration now planned, Cool Water will 
be operated to test steady-state perfor
mance at rated and reduced loads, load 
following and transient response, and 
controllability on a variety of eastern and 
western coals. Coal-to-busbar efficiency 
and operating and maintenance costs will 
be determined. Detailed data on equip
ment reliability and plant availability will 
be obtained. Environmental performance 
will be rated. 

Data on how Cool Water's perfor
mance measures up to projections will 
provide planning guidelines for the 
utilities, process developers, architect
engineers, and manufacturers who carry 
IGCC power generation into commercial 
practice. Training materials, as well as 
thorough operation and maintenance 
procedures, are also among the docu
mentation planned to come from the 
project. 

How process integration works 

Coordinating the uses and control of heat 
available at the gasifier and combustion 
turbine outlets is a major IGCC technol
ogy issue. How this heat is handled pro
vides the clearest example of process 
integration. It reveals how and why Cool 
Water is more than a simple series of 
process units and machinery that have 
been linked together. 

In contrast to IGCC, essentially all 
the heat in a conventional steam plant 
follows a single path as feedwater is 
evaporated, superheated, and expanded 
through the turbines. Steam formation, 
especially in a so-called once-through 



THE CLEANEST COMBUSTION EMISSIONS 

Sharpest comparison of IGCC with 
other utility options for electricity 

generation has to do with combustion 
emissions. The main target of compar
ison is the baseload steam plant fired 
with pulverized coal and equipped 
with flue gas scrubbers. Most telling 
is the projection that emission limits 
more stringent than those in effect 
today could probably be met more 
cheaply with IGCC technology, largely 
because of one unique feature. 

Sulfur, nitrogen compounds, and 
particulates are removed from the gas 
in a pressurized system before com
bustion occurs, even before combus
tion air is added. For this reason, there 
is a lower volume of gas to be treated
by about 99%-than in a postcombus
tion scrubber. 

The sulfur in the coal, converted 
almost entirely to hydrogen sulfide in 
the Texaco gasifier, could be removed 
by any of several established commer
cial processes. The Selexol process 
at Cool Water will remove 97% of the 
sulfur from the gas produced when 
coals with a sulfur content up to 3.5% 
are used. Other industries using syn
gas even now require and readily 
achieve greater than 99% sulfur re
moval with these processes. 

Some of the nitrogen in the coal 
shows up as ammonia in the syngas 
and can be almost totally removed by 
a straightforward aqueous scrubber 
before the cooled gas enters the 
Selexol unit. Combustion air is an
other nitrogen source. Nitrogen oxide 
(NOx) formation in the turbine com
bustor is suppressed by adding mois
ture to the clean syngas to hold down 

the flame temperature. Because of the 
extraordinarily low California limit on 
NOx emissions, the Cool Water plant 
has two provisions for doing this: a 
saturating unit before the final syngas 
heater and steam injection into the 
syngas combustors. 

Particulate removal is accomplished 
in the same aqueous scrubbing step, 
which also acts to remove some heat 
from the raw syngas. Linked with the 
scrubber are settling facilities for 
recovering and recycling all particu
late matter (which includes some coal 
fines). 

Quenched slag from the bottom of 
the gasifier and elemental sulfur from 
the sulfur recovery unit are the final 
solid IGCC wastes. Tests of slag from 
pilot runs, using EPA procedures, in
dicate that it is inert and not hazard
ous. At Cool Water, it will be stored 
in a small lined pond until it is catego
rized under evolving California stan
dards and its possible by-product use 
and value are determined. Elemental 
sulfur, of course, is a commercial com
modity, and customers for this mate
rial will be sought. To a significant 
degree, IGCC technology thus is ad
vantageous in waste volume, char
acter, and area requirements for waste 
disposal. 

Water use is another point. Com
pared with a pulverized-coal plant of 
like generating capacity, IGCC water 
consumption is expected to be about 
65%. Effluent from Cool Water will go 
to a lined evaporation pond. Most of 
this water will be from cooling sys
tem blowdown, very little from the 
IGCC process. D 

boiler, responds to fuel and combustion 
control actions when the turbine throttle 
is opened or closed. 

In an ordinary combined-cycle plant 
too, heat flow is mostly on one path 
as burned fuel gases expand through 
a combustion turbine and are still hot 
enough to evaporate and superheat 
steam for a steam turbine. Again, fuel 
flow and consequent steam production 
respond straightforwardly to electricity 
demand changes. 

But at Cool Water, the heat flow path 
forks at a syngas cooler. The raw gas 
from an entrained, pressurized gasifier 
is at a temperature of 2300 °F (1260 ° C) 
or higher, and it must be cooled to about 
100°F (38°C) before it can be treated to 
remove sulfur. Therefore, although the 
gas itself (still with its chemical heat 
energy) goes on to fuel the combustion 
turbine, its sensible heat energy (physical 
temperature) is transferred to feedwater 
at the syngas cooler. Steam thus pro
duced is piped to the combined-cycle 
unit's heat recovery steam generator. The 
heat paths rejoin there, as exhaust heat 
from the combustion turbine is used to 
produce additional steam and superheat 
the entire supply before it flows to the 
steam turbine. 

The gasifier output thus affects both 
turbine cycles simultaneously, not one 
after the other. Conversely, generator 
load changes are reflected in altered con
ditions at the turbines and upstream, 
through two complex paths of heat ex
change, all the way to the gasifier. Chang
ing the gasifier output generally requires 
that coal and oxygen feed rates into the 
gasifier be adjusted. 

Further, each process segment and 
mechanism has its own momentum, its 
own ability to respond to the changed 
conditions initiated or reflected from up
stream or downstream. Differential re
sponse rates mean that time lags are 
introduced, changes may be amplified, 
and process variables may overshoot and 
oscillate before settling down at new 
levels. Provision must be made to accom
modate these effects and at the same time 
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GASIFICATION SECTION 

Sulfur 

Exchanges of heat are the most 
striking example of how the Cool 
Water gasification and combined
cycle power sections are inte
grated. Integration involves 
balancing the operation of equip
ment and processes within the 
system as fuel gas is  created and 
then gives up its energy in many 
places and in  many ways-such as 
thermal transfer (evaporation of 
water to steam); chemical transfer 
(combustion to h igher temperature); 
and mechanical transfer (expansion 
against turbine blades). 

Fuel gas (gray piping) flows in a 
single path from its orig in in the 
gasifier unti l  i t  is exhausted from 
the heat recovery steam generator. 
Its sensible heat energy content 
(temperature) is  highest when it 
leaves the gasifier at 2300° F 
(1260°C) or more. It is h igh again, 
about 1000°F (538°C}, after the gas 
has burned and expanded to drive 
the combustion turbine. 

Feedwater (blue piping) flows 
in two paths from its orig in in the 
condenser. Part flows into the gasi
fication section, where it is  evapo
rated to steam in the syngas cooler. 
The rest is evaporated to steam i n  
the heat recovery steam generator, 
where al l steam is superheated. 
After contributing its useful heat, 
the gas is f inal ly exhausted to the 
atmosphere at less than 300° F (149°C). 
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move smoothly and quickly to the re
quired operating leveL 

Normal fluctuations in coal feedstock 
cause process variables to interact, even 
when load remains constant. Changed 
ash content and chemical composition 
are reflected in gasifier temperature and 
in the total energy content of the syngas, 
which will carry different amounts and 
proportions of chemical and sensible 
heat. These in turn alter the relative 
steam loads at the syngas cooler and heat 
recovery steam generator, requiring care
ful control of steam turbine inlet condi
tions to serve electrical load and (at the 
same time) maintain temperature in the 
final stages of the turbine. The latter is 
important; for example, falling tempera
ture results in premature condensation, 
subjecting turbine blades to severe ero
sion and corrosion by the water droplets 
and the trace chemicals they contain. 

Combustion turbine controls also play 
a part in controlling steam turbine con
ditions, whether the impetus is feedstock 
change or load change. Air inflow to the 
combustion turbine compressor affects 
the exhaust gas temperature and thereby 
influences heat transfer to steam in the 
heat recovery steam generator. 

Adjusting compressor air flow helps 
control plant operation down to about 
85% of rated load. For the flexibility to 
operate at lower loads, Cool Water's de
sign also allows steam system pressure 
to vary so that turbine temperature and 
moisture requirements continue to be 
met, despite reduced steam flow. This 
must be accomplished without triggering 
adverse effects in the syngas cooler and 
heat recovery steam generator. Examples 
would be formation of steam in the final 
feedwater heater (economizer) tubes or 
the excessive cooling of syngas, leading 
to water vapor condensation and conse
quent corrosion. 

Entrained gasifier operation 

Speed and precision of gasifier response 
are obviously important elements in suc
cessful plant integration. The Texaco, 
Inc., gasification process is inherently re-
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sponsive. Reviewing this and other char
acteristics of the process shows why it 
was chosen for Cool Water. 

The gasifier is a simple reactor vessel, 
with no internal moving parts, into which 
are injected streams of a coal-water 
slurry and oxygen. The slurry medium 
is easy to transport and meter. Also, the 
water acts as a moderator for tempera
ture control in the gasifier. 

Small coal particle size, entrained flow, 
and special burner design ensure thor
ough, continuous contact of the reactants, 
hence, short reaction time and a close 
coupling of the exiting gas flow rate with 
the entering slurry feed rate. This is fast 
response. 

Because the entrained gasifier requires 
ground coal, it easily tolerates the natural 
fines in a coal supply, which tend to ag
glomerate and plug other types of gasi
fiers where the coal lies in a bed. In fact, 
because coal particles are separated from 
one another in the gas stream, even sticky 
or caking coals can be used. Some 40 
coals have been run through the Texaco 
process. This is feedstock flexibility. 

High temperature and pressure also 
promote reaction speed, which means 
high energy throughput. High tempera
ture has its own advantage, precluding 
the formation of tars and oils that ne
cessitate additional treatment steps in 
the lower-temperature gasification pro
cesses. High pressure also means a 
smaller gas volume in the subsequent 
cleanup step, and it does away with the 
need for a fuel gas compressor ahead 
of the combustion turbine. 

These advantages have been well doc
umented in Texaco's 15-t/d process de
velopment unit at Montebello, Califor
nia, and in a 165-t/ d demonstration unit 
jointly owned by Ruhrkohle and Ruhr
chemie at Oberhausen, West Germany. 
EPRI has used both gasifiers for extensive 
testing over a range of operating condi
tions and for performance evaluations 
during the past few years of R&D. 

The Montebello and Oberhausen fa
cilities, in turn, are built on 30 years' 
Texaco commercial experience in using 
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essentially the same approach to produce 
syngas from heavy oil, natural gas, and 
other petroleum feedstocks. Two other 
coal-based plants comparable in size 
to Oberhausen have been built in the 
United States, one to produce synthesis 
gas for ammonia manufacture (TVA), the 
other (air-fed) to produce fuel gas for 
electricity generation (Dow Chemical 
Co.). Also, a Texaco plant about the size 
of the Cool Water demonstration is being 
built to produce chemical process feed
stocks (Tennessee Eastman Co.). 

Against its many advantages, the 
Texaco gasification process presents 
some areas of concern. One is the cor
rosion and erosion effects of the high
temperature slagging environment in the 
gasifier and the syngas cooler; another 
is the potential for fouling the cooler 
surface. Both conditions require special 
attention to materials selection and con
figurations that show promise of accept
able component lifetimes. Coal gasifica
tion tests at Oberhausen-3500 t of Utah 
coal and 4400 t of Illinois No. 6-indi
cated that the gasifier refractories should 
have service lives of at least one year, 
putting them in the range of commercial 
acceptability. 

Syngas cooler tube spacing can be in
creased to deal with fouling, but wider 
spacing, like fouling, cuts heat transfer 
efficiency. This increases the total sur
face area needed for heat exchange and 
adds to the overall unit size and cost. 
The syngas cooler units for Cool Water 
are much larger than those at Ober
hausen. They are the largest that can be 
shop-fabricated for shipment, and their 
cost far exceeds that of the gasifier. The 
design and performance of these units 
are therefore critical to the successful 
operation of Cool Water. 

Drawing industries together 

The Cool Water engineering design is 
more than half complete, and all major 
equipment has been ordered. The orderly 
progress of Cool Water engineering, 
procurement, and construction today 
suggests a certainty that has not always 

been there. Technical confidence, yes, 
because seven years of background R&D 
have clearly led to both the IGCC con
cept and the specific process options 
chosen. But the integration of organiza
tions was an early source of uncertainty 
that dissipated only gradually. 

"Power industry unfamiliarity with the 
process aspects of gasification was a spe
cial issue that had to be dealt with," says 
Thomas O'Shea of EPRI's Advanced 
Power Systems Division. "But that cut 
both ways," he adds, "because the 
developers of the gasification and syn
gas cleanup processes weren't familiar 
with electric utility needs and practices, 
either." 

O'Shea has served as EPRI's Cool 
Water project manager for four years, 
and he speaks candidly of the attitudes 
and relationships that are evolving. 

"Cool Water isn't just a process syn
thesis. It's a first-time cross-fertilization 
and educational effort between utility 
and chemical process people. This is part 
of the reason it took so long to put the 
project together. 

"Utilities aren't accustomed to oper
ating fuel plants. They buy fuel over the 
fence and don't have to be concerned 
about it before they burn it. Utility 
people haven't generally been process
oriented, either. But this doesn't mean 
they can't be, because there's nothing 
simple about running a steam plant. 

"Now, IGCC is new," O'Shea con
cludes, "and there are barriers to be 
knocked down. Cool Water is an oppor
tunity for utility people to understand 
what refineries and chemical plants are 
like. For refinery people, it's the other 
way around." 

The $300 million Cool Water project 
formally began with a 1979 agreement 
between SCE and Texaco, encouraged by 
the R&D results and feasibility studies 
done by and for EPRI. The Institute it
self became a participant in 1980, as 
did Bechtel Power Corp. and General 
Electric Co. They were followed in 1982 
by the Japan Cool Water Program Part
nership, a group of four organizations 



headed by Tokyo Electric Power Co., 
Inc. 

The project obligations of these orga
nizations (in funds, loan guarantees, and 
facilities) range from $30 million to $111 
million. Each organization is represented 
on the Cool Water Board of Control and 
Management Committee. New York's 
Empire State Electric Energy Research 
Corp. (Eseerco) is also a contributor. 

Major technical responsibilities are 
held by Texaco, of course, for the gasi
fication process and by General Electric 
for the combined-cycle equipment and 
the integrated control system for the 
plant. SCE is the host utility; in addition 
to its financial commitment, its contribu
tion includes the Cool Water site (where 
four power units already generate 600 
MW), the plant water supply, and the 
use of various other facilities. 

Bechtel is engineer-constructor for the 
project. Combustion Engineering, Inc., is 
supplying the gasifier vessel and syngas 
cooler units. Airco, Inc., is building an 
air separation plant adjacent to the Cool 
Water site and will deliver oxygen "over 
the fence" to the IGCC plant. Ford, Bacon 
& Davis is designing the sulfur recovery 
system. 

Answers for tomorrow 

As sponsor of a great deal of the R&D 
that led up to Cool Water, EPRI continues 
to provide much technical coordination 
and leadership, as well as to seek further 
sponsors to share the cost of the demon
stration. Much EPRI-funded work bears 
directly on Cool Water and on the miti
gation of risks associated with it. Pilot 
runs at Montebello and Oberhausen are 
examples. Also, tests of rapid load 
change were conducted at a 1000-t/ d 
commercial oxygen plant in Texas. Com
puter simulations were used to model 
various IGCC control modes (involving 
Texaco and other gasifiers); and work 
continues in refining models of the gasi
fication process itself. 

The Cool Water project organization, 
with input from EPRI in several in
stances, has performed studies leading to 

the final decisions on oxygen storage, 
sulfur removal and sulfur conversion 
processes, coal-grinding equipment, fun
damental configuration of the gasifier 
and its immediate auxiliaries, and equip
ment spares for reliability. 

The most provocative analyses to come 
from the Cool Water background R&D 
are the projections of capital cost and 
performance factors for a commercial 
IGCC plant. In mid-1980 dollars, one 
such design is estimated to cost $1200 / 
kW. This figure reflects 1000-MW ca
pacity (10 times the size of Cool Water) 
and a 35.5% thermal efficiency (9618 Btu/ 
kWh heat rate). 

If the 100-MW Cool Water capital cost 
is adjusted to the same mid- 1980-dollar 
basis, it is $2290/kW. And if the Cool 
Water thermal efficiency, calculated at 
about 31%, is adjusted upward to 35.5% 
(largely by assuming a steam reheat cycle 
as in a larger plant), its equivalent cost 
drops to $2000/kW. 

The difference between $2000 and 
$1200 is considered reasonable and en
couraging for a first-of-a-kind demon
stration plant. According to standard cal
culations used in industry, it represents 
a scale factor of 0.8. That is about the fig
ure to be expected for a ten-fold capac
ity increase involving a combination of 
larger individual units (sulfur removal 
plant and steam turbine) with parallel 
trains of smaller units (gasifiers, syngas 
coolers, and combustion turbines). 

Three utilities are already following 
the progress of Cool Water and these 
analyses very closely and are considering 
Texaco gasification and the IGCC tech
nology for future needs: the 500-MW 
Sears Island plant for Central Maine 
Power Co., a cogeneration plant of still
undecided capacity for Arkansas Power 
& Light Co., and the 1500-MW Ivanpah 
plant for SCE. 

If design and construction schedules 
continue to be met, Cool Water will be 
on-line in 1984, producing electricity and 
providing data only 12 years after EPRI 
itself began operation. That interval re
flects an early and important change in 

EPRI's objectives for advanced fossil fuel 
power research. What began as a search 
for the best coal gasification process gave 
way to a search for the best integrated 
power technology. Taking full advantage 
of its own findings, while acknowledging 
the preeminence of others in gasification 
and combined-cycle systems, in fairly 
short order EPRI has zeroed m on a 
promising new candidate to generate 
clean power from coal. • 

This article was written by Ralph Whitaker. Technical 
background information was provided by Thomas 
O'Shea, Advanced Power Systems Division. 
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Information at Hand 
Evolution in computer and telecommunications technology has 

spurred the development of worldwide commercial information 

networks that l ink users to a growing number of data bases at the 

push of a button . Access to the Electric Power Database , including 

information on EPA I-sponsored research , is now available 

on-line through the DIALOG system . 

The search for information on corrosion in California geothermal energy research begins with identifying appropriate 
key words and the number of information items avai lable on each. The computer can then be asked to combine several 
categories or sort out items that have several key words in common. When the field of information has been narrowed 
sufficiently, citations can be printed out in a form that gives basic information and an abstract of the research. The 
example on the screen shows the logic of such a search, although the actual user-computer i nteraction would be 
somewhat more abbreviated. 
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M
anila, August 1982: A civil en- retrieval by the interaction that occurs 
gineer sits down at a small com- between computer and user. The on-line 
puter terminal with a telephone user engages in an active dialogue with 

hookup and dials a local number . . What the computer, making requests and re-
he wants is information that will help him 
in cost-effective siting of an electric power 
transmission line through a technically 
challenging stretch of the Philippine jun
gle. The number he calls will connect him 

not with the local library, which lacks the 
information he needs, but with the re
sources of a giant computer located in the 
United States . 

Through this trans-Pacific circuit the 
engineer can scan, select, and print out 
summaries of EPRI research at his own 
terminal. The method is fast and rela
tively cheap, and it ensures access to ma
terial that is too new to be widely avail
able, even in U.S. libraries. 

Such a scenario first became possible 
this past summer, when EPRI joined the 
growing number of research institutions 
that are becoming part of a worldwide 
commercial information network. How 
did this trend toward computerized in
formation-sharing begin, and where does 
it seem to be going? 

On-line evolution 

Behind today's information boom lies the 
development of on-line data retrieval. 
Donald Black, manager of EPRI's Infor
mation Centers, characterizes on-line 
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ceiving answers until he has the informa
tion he wants. "The on-line interaction," 
says Black, "allows the user to refine his 
questioning strategy as he goes ." 

The seed of today's on-line network 
was the development of time-sharing 
during the early 1960s. What this meant 
was simultaneous access to the computer 
by more than one user. The multiple 
users were, in effect, sharing their time 
on the computer, cutting the cost of com
puter time for each one and boosting 
utilization of the computer's productive 
capacity. 
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Into the Global Pool 

Linkage to the research work of others is 
increasingly available through global information 
pools that can be tapped by computer informa
tion networks. Abstracted information fed into 
ever-larger data sets can be retrieved by any 
user through on-line terminals. For example, vital 
information on 3600 EPRl-sponsored research 
projects, part of the Electric Power Database, 
has recently been fed into the commercial sys
tem called DIALOG. This large pool houses some 
160 data bases containing over 55 million records 
that range from engineering through the physical 
and biological sciences to humanities, business, 
and environment. All records are immediately 
available to any of the 15,000 users worldwide. 

/ 

.71 
/ 

To handle their multiple requests in a 

sufficiently rapid sequence to create the 

illusion of simultaneous processing, the 

computer's central unit- its brain -had 

to grow. In the early machines, a few thou

sand units of memory were considered a 

liberal endowment; today, even the small

est microcomputers have more than that. 

So a smarter and speedier central process

ing unit was the first precondition for the 

development of time-sharing. 

A new storage medium was the next 

step. Storing data on tapes slowed the 

search process because tapes had to be 

read sequentially, from beginning to end. 

Magnetic disk storage offered freedom 

from this constraint, providing random 

access to any file designated without the 

need to go through other files .  Disk stor-

age also gave greater capacity at pro

gressively lower costs over time. 

But the market for computer services 

was still limited by geography. If, for ex

ample, a company in Omaha could reach 

potential customers for its computerized 

accounting services package in Seattle 

and Cleveland, the increased volume 

would mean lower costs per user. This 

realization provided the impetus to create 

a communications network that would 

bring the customer to the computer, re

gardless of the real distance between the 

two. 

To avoid the expense of daytime long

distance rates, computer service bureaus 

started to lease circuits by the month. 

What they developed were value-added 

networks that could do far more than just 

pass electric signals back and forth be

tween the host computer and customer 

terminals. One pioneering concern dis

covered a way to make a single voice

grade circuit service some 64 customer 

terminals, spreading the cost of the cir

cuit over 64 users . In addition to this cost 

breakthrough, the special circuits could 

provide automatic routing to the proper 

host computer, manage diverse types of 

computers and terminals to make them 

compatible, and provide instant backup 

in case a line went down. 

Three developments were critical, then, 

in making large-scale computer net

works possible: enhanced speed and 

memory in the central processing unit, 

random-access disk storage, and low-cost 

telecommunications capability. Once the 

necessary conditions were met, time

sharing took off. 
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Time-sharing and on-line became roughly 
interchangeable terms. The time-sharing 
concept, which came first, emphasized 
simultaneous access to the computer by 
many users. On-line data processing 
stressed the interactive link between the 
computer and each one of these users. 
But, as Black points out, "Time-sharing 
isn't meaningful as a concept unless you 
are on-line." Today's multiple users of a 
giant host computer are far more likely 
to be scattered around the globe than 
gathered in one spot, so the distinction 
has meant little in practice. 

Data base development 

"There is a big world of on-line informa
tion out there," says Black, "and we're 
adding our part to it now." That contribu
tion is the Electric Power Database (EPD) 
compiled at the Institute "to help meet 
one of our missions, which is to dissem
inate information to our members -and 
beyond them, to the scientific community 
and the public at large." 

Building today's on-line data bases be

gan with efforts sponsored by the U.S. 
government back in the late 1960s. The 
National Aeronautics and Space Admini
stration (NASA) wanted to disseminate 
information about the space program, 
while the National Library of Medicine 
grappled with the task of indexing and 
abstracting the world's medical litera
ture. Because of the difficulty of keeping 
printed material current with the flow of 
incoming data, they decided to try com
puter-controlled publishing for speed. 
This move meant that the data to be pub
lished had to be put in machine-readable 
form. 

"Nobody thought of the possible bene
fits of having machine-readable data until 
after it was in existence," Black com
ments. The motivation had been simply 
to expedite printing. But with the simul
taneous development of the technology 
for on-line information search, it became 
clear that the coded data did not have to 
be printed in order to be useful. 

In fact, an on-line data retrieval sys
tem such as today's EPD can offer a num-
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ber of advantages over traditional meth
ods of poring through printed materials 
in search of information. For a start, it is 
faster. The latest additions to the data 
base are available right away. And through 
the multiple access points that are not 
available in printed literature, it is pos
sible to zero in with maximum efficiency 
on the areas of greatest interest. 

For example, when searching the data 
on geothermal power systems, it is pos
sible to call for only those projects han
dled by a certain contractor, or only those 
focusing on dry steam resources, or only 
those with a certain level of funding. 
Alternatively, if scanning all the indus
try's research in the field is important, 
it is all available-without gaps, missing 
issues, or torn-out pages. 

Access is not limited by geography, 
either. The facts are literally at the search
er's fingertips. Substituting computer 
communication for physical travel to li
braries or to EPRI itself allows on-line 
users to delve into the Institute's infor
mation stores without ever leaving their 
homes or offices, a convenience that saves 
money as well as time. 

A typical search might cost $10-$15. 
That would pay for about 10-15 minutes 
of on-line scanning, as well as the sum
maries printed and mailed out immedi
ately thereafter. Printing the summaries 
on-line, at the customer's own terminal, 
costs more because it takes more compu
ter time. If the printing is done off-line, 
even a full hour's search with several hun
dred printed citations would cost no more 
than $75-$85. 

Using EPD 

Originally abbreviated as EPD /RDIS in 
reference to the earlier Research and De
velopment Information System that the 
Institute's new system incorporates, EPD 
embraces some 8500 records on electric 
power research throughout the industry, 
including over 4000 on EPRI-sponsored 
projects. These records give a wide scope 
of information: project title; contractor; 
funding for current, prior, and future years; 
project description for projects funded 

at $15,000 or more; subject headings and 
classifications identifying areas of con
centration of the research; and any result
ing publications. In total, the records con
tain contract information on research 
representing an annual industry funding 
level of $500 million. 

EPD is updated monthly to stay on top 
of all the most recent developments. 
About half the records detail research 
that is still in progress. Because a new 
record is added as soon as an EPRI re
search contract is initiated, EPD users can 
be sure that they will know what work is 
being done in the field well in advance of 
any publications documenting the results. 
Furthermore, old records of completed 
projects are retained to ensure compre
hensive, in-depth information access. 

This wealth of information has been 
available on-line for some time through 
the DOE/RECON government system. 
But it was accessible only to government 
agencies, to government contractors, and 
by special arrangement, to EPRI member 
utilities. Now others have the same op
portunity because DIALOG, the infor
mation service that EPRI joined this past 
summer, is not restricted and is available 
worldwide. 

Further, EPD may soon be available 
through more commercial services, so 
potential users will have an even wider 
choice of retrieval features. And search
ing other data bases offered through the 

same services may help EPD users gain 
important supplementary information. 

Becoming an on-line user is easy. DIA
LOG and most other services have no 
subscription fee and no monthly mini
mum. Like a utility, they charge basically 

for what is consumed. Some even give a 
limited amount of free on-line time to 
new users so they can become acquainted 
with the system, a process that is made 
far speedier and more efficient if the user 
takes the on-line training that is offered 
at nominal cost. (EPRI's technical infor
mation center staff can provide assistance 
to those interested in becoming on-line 
users.) 

The value of on-line data retrieval runs 



in the millions of dollars every year. For 
example, a recent DOE study estimated 
that the $5.8 billion spent annually on its 
R&D required an additional $500 million 
for information processing and use but 
that these services pay for themselves by 
saving scientists and engineers $13 bil
lion in time and equipment. No equiva
lent study has been done at EPRI, but 
Black considers it reasonable to expect 
similar kinds of savings from on-line use 
of EPD. 

Expanding the resource network 

Given the history and nature of on-line 
data retrieval, what is the outlook? What 
are the frontiers of the on-line network as 
computers enter their third decade? 

The first and most obvious frontier is 
geographic. The on-line data network is 
spreading around the world, with local 
access points, called nodes, now available 
in about 30 countries; there are over 900 
nodes in the United States. So far, most 
of the traffic has been one way. Users 
from Singapore to Buenos Aires have 
been plugging into some 350-400 host 
computers clustered in the United States. 
But modifications of this pattern are now 
in view. 

Soon network users, including those in 
North America, will be able to access host 
computers in Europe. And eventually, 
anyone at any access node on the system 
will be able to reach any host computer 
in any country that the system serves. For 
example, Australia has computers that 
are not yet accessible to researchers in 
the United States and Canada, but the 
Australian data bases in such important 
fields as minerals exploration and zool
ogy will be opened up to on-line research
ers worldwide over the next few years. 
Already the more than 180 on-line in
formation services based in North Amer
ica alone offer some 1100 separate data 
bases, and that number will multiply 
when instant computer access to foreign 
information sources becomes a reality. 

Because the United States has been and 
still is the world leader in computerized 
information retrieval, English tends to be 

the network's universal language. This 
will probably remain true, despite the 
diversity now being introduced by Euro
peans who are building data bases in 
German and French. Most challenging 
will be the translation of the extensive 
data bases developed in Japanese, a com
plicated task that may slow the eventual 
access of North American and European 
on-line users to Japan's valuable infor
mation resources. 

Geographically, then, the network is 
spreading across the globe as it follows 
development. But what of the frontiers in 
subject matter? 

Science and technology will probably 
remain the leading topics of international 
information exchange, but other fields 
are catching up. Economics, law, busi
ness, and management have all gone on
line in the past few years. And even the 
arts are getting their tum, so devotees of 
music, theater, dance, painting, and the 
like will be able to follow their trends on
line. What's more, in the United States, 
consumer information ranging from in
stant stock market quotations to recipes 
for homemade yogurt is already available 
to on-line service subscribers. 

On the technology frontier, the hottest 
news, according to Black, is the emer
gence of digital video disks for data stor
age. Although this technology is still in 
the experimental stage, more and more 
effort is being expended to bring the digi
tal video disk to commercial readiness. 
The heart of a digital system is conversion 
of the data to a simple binary code -
based, in this case , on the presence or 
absence of a dark dot at each minute data 
station on the disk. In contrast with the 
sometimes fuzzy or distorted analog video 
disks now sold for home TVs, the digital 
disk is very precise, presenting data in a 
form that is easy for the machine to read 
accurately by rapid laser scanning. As 
Black points out, there are no halfway 
measures in the recording or the reading 
of a digital disk. 

Even more important, the digital sys
tem allows the reduction of a great deal 
of data into a very small storage space. 

"There is the potential for storing the en
tire Encyclopaedia Britannica on one side 
of a disk this big," says Black, holding up 
a disk only 8 inches in diameter. Such 
extreme reduction, although still some 
years off, will make a tremendous break
through in terms of storage cost. The re
sult will be larger and larger data bases 
available at lower and lower cost to the 
user. And the user will have instant ac
cess to far more comprehensive informa
tion, too, when an entire article or report 
rather than just a brief summary is avail
able on-line. 

Meanwhile, terminal costs are also fall
ing. Whereas it now costs $1000-$2000 
to purchase all the equipment necessary 
to go on-line, a keyboard terminal that 
links to a home TV screen will be avail
able this year for less than $100. A mo
dem to provide the necessary terminal
telephone interface and a printer to put 
the telephone transmissions on paper are 
also coming up in the same price range. 
Before long it will be possible to go on
line for only about $300 total-a sum 
roughly equivalent to the price of a small 
color TV set and well within reach of the 
average American. 

So the on-line phenomenon has a social 
frontier as well, and one that is expand
ing rapidly. In Black's words, "The grow
ing on-line network is a democratizing 
influence-with the proper equipment, it 
allows anybody, anywhere, equal access." 

In the realm of science and technology, 
the prospect is that this broadened access 
will stimulate the exchange of ideas. At 
home, affiliation with a leading institu
tion may become less important as a con
duit for receiving information and offer
ing work to the community. And abroad, 
the many scientists who will never travel 
to major research centers may now have 
greater opportunity to participate in new 
developments, contributing their own 
special perspectives to the advancement 
of science worldwide. • 

This article was written by Mary Wayne, science writer. 
Technical background information was provided by 
Donald Black, Technical Information Division. 
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WASH INGTON REPORT 

Grappling With Federal 
Budget Uncertainties 

Th is summer 's AAAS foru m on 
federal R&D pol icy emphasized redefin it ion 

of roles and prior it ies i n  l ight  of the 
chang ing  c l imate for fede ral su pport of R&D.  

P
olitical constants impose con
straints on the whole architecture 
of the 1983 budget: the avoidance 

of economic disaster and a commitment 
to a higher and costlier level of national 
security. Together, these constants exert 
a forcing effect on choices that bear upon 
the discretionary fraction of the budget, 
which is where research and develop
ment live," stated William D. Carey, 
executive officer of the American Associ
ation for the Advancement of Science 
(AAAS). 

The discretionary fraction of the fed
eral budget was the center of discussion at 
the Seventh Annual Colloquium on R&D 
Policy, sponsored by AAAS and held in 
Washington, D.C., last June. The forum 
allowed participants from the scientific 
and engineering communities, federal 
policymakers, and others in industry, 
universities, and the general public to 
exchange views on current R&D policy 
issues. It also gave federal officials a 
chance to gauge scientific reaction to cur
rent policy proposals, including the re
duction in federal spending on nonde
fense R&D. Energy R&D reductions are 
evidenced by the decreased budgets and 
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personnel layoffs at DOE and the Envi
ronmental Protection Agency (EPA) and 
a reduction in funds for the national 
laboratories. 

These cuts are consistent with the ad
ministration's economic policies , which 
emphasize initiative by the private sector 
in determining whether R&D projects 
reach commercialization. The lingering 
question at the forum was, how much of 
the R&D previously supported by gov
ernment will industry assume? The de
bates also provided some insights into 
future R&D trends. 

Budget Impacts on Energy R&D 

The Reagan administration's budget, pro
posed in February, recommended an in
crease for R&D to $44.4 billion in FY83, 
up from $37.3 billion in FY81 and $40.0 
billion in FY82. This represents an 11  % 
increase over FY82. According to George 
Keyworth, presidential science adviser 
and keynote speaker at the AAAS col
loquium, R&D received the second largest 
increase of any of the FY83 budget func
tions. The majority of this research in
crease , however, is in the defense area , 
which is slated to grow 43% over the two-

year period FY81-83 (in current dollars, 
or 23% in constant dollars). 

As proposed, total expenditures for 
nondefense R&D are to remain relatively 
unchanged between FY82 and FY83, rep
resenting a 6% reduction in purchasing 
power. According to the AAAS analysis 
presented at the colloquium, of all the ma
jor components of R&D (defense, space, 
health, energy, general science, and other) 
energy suffers the greatest reduction in 
budget authority for FY83 (Research and 

Development: AAAS Report VII). Approxi
mately $4.3 billion was spent on energy 
R&D in FY81. That figure diminished to 
$3.1 billion in FY82 and $2.2 billion in 
FY83-reductions from the FY81 total of 
29.2% and 48.0%, respectively. 

Total R&D by DOE funding (including 
DOE's defense and general science pro
grams) is facing a 25.3% reduction from 
FY81. In FY81 , the budget authority 
amounted to $6211.4 million; but only 
$4639 .8 million has been proposed for 
FY83 . These funding decreases are forc
ing sharp cutbacks and program termi
nations in fossil, solar, environmental, 
and conservation R&D. There is lim
ited growth in basic research and some 



funding increases in atomic energy and 
nuclear defense activities. 

Also of concern are the substantial de
creases for R&D at EPA. The FY83 bud
get of $218.2 million signifies a 43.4% 
reduction below the FY81 level of $385.4 
million. With the exception of acid pre
cipitation research and scientific assess
ment, funding for all EPA programs will 
decrease in the coming fiscal year. 

Conversation was enlivened at the fo
rum by a change of events: While the fo
rum was in session, Congress passed a 
budget resolution restoring much of the 
funding the administration had proposed 
to reduce. The resolution provides an 
overall budget ceiling. It is now up to the 
various appropriations committees to rec
oncile each program area, a process that 
may take a number of months. Although 
some programs may be temporarily res
cued from severe budget reductions, it is 
the administration's intent to continue to 
apply downward pressure in these areas 
in future budget years. And it is this un
certainty that surrounds the final budget 
outcome, making both short- and long
range energy program planning difficult. 

Impacts on National Laboratories 

The budget cuts in funding for federal 
agencies are having their effects on the 
institutions that perform R&D. Among 
these are the national laboratories, which 
receive funding through DOE. Histori
cally, the national laboratories have re
sponded to changing national priorities 
by diversifying their programs. At the 
present time, the multiprogram labora
tories are suffering from budgets that are 
down about 20% from FY81 levels. Al
though the nuclear energy programs are 
faring well, the technology programs in 
geothermal, solar, conservation, energy 
storage, and fossil energy are experienc
ing severe budget reductions. 

The specific contributions of the na
tional laboratories can be difficult to de-

Teich 

termine. Albert Teich, coauthor of the 
AAAS R&D report and science policy 
studies manager at AAAS, explains, "Na
tional laboratories should not necessarily 
be viewed in terms of their direct con
tributions to the marketplace. They per
form other very important functions, 
which provide the groundwork for future 
technology development. Asking the lab
oratories to cut back their staffs by 20-
25% over a 1-2-year period could sub
stantially damage their long-term health." 

The role and future of the national 
laboratories are issues of much contro
versy. "If fundamental roles of the labo
ratories could be defined and agreed upon 
by all sectors of the scientific community, 
rather than being regarded as a problem, 
then scientists in universities, industry, 
and national laboratories would have a 
secure institutional context in which to 
conduct their real work of scientific re
search and development," adds David 
Shirley, director of the Lawrence Berkeley 
Laboratory and a speaker at the AAAS 
colloquium. The roles and missions of the 
laboratories are currently being examined 

by DOE's Energy Research Advisory 
Board and the administration's Office of 
Science and Technology Policy (OSTP). 
Their findings could have a significant 
impact on the future of the national lab
oratories, particularly in light of the fed
eral budget reductions. And because of 
these reductions, the burden for continu
ing energy R&D has now shifted to the 
private sector. 

Industry Response 

By forcing the reprogramming and re
shaping of federal R&D priorities, the ad
ministration can achieve its objective of 
shifting the major role in resolving the 
nation's energy problems to industry. 
Keyworth explains, "For nearly two 
decades we've been neglecting to replen
ish our means to keep pace with our 
aspirations. A whole generation in our 
society has literally grown up under gen
erous government programs; to them, 
reductions in the rate of growth in fed
eral spending must seem positively un
American. Actual cutbacks are unthink
able. Unfortunately, that has to be part 
of the solution to restoring health to our 
economy." 

In his address to the colloquium, Key
worth pointed out that the government 
has misplaced priorities in support of 
demonstration and commercial technol
ogies where no natural market exists, 
such as projects in fossil and solar energy. 
The government spent $30 billion on pro
grams that did little to achieve U.S. energy 
independence, Keyworth added. "Why 
did they fail? Because there was no nat
ural market for the products of those 
expensive technologies. It's no wonder 
private industry was reticent to invest 
large amounts of its own money to im
prove the technologies . . . .  So in keep
ing with our policy for science and tech
nology, we're pulling back now, removing 
government from those demonstration 
projects that would be well within the 
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capability of private industry to make 
competitive, if a market exists." 

The administration's policy, according 
to the AAAS R&D document , implies that 
the country is not faced with a serious en
ergy crisis and that the technology needed 
to ensure energy supply will be devel
oped and financed by the private sector 
in response to market forces. The effec
tiveness of this approach , Teich points 
out, is contingent upon the ability and 
willingness of industry to undertake the 
necessary investments to achieve major 
technology advances and to maintain a 
leadership role for the United States. 

Yet relying on the marketplace alone as 
a source of energy R&D funding can have 
its disadvantages. There are areas of R&D 
that may not attract sufficient private sec
tor funding but would be in the best 
interest of the nation and the economy, 
such as in the areas of energy conserva
tion and solar. And Teich warns against 
total reliance on the marketplace. "There 
is a lot to be said for using the market
place as a mechanism for allocating R&D 
resources. But the marketplace is not per
fect-it has distortions, such as those that 
result from overregulation of the nuclear 
industry and others that result from the 
quasi-monopoly positions of some of the 
largest energy companies, as well as the 
entire world oil situation." Teich cites en
ergy conservation as an example of an area 
of R&D in which the market, on its own, 
would tend to underinvest. "Although 
the implementation of conservation pro
cesses and technologies (such as those 
DOE was pursuing) might save indus
tries considerable amounts of money in 
energy use, it may not be economically 
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feasible for an individual company to 
undertake the R&D needed to develop 
these technologies." 

Therefore, to fulfill such R&D respon
sibilities, the privat_e sector may have to 
pool its knowledge and experience to 
achieve national objectives. According to 
Teich, "The Electric Power Research In
stitute is one example of the type of insti
tution that could be a model for other 
parts of the economy because it attempts 
to find common ground to pool the inter
ests of a variety of organizations." In fact, 
this need for information sharing among 
the scientific and technical communities 
is integral to future R&D development
a central conclusion of both the collo
quium and the R&D document. 

Future R&D Trends 

In the AAAS R&D document, Teich and 
coauthors Willis Shapley and Jill Wein
berg point out four challenges created by 
the FY83 budget. The first is congres
sional passage of the budget itself, pre
serving the preferred treatment for R&D 
as much as possible. 

The second challenge is to face up to 
the constraints on federal R&D spending. 
It is up to the scientific and technical 
community, in and out of government, to 
convince Congress of R&D's vital im
portance to the economic well-being of 
the nation and to set research priorities 
to complement administration policies. 
OSTP, 0MB, and various other federal 
agencies have responsibilities in this area, 
as well. The authors note that the federal 
agencies must provide effective mecha
nisms to stimulate budget information 
exchange between the government and 

the research community. 
The third challenge involves science 

and engineering education, where the role 
of the federal government needs to be 
better defined. The fourth challenge is 
directed specifically to industry to dem
onstrate that free enterprise can function 
in a way that will spur innovation and 
productivity. 

The colloquium provided an opportu
nity to discuss these four issues face
to-face, allowing open communication 
among those who support research , those 
who perform research , and those who de
pend on research. It is precisely these in
terrelationships among the members of 
the administration, Congress, industry, 
and the scientific, engineering , and aca
demic communities that foster the kind 
of information sharing needed to main
tain the levels of scientific excellence and 
technology advancement to which the 
United States has grown accustomed. 

As Teich concludes, "The existence of 
the colloquium helps policymakers rec
ognize that there are people who maintain 
a continuing interest in R&D policy and 
helps people in the R&D community keep 
in touch with the changing cast of charac
ters in policy positions. Last year, it made 
the transition from one set of R&D policy 
objectives to another a lot smoother than 
it might have been. It constitutes an arena 
for R&D policy." • 

This article was written by Ellie Hollander, Washington 
Office. 



AT THE I NSTITUTE 

Technical Assessment 
Guide Published 

EPRI document is adopted by 
DOE as the standard for deve lop ing 

cost est imates and economic analyses. 

U 
tilities, contractors, the govern
ment, and EPRI staff can now com
pare R&D technology options by 

using the method and set of consistent 
premises included in the new edition of 
EPRI's Technical Assessment Guide (TAG*). 

The guide was developed to describe the 
revenue requirement method used by the 
Institute, its contractors, and most elec
tric utilities to perform economic evalu
ations of alternative technologies and to 
provide a consistent set of economic 
factors, financial assumptions, fuel prices, 
and cost and performance information 
for use in making these evaluations. 

According to George Applegren, man
ager of technology evaluation, Planning 
and Evaluation Division, this is the fourth 
edition of TAG and augments previ
ous versions with an evaluation of the 
near-term financial impact of an option. 
Changes resulting from the 1981 Eco
nomic Recovery Tax Act are also included. 

In addition to its use at EPRI, this edi
tion of TAG has been adopted by DOE 
as a standard for constructing cost esti
mates and electric utility-oriented eco-

'TAG is an EPRI trademark. 

nomic analyses. DOE has been given 
permission to reproduce the book as one 
of its internal source documents . 

TAG is divided into two sections. The 
first includes a brief summary of the rev
enue requirement methodology, as well 
as data on fuel price projections and cost 
and performance information on trans
mission and generation technologies. The 
second section provides a more complete 
explanation of the economic methodology 
and a series of sample problems. 

Copies of TAG, published as EPRI re
port P-2410-SR, are available from the 
Research Reports Center. • 

EPRI Opens 
Chicago Area Office 

EPRI's Nuclear Power Division officially 
opened a new office in the Chicago sub
urb of Naperville, Illinois, this month. 
The facility will house the division's 
Developing Applications and Technology 
Department. 

The department will be headed by 
Clark Gibbs, formerly vice president of 
Middle South Energy, Inc., a subsidiary 
of Middle South Utilities, Inc. Gibbs will 

be responsible for planning, implement
ing, and managing the department's ef
forts to identify, study, and develop ad
vanced breeder and improved light water 
nuclear power reactor systems. One ob
jective will be to ensure that utility needs 
and concerns are addressed in the design 
of future breeder reactors for commercial 
operation. 

The Chicago area office will house 
the Consolidated Management Office 
(Como), established by EPRI to partici
pate in the breeder development pro
gram with DOE. Staffing plans are still 
being decided; at this time, they call for 
Como to include representatives from 
DOE, manufacturers, engineering con
tractors, and foreign utilities interested in 
liquid metal fast breeder reactor systems. 

During his tenture as vice president of 
Middle South Energy, Gibbs also served 
as vice president for nuclear activities for 
Middle South Services, Inc., the service 
subsidiary of Middle South Utilities, Inc. 
The holding company operates electric 
utilities in Louisiana, Arkansas, and 
Mississippi 

Prior to joining Middle South in 1978, 
Gibbs was with Commonwealth Edison 
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Co., where he was assigned to the Project 
Management Corp. PMC is a nonprofit 
company created to oversee the activities 
of the Clinch River breeder reactor proj
ect in Tennessee. 

Gibbs earned a PhD in nuclear engi
neering from Rensselaer Polytechnic In
stitute and also holds a degree from the 
U.S. Naval Academy. For the past two 
years, he chaired the Atomic Industrial 
Forum's Committee on Reactor Licensing 
and Safety. • 

Loewenstein Testifies 
On LMFBR Safety 

Walter B. Loewenstein, deputy director 
of the Nuclear Power Division, testified 
recently in Bonn, West Germany, on 
LMFBR safety before a Commission of 

Media Tour 
NDE Center 

Fourteen representatives from the trade, industry, 
and commercial news media toured EPR l 's Non
destructive Evaluation Center in C harlotte, North 
Carolina, in June. The center, managed by J. A. 
Jones Applied Research Co., evaluates and tests 
techniques for verifying the physical condition of 
power plants without damaging the components. 
The media tour included demonstrations of an ad
vanced, computer-controlled u ltrasonic inspection 
system; eddy-current inspection systems; steam 
turbine inspection procedures; boiling water reactor 
pipe inspection work; and inspections with Minac, 
a miniature l inear accelerator used primarily for 
coolant pump inspections. 
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Inquiry on Future Energy Policy of the 
Bundestag. 

The commission invited Loewenstein 
to testify because it was considering pro 
and con arguments for continued fund
ing and an operating license for the SNR-
300 fast breeder, West Germany's coun
terpart of the U.S. Clinch River breeder 
reactor. The two units are counterparts in 
the sense that each represents its nation's 
first large commercial-scale demonstra
tion fast breeder reactor. 

Loewenstein was asked to comment 
specifically on the completeness and cor
rectness of a study previously presented 
to the Inquiry Commission by the Karls
ruhe Nuclear Research Center. Loewen
stein corroborated the study, noting that 
it presents fairly the state of knowledge 
on reactor safety and that the open liter-

ature on sodium-cooled fast breeders had 
clearly been scrutinized carefully during 
its preparation. 

"The conclusions outlined in the study 
are in accord with our knowledge of fast
reactor safety," Loewenstein said. "The 
analytic results can be duplicated essen
tially by a methodology identical to 
that used in the German safety review, 
as well as by related and similar meth
odology developed by other technical 
groups." 

The 300-MW (e) German breeder, be
ing built by a industry-utility team at 
Kalkar, near Essen, is now about 50% 
completed. The Inquiry Commission and 
the Bundestag will vote this month on 
completion of the project. If approved, it 
is scheduled to begin operation in De
cember 1986. • 



Matrix Management 
Results in Rapid 
Problem Solving 

A matrix management system that cuts 

across department lines has been incor

porated into EPRI's Nuclear Power Divi

sion to provide utilities with timely re

sponses to questions about generic safety 

issues .  

"Matrix management, which began in 

late 1981, is a team approach to resolving 

generic safety issues rapidly," says John 

Taylor, division director. "The teams, 

which can be composed of representa

tives from all departments within the NP 

Division, are usually coordinated by the 

Nuclear Safety Analysis Center (NSAC) ." 

With input from the Nuclear Regula

tory Commission, utilities, owners groups, 

the Institute of Nuclear Power Opera

tions, and other EPRI staff, NSAC evalu

ates high-consequence-low-probability 

generic safety issues and recommends 

priorities for their resolution. The issues 

selected are common to many nuclear 

power stations, require a comprehensive 

and sophisticated analysis, and have so

lutions with long-term relevance. 

Once an issue is recommended and ap

proved for assignment to a matrix man

agement team, a timetable and budget 

are set, a matrix manager is selected, and 

team members with expertise needed for 

solving the problem are assigned to work 

full- or part-time on the team. The matrix 

manager coordinates the work among the 

various departments in the NP Division. 

He also serves as the main contact with 

the utilities to ensure technology trans

fer from EPRI's research and applications 

work. 

There are now four matrix manage

ment teams working on reactor vessel 

pressurized thermal shock, TMI cleanup, 

degraded core technology, and decay heat 

removal. Additional teams will be formed 

to address problems as they arise. • 

CALENDAR 

For add itional information on the EPRl
sponsored/cosponsored meetings listed 
below, please contact the person ind icated . 

SEPTEMBER 

21-23 
Steam Turbine D isk Integrity 
Minneapol is ,  Minnesota 
Contact: Carol Ve rschage (41 5) 855-2252 

22-24 
Workshop: Emergency Response Facilities 
Palo Alto , Cal ifornia 
Contact: David Cain (415) 855-21 1 2  

OCTOBER 

4-7 
2d International Workshop: Impact of 
Hydrogen on Water Reactor Safety 
Albuquerque , New Mexico 
Contact: Loren Thompson ( 41 5) 855-2825 

7-8 
Cooling-Tower Plume Prediction 
Ch icago,  I l l ino is 
Contact: John Bartz ( 41 5) 855-2851 

1 2-1 3 
Workshop: Evaluation of Small-Hydro Sites 
Chicago, l l l nois 
Contact: Charles Su l l ivan (41 5) 855-8948 

1 2-1 3 
Performing Power Plant Reliability 
and Availability Analyses 
San Franc isco, California 
Contact: Jerome Weiss ( 41 5) 855-2495 

1 3-14 
Seminar: Cathodic Protection of Bare Copper 
Neutral Conductors on URD Cables 
Arl ington ,  Virg in ia 
Contact: Thomas Kendrew ( 41 5) 855-231 7 

1 3-1 5 
Transmission Line Grounding 
Atlanta, Georgia 
Contact: John Dunlap (41 5) 855-2305 

13-1 5 
Seminar: Fuel Supply 
St. Lou is ,  Missouri 
Contact: Jeremy Platt (41 5) 855-2628 

1 4-1 5 
Seminar: Cooling Lake 
Multiple-Use Assessment 
Chicago, I l l inois 
Contact: Robert Kawaratani (41 5) 855-2969 

1 7-22 
Decision Analysis for Utility Fuel Planning 
and Management 
Minneapol is ,  Minnesota 
Contact: Stephen Chape l  ( 41 5) 855-2608 

1 8-20 
Substation Grounding 
Atlanta, Georgia 
Contact: John Dunlap ( 41 5) 855-2305 

25-26 
Seminar: Turbine Missile Effects 
in Nuclear Power Plants 
Palo Alto, Cal iforn ia 
Contact: George S l iter (41 5) 855-2081 

25-27 
7th International Conference on 
Fluidized-Bed Combustion 
Ph i lade lph ia ,  Pennsylvan ia 
Contact: Shelton Eh rl ich (41 5) 855-2444 

26-28 
Seminar: Polynuclear Aromatic Hydrocarbons 
Columbus, Ohio 
Contact: Jacques Guert in (41 5) 855-201 8 

27-28 
1 1 th Semiannual Meeting: ARMP Users Group 
Omaha , Nebraska 
Contact: Walter E ich ( 41 5) 855-2090 

NOVEMBER 

1-4 
1 982 Joint Symposium on Stationary 
Combustion NOx Control 
Dallas , Texas 
Contact: M ichael Mc Elroy (41 5) 855-24 71 

2-4 

Workshop: Hydro Operation and Maintenance 
Atlanta, Georgia 
Contact: Charles Su l l ivan ( 41 5) 855-8948 

1 1 -1 2  
Seminar: Cooling Lake 
Multiple-Use Assessment 
Houston ,  Texas 
Contact: Robert Kawaratani (41 5) 855-2969 
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R&D Status Report 
ADVANCED POWER SYSTEMS DIVISION 
Dwain Spencer, Director 

GEOTHERMAL 
ROTARY SEPARATOR-TURBINE 

More electric power can be generated from 
a given flow of steam plus hot water from a 
geothermal well if the energy contained in 
the flow of the hot water can be used to drive 
a generator. EPRI has developed and tested 
a power conversion device called a rotary 
separator-turbine (RST) to produce added 
power from the liquid phase of the flow from 
a geothermal well. 

The RST accepts the total two-phase flow 
from a geothermal well and expands the two
phase mixtu re through a nozzle. In passing 
through the nozzle, the liquid phase (hot 

water) continues to flash to form more vapor 
(steam) as the pressure drops along the flow 
path. The accelerating vapor reaches a h igh 
velocity and accelerates the droplets of 
liquid entrained in it. The high-speed two
phase jet emerging from the nozzle could be 
used to d rive a turbine and generator d irectly 
if the liquid d roplets did not tend to follow a 
d ifferent path than the steam in the power 
turbin e. In the RST the two phases are sepa
rated into steam (which is sent to a conven
tional steam turbine) and high-speed l iquid. 

The l iquid is used to drive a specifically de

signed hydraul ic turbine, which is bu i lt into 
the RST unit. 

Wellhead power systems 
A wellhead system consists of a power con

version unit at the site of a single geothermal 
well and uses the full flow from that well to 

produce electric power. Such a system dif

fers from the larger (>50-MW [e]) plants 

that have characterized U.S.  geothermal 
power development since Pacific Gas and 
Electric Co. built Un it 5 at The Geysers 

in 1 971 . 
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Wellhead geothermal power systems have 
attracted interest over the past two years as 
electric utilities look for ways to become 
involved early in the development of geother

mal reservoirs and to acquire operating data 
useful for evaluating reservoirs and planning 

expansion. The EPRI staff estimates that 
about 5% of the known hydrothermal re

source base of 24,000 MW (e) wi l l  be de
veloped by using such wellhead units in 
sizes less than 1 0  MW (e). This wi l l  be an 
important 5% because it wi l l ,  for the most 
part , represent new starts at new fields. On 
November 1 0, 1 981 , a 1 .6-MW (e) rotary 

separator-turbine became the first geother
mal wellhead power system in the Un ited 
States to produce electricity for a commer

cial utility distribution network. It was tested 

in 600 hours of operation and produced elec
tricity for Utah Power & Light Co. (UP&L). 

Although wellhead un its have been in
stalled in Italy, the Phi l ippines, and Indone

sia, these are steam turbines that run on 
steam after the steam has been separated 
from any liquid fraction that may be pro
duced along with the steam. A complete 

wellhead power system using the concept 

tested in Utah would include a steam turbine 
alongside the RST to produce power from 

the steam as well as from the RST. When a 
steam turbine is added to the system, the 
total power output of the RST plus the steam 

turbine wi l l  be about 1 5% g reater than the 

power output of a steam turbine alone. 
The RST i n  Utah is the first EPRI wellhead 

power conversion project. The five-year plan 

for the EPRI Geothermal Power Systems 
Program includes installation and testing of 
one or two other types of wellhead power 
systems. It is anticipated that these projects 
wil l  be cost-shared with electric util ity com
panies or other industry partners. 

Description of an RST 
The RST tested and now installed on the 
UP&L system has the following primary com
ponents (Figure 1 ). 

o Four nozzles, each of which receives a 

quarter of the total flow from a geothermal 
well and converts part of the thermal energy 

of the in let fluid into kinetic energy of a high
speed jet. 

o A separator rotor captures the l iquid on 
the rim of a rotor, and separates the steam 

flow from the l iquid flow. 

o A liquid turbine scoops the rotating l iq
uid off the rim of the separator and re

verses its d irection of flow through two U
tubes, thereby producing torque to d rive a 
generator. 

o A l iquid transfer rotor receives the l iquid 

discharge from the U-tubes and keeps the 
l iquid on the rim of a rotor so that it can be 
picked up by a stationary diffuser. 

o A stationary diffuser scoops the l iquid off 

the transfer rotor, recovers pressure from 
the kinetic energy of the l iquid, and dis
charges a pressurized stream of l iqu id for 
injection back into the geothermal reservoir. 

Performance tests 
The RST (Figure 2) arrived at the UP&L test 
site near Milford, Utah, on September 1 6 , 
1 981 , and f i rst produced electric power 
on October 28. Power was delivered to 

the UP&L system on November 1 0, 1 981 . 
Problems with the lube oi l  system prevented 
operation at design housing pressure (50 
psia; 345 kPa) unti l  December 1 981 . Data 

useful for mapping the performance of the 
unit were fi rst obtained in December, and 



Figure 1 After separation from the steam in the centrifugal force field on the rim of the separator rotor, the 
liquid water flows through the unit and g ives up some kinetic energy to provide power output to the turbine 
shaft. The flow and energy transfer are made possible by the d ifferent speeds of the three rotors, In the test 
run that produced the maximum power, these speeds were 3126, 1800, and 425 rpm (52, 30, and 7 Hz) for 
the separator, U-tube turbine, and liquid transfer rotors, respectively. 
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Figure 2 RST wellhead power system installed at the Roosevelt Hot Springs geothermal field near Mi lford, 
Utah, The skid-mounted 1 .6-MW (e) system was delivered to the site on September 16, 1981 , and first pro
duced electric power on October 28, If a steam turbine is added to the system, about 7 MW (e) could be pro
duced from the 500,000-lb/h (63-kg/s) flow from the well. 

performance testing continued through 
January 1 982. 

During this period the RST produced 
294,000 kWh gross and delivered 1 25,000 
kWh net to the UP&L system. Much of the 
electricity produced, especially during the 
earlier part of the testing, was deliberately 
put into a load bank rather than on the UP&L 
grid. On January 31 , 1 982, the well was 
shut in order to install permanent equipment 
at the site. The permanent equipment wil l  
be part of the steam supply system for a 
20-MW (e) d irect-flash power plant being 
built for operation in 1 984 by UP&L. Testing 
of the RST at the same well resumed in 
August 1 982. 

UP&L is the host uti l ity and cofunder with 
EPRI of the wellhead RST field test The con
tractor for the testing of the RST concept is 
Biphase Energy Systems of Santa Monica, 
Californ ia. Biphase is also sharing the cost 
of the project and paid for fabrication of the 
1 .6-MW (e) RST system now installed at 
the Roosevelt Hot Springs geothermal field 
near Mi lford , Utah. Biphase is a wholly 
owned subsidiary of two companies, each a 
50% partner in the joint venture: Research 
Cottrell of Somervi l le, New Jersey, and 
Transamerica Delaval of Lawrencevi l le ,  
New Jersey. The geothermal field at 
Roosevelt Hot Springs is operated by Phi l lips 
Petroleum Co. , on behalf of itself and three 
other companies holding geothermal devel
opment rights in the area: Amax Exploration ,  
Thermal Power, and O'Brien Resources. 

The design specifications for the wellhead 
RST are given in Table 1 ,  along with some 
results from the measurements of actual 
performance from a run at maximum power 
output conditions. To evaluate the capability 
of the RST under the full range of conditions 
that could arise at Mi lford or at other geo
thermal sites, data were obtained at nozzle 
in let pressures ranging from 21 0 to 470 psia 
(1 A-3 .2 MPa), outlet steam pressures from 
30 to 60 psia (207-414  kPa), and operation 
with 1 ,  2, 3, and 4 nozzles. Performance 
maps are being developed to show both total 
power output and resource uti l ization effi
ciency, which measures how well a system 
converts a given amount of geothermal heat 
into electricity. Resource uti l ization effi
ciency is shown in Table 1 as ratio to one
stage flash. This is the ratio of power output 
from a system consisting of both an RST and 
a steam turbine to the power output of a sys
tem having only a steam turbine. 

RST system for 
other geothermal resources 
RSTs operating at d ifferent conditions wil l  
have the same basic housing and rotors. 
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Table 1 

RST TEST AT MILFORD, UTAH 

DESIGN PREDICTION AND TEST RESULTS 

Design Measured 

Nozzle inlet 

Pressure (psia; MPa) 400 2 .76 343 2.33 

Temperature ( ° F; °C) 445 229 430 221 

Flow (1 000 lb/h; kg/s) 51 5 65 451 57 

Steam fraction (%) 8.2 8.1 

Steam outlet 

Pressure (psia; kPa) 50 345 43 296 

Temperature ( ° F;  °C) 281 138 272 1 33 

Flow (1 000 lb/h ;  kg/s) 1 19 1 5  108 14 

Power production 

Liquid turbine (kW) 1635 1010 

Steam equivalent (kW) 5545 5160 

Total (kW) 71 80 6170 

Comparison, one-stage flash (kW) 6260 5510 

Efficiency 

Ratio to one-stage flash 1 . 1 5  1 .12  

Nozzle 0.79 0.64 

RST overall 0.37 0.27 
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Optimal performance will be achieved by 
interchanging nozzles ,  U-tubes, and station
ary d iffusers. Although nozzle efficiency is 
the most critical factor, flow parameters can 
also be adjusted to help RST operation at off
design conditions. 

The actual resource utilization efficiency 
measured at Milford last December and 
January (Table 1) is below the design value 
because the nozzle used was designed for 
400 psia (2 . 8  MPa) inlet pressure, the ex
pected wellhead pressure, while the actual 
nozzle inlet pressure at the design flow rate 
was only 343 psia (2.3 MPa). Reworking of 
the well during the spring of 1982 is ex
pected to result in wellhead flow and pres
sure at the design values when the RST 
endurance tests resume at Milford. If th is 
improvement is not as expected, the nozzles 
in the RST will be replaced with a set de
signed for lower i nlet pressure. 

In general, resource utilization efficiency 
relat ive to a steam turbine system declines 
with temperature because the RST nozzles 
become less efficient. The ratio also declines 
at higher temperatures because the optimal 
single-entry ( one-stage flash) pu re-steam 
turbine system at these h igher temperatures 
and pressures becomes increasingly effi
cient compared with the RST, thereby de
creasing the relative amount of power to be 
gained by adding an RST. Project Mana
ger: Evan Hughes 



R&D Status Report 
COAL COMBUSTION SYSTEMS DIVISION 
Kurt Yeager, D i rector 

EVALUATION OF 
FULL-SCALE FGD SYSTEMS 

EPRI initiated a flue gas desulfurization 
(FGD) system characterization project 
(RP1410) to develop data to assist electric 
utilities in optimizing the operation of exist
ing wet scrubber systems, to aid in the selec
tion of new scrubber systems, and to enable 
informed responses to possible new emis
sion requirements. The project entails exten
sive, detailed evaluations of the emission 
control capabilities of selected representa
tive full-scale wet scrubber systems cur
rently in operation. The scrubber systems 
that have been characterized are those of 
Columbus and Southern Ohio Electric Co. 's 
Conesville Unit 5 and Montana Power Co.'s 
Colstrip Unit 2. 

The selected scrubber systems were char
acterized by field testing and engineering 
analysis. Measurements were performed for 
currently regulated emissions and several 
unregulated emissions in the gas, l iquid ,  and 
solid streams of the scrubber systems. Con
centrations of sulfu r dioxide (S02) ,  n itrogen 
oxides, particulate, fine particulate ( <2 ,um 
diameter), trace elements (including distri
butions by particle size), sulfuric acid mist, 
chlorides, fluorides, organics, carbon diox
ide, and carbon monoxide were measured 
in scrubber influent and effluent streams. 
In addition, mist eliminator performance, 
scrubber-generated particulate, and scrub
ber sludge measurements were conducted. 

These measurements, combined with 
scrubber process chemistry information, 
operating data, and design characteristics, 
provide a detailed understanding of the per
formance of the scrubber systems. Material 
balances and other techniques for establish
ing data consistency and reasonableness 
were applied in an effort to identify the qual-

ity and limitations of the data collected. 
Areas in which potential improvements in 
scrubber operation could be made have 
been identified. 

Scrubber systems 

Conesville Unit 5 is a 411-MW power plant that 
began operation in January 1977 and burns 
high-sulfur eastern coal. The unit's air qual
ity control system consists of an electro
static precipitator (ESP) followed by an FGD 
system. The cold-side ESP is designed to 
remove 99.65% of the particulate matter 
to comply with the applicable federal New 
Source Performance Standard (NSPS) of 
0.1 lb/106 Btu of heat input. The FGD sys
tem is designed to remove a min imum of 
90% of the S02 

and meet a state S02 emis
sion limit of 1 .0 lb/106 Btu , which is more 
restrictive than the applicable NSPS (1.2 lb/ 
106 Btu). 

The FGD system at Unit 5 consists of 
two turbulent contact absorber (TCA) scrub
ber modules. These rubber-lined carbon 
steel vessels each have one level (6-8 in 
deep; 15 .2-20.3 cm) containing mobile 
spheres (1.5 in diameter; 3.8 cm) to provide 
a turbulent contacting area for S02 removal. 
Lime containing 3-5% magnesium is the 
S02 removal additive. 

Colstrip Unit 2 is a 358�MW plant that fires 
low-sulfu r western coal. It began operation 
in July 1 976. The unit's air quality control 
system consists of a variable-throat venturi
spray tower scrubber, which removes both 
particu late and S02 . The scrubber is de
signed to comply with state and federal par
ticulate emission limits of 0.1 lb/106 Btu and a 
stack plume opacity l imit of 20%. The system 
is also designed to meet state and federal 
S0

2 emission limits of 1.2 lb/106 Btu. Un it 2 
is served by three scrubber modules with no 
f lue gas bypass capability. At Colstrip, as at 

Conesvil le; the evaluation focused on one 
scrubber module. 

Conesville: conditions and results 

Test condition variations at Conesvil le were 
determined in part by experimental design 
and in part by operational constraints. The 
variables selected for investigation included 
boiler load, flue gas flow, and liquid-to-gas 
(L/G) ratio (the ratio of slurry flow to the 
flue gas flow). Significant variations resulting 
from scrubber operational changes were ex
perienced for pH and the lime reagent ratio 
(the molar ratio of the calcium and magne
sium used to the sulfur removed). 

Testing was conducted over a range of 
boiler load conditions (60-100%) to obtain 
variations in the gas flow to the scrubber and 
thus enable significant changes in emissions 
resulting from differences in load to be char
acterized. However, because of variations 
in excess combustion air, flue gas bypass, 
and the number of scrubber modules in ser
vice, only a relatively small variation in flue 
gas flow to the test module was experienced. 
The scrubber recycle slurry flow was varied 
during the test to establish a range of L/G 
ratios of about 35-70 gal/1000 actual ft3 
(0.0046-0.009 m3 / m3) .  Variations in this 
flow were accomplished by using two, three, 
or four recycle pumps (three is typical). The 
reagent ratio varied from about 1 .0 to 1 .3. 
The scrubber s lurry operating pH ranged 
from about 6.0 to 7.5. 

Average S0
2 removal efficiencies for al l  

tests ranged from 95.3 to 99.2% (Table 1) .  
Generally, the higher removal values corre
sponded to higher L/G ratios. However, the 
S02 removal range was considered too nar
row and too near 100% to establish a quan
titative relationship. The pH and the reagent 
ratio were also important in S02 removal. 
The S02 data for each test were taken over 
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Table 1 
FLUE GAS 502 CONCENTRATIONS AND 502 

REMOVAL EFFICIENCY FOR CONESVILLE SCRUBBER MODULE 

In let SO, Outlet SO, so, 
Volume Weight per Fuel Value Volume Weight per Fuel Value Removal 

Test (ppm) (ng/ J) (lb/106 Btu) (ppm) (ng/ J) (lb/1 06 Btu) (%) 

2370 2200 5.12 19 1 8  0.04 99.2 

2 2220 2110 4.92 23 22 0.05 99.0 

3 2430 2330 5.41 46 45 0. 10  98.1 

4 2380 2220 5 .17 1 8  1 7  0 .04 99.2  

5 2710 2950 6.86 79 88 0.20 97.1 

6 2800 3490 8.1 1 80 100 0 .23 97.2 

7 3060 3490 8.1 1 142 164 0.28 95.3 

Note: S0
2 levels by volume were determined by averaging continuous-monitor data (dry basis). Levers by weight per 

fuel value were calculated by using a factor representing a ratio of the volume of dry flue gas generated to the calorific 
value of the fuel burned (EPA F factor method). This factor was adjusted to the actual excess air present in the flue gas 
as determined by the oxygen content. S0

2 removal values are based on the 802 levels given tn lb/106 Btu. 

a controlled period of approximately one day 
and do not necessarily reflect long-term 
control and operation of the module. 

The scrubber generally provided some 
additional particulate removal (10-90% of 
the particulate remaining in the flue gas 
coming from the ESP) as determined by EPA 
Method 5 ,  the reference method for particu
late measurement. The scrubber appeared 
to have a significant impact on emissions of 
sulfuric acid, hydrochloric acid , hydrofluoric 
acid , and most trace elements and to have a 
negligible impact on emissions of nitrogen 
oxides, carbon monoxide, and organic ma
terials. The presence of condensed sulfuric 
acid created significant problems in fine
particulate sampling and the measurement 
of trace elements by particle size. Significant 
improvements in the techniques for making 
these measurements (and also tor measur
ing organics) are needed before reliable in
formation can be collected.  

Several potential scrubber operational im
provements were identified as part of the 
evaluation of the Conesville Unit 5 scrubber 
system. One involves removal of all or part 
of the TCA mobile sphere packing to permit 
increased gas flow through the scrubber or 
to reduce the system pressure d rop. The 
utility estimated that the cost savings for 
Unit 5 resulting f rom this change would be 
about $22,500 a year in fan operation costs 
and about $128,000 a year in maintenance 
and mobile sphere replacement costs. The 
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TCA mobile sphere packing has subse
quently been removed from all scrubber 
modules of Units 5 and 6.  Preliminary tests 
performed by the utility on one of the mod
ules indicate a reduction in pressure drop 
with acceptable S02 removal efficiency. The 
utility has reported that the elimination of 
plugging problems in the mobile sphere bed 
area has resulted in reduced scrubber main
tenance and improved availability. 

Another potential operational improve
ment involves reducing pumping power re
quirements and scrubber pressure drop by 
operating with only two recirculation pumps 
and reducing the amount of slurry recircu
lated .  This modification may not be feasible , 
however ,  since the TCA mobile packing 
spheres have been removed. 

A third potential improvement involves 
modification of the mist eliminator system 
by adding a bleed line to the recirculation 
tank and by pretreating the slaking dilution 
water to maintain suspended solids and sil
ica at acceptably low levels. These modifica
tions should help minimize nozzle pluggage 
and mist eliminator scaling. 

Colstrip: conditions and results 
All of the Colstrip Unit 2 scrubber testing 
was conducted at nearly full power because 
of high load demands on the units. The prin
cipal variations in test conditions involved in
creasing the recycle slurry solids content up 
to a level of about 18% from the routine 

operating level of 10-12% and operating 
without adding lime to supplement the alka
line fly ash collected in the ventu ri-spray 
tower scrubber. 

The overall S02 removal efficiency of the 
scrubber module tested was 83-88%. Pro
cess chemistry measurements and calcula
tions suggest that roughly one-half of the 
S02 was removed in the wash tray-mist 
eliminator section. The Colstrip Unit 2 scrub
ber showed an overall particulate removal 
efficiency of 98.2-99.1% .  

The scrubber appeared to achieve at least 
some reduction in fine particulate emissions 
and in trace element emissions as a function 
of particle size. Little impact was seen on 
emissions of nitrogen oxides, carbon mon
oxide, and organics. The amounts of sulfu ric 
acid , hydrochloric acid , and hydrofluoric 
acid at the module inlet were so low that the 
estimated system removal values were not 
meaningful. There were fewer sampling 
problems at Colstrip than at Conesville, but 
the need for improvements in sampling tech
niques was still indicated. 

Evaluation of tests 
Conclusions based on the characterization 
of the Conesville and Colstrip S02 scrub
ber systems should be viewed from two 
perspectives: emission control and system 
performance. 

Both scrubber modules evaluated seem 
to be capable of achieving, at least in the 
short term, S02 removal efficiencies greater 
than those required by current NSPS regula
tions. Also, on the basis of the inlet concen
trations measured during these tests , both 
the Conesville and Colstrip emission control 
systems appear to be capable of significant 
particulate removal. It is uncertain, how
ever, whether either system as designed 
(the ESP and wet scrubber at Conesville or 
the venturi-spray tower absorber at Col
strip) would meet the current particulate 
NSPS. 

The Conesville scrubber system provided 
high S02 removal across the module, but 
the presence of a gas bypass essentially 
controls the overall system S02 emissions. 
The high-magnesium lime provides the ca
pability of very high scrubber module S02 

removal. Calculations indicated that be
cause of the high alkalinity of the slu rry, 
the mobile contacting spheres in the ab
sorber could be removed without signifi
cantly affecting S02 removal. As noted 
above, the utility has since removed the 
spheres in Units 5 and 6 with no apparent 
degradation of S02 control. Another opera
tional improvement would be to reduce the 



L/G ratio in the scrubber by reducing the 
amount of reci rculating slu rry. Testing con
firmed that a 50% reduction in this ratio had 
a minimal impact on S02 removal. These 
changes can result in sign ificant energy and 
cost savings for any utility using or consid
ering such a scrubber system .  

A potentially important design impact was 
identified at Colstrip when calculations indi
cated that the mist el iminator system might 
be removing sign ificant amounts of S02 as a 
result of the chemical removal mechanism 
(oxidation) and the presence of a sign ificant 
mass transfer area. An examination of fly 
ash for the presence of oxidizing agents, 
such as manganese, and an evaluation of 
mass transfer capabilities and scrubber pro
cess chemistry could provide insight into 
design improvement and better use of the 
high alkalinity of fly ash from some coals. 
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Also identified for both scrubber systems 
were areas where scaling might occur and 
techniques for avoid ing this problem. These 
techniques can be applied to any wet scrub
ber to reduce the operating costs resulting 
from maintenance outages. 

Scrubber-generated particu late (slu rry 
entrainment) did not appear to be sign ificant 
in either of the scrubbers; however, there 
was a sign ificant difference in the measured 
moisture removal efficiencies of the mist 
el iminator systems. This difference sug
gests the need for further research to en
sure proper design and operation of such 
systems. 

Both units appear to be fairly typical of 
currently operating wet scrubber designs. 
Conesville had low system avai lability during 
the first few years of operation,  but avail
abi l ity was substantially improved during 

1981 and current values approach 90% . 
It was concluded that the sampling and 

analysis techniques used at the two test lo
cations could provide sign ificant insights in 
the evaluation of any FGD system to aid in 
troubleshooting and in optimizing system 
operation. Futu re studies of  th is  type are ex
pected to be most profitably di rected at un its 
experiencing operational problems. Several 
problems were encountered while collecting 
data on a wide range of cu rrently unregu
lated emissions. There were difficulties in 
achieving material balance closures, and 
the results on concentrations of trace ele
ments, fine particulate, and organics were 
inconsistent. These problems emphasize 
the need for the development and demon
stration of improved sampling and analysis 
methods for these species. Project Man
ager: Richard Rhudy 
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John J. Dougherty, Director 

OVERHEAD TRANSMISSION 

Updated transmission 
line reference book 
An updated ,  expanded edition of the Trans
mission Line Reference Book, 345 kV and 
Above has just been published (Figure 1) .  
The 625-page book, widely known as the red 
book, is intended as a source of technology 
and data for the electrical design of EHV and 
UHV transmission l ines up to 1 500 kV. This 
second edition represents a substantial ex
pansion in  the technical content of each of 
the topics covered in the first edition (pub
l ished in 1 975) and contains five years of 
new test results. The broader scope of the 
new edition makes the reference book more 
valuable to the beginn ing engineer, as well 
as to the experienced designer. The addition 

of a new chapter that summarizes the book 
and presents line design in a tutorial style 
contributes to the second edition's effec
tiveness. In fact, anyone who has not had 
extensive experience with the first edition 
should start the second edition by reading 
Chapter 13 .  

Four major design areas are treated: insu
lation design ,  corona performance, elec
tric and magnetic fields, and c i rcuit perfor
mance, including conductor characteristics. 
In each area, a common set of a base case 
circuit design is analyzed to help the design 
engineer understand and become sensitive 
to the items affecting design .  Means to mea
sure each performance factor are also fully 
explored. 

The book may be ordered through the Re
search Reports Center. Copies will be pro-

Figure 1 The new edition of the Transmission Line Reference Book. 
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vided without charge to EPRI member uti l i
ties; the price for nonmembers in the United 
States,  Canada, and Mexico is $55.00. 
Outside North America, the price is $1 1 0 .00. 
Program Manager: Richard Kennon 

Polysil* insulators 
One primary concern about any new ma
terial is its performance in the field over its 
expected service life. Most transmission l ine 
engineers can cite examples of panaceas 
that looked good on paper and in the labora
tory but did not perform well in the field . 
Field test ing, therefore, is an important step 
in the introduction of any new material, and 
Polysil is no exception. Although the ma
terial has performed well under industry
accepted testing methods and Polysil insu
lators have equaled or out-performed their 
counterparts made from ceramic materials, 
a demonstration of favorable long-term field 
performance would increase the industry's 
confidence in this new insulator. If Polysil 
insulators do gain acceptance, considerable 
cost savings may be achieved by utilities. 

To provide information on the in-service 
performance of these insulators, 25 racks, 
each contain ing 1 7  different designs of 
Polysil insulators, are under test in widely 
varying cl imatic and contamination condi 
tions. A major objective of  this experiment 
is to determine how shape, coating, material, 
and/or voltage g rading wil l affect perfor
mance of the insulator. The evaluation effort 
wi l l  last three years, and the final results wi l l  
be reported by the Un iversity of Southern 
California in mid-1 984 (RP1 281 -2). 

Most of the racks have now had about 
one year of service, so only preliminary re
sults can be reported at this time. So far, 
al l the Polysil designs are performing well 
as outdoor insulators. Hopeful ly, as contami
nation accumulates on the insulators, the 
advantages of certain designs wil l  become 

*Polysil is an EPRI trademark. 
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apparent. The coating on a few insulators 
has discolored or flaked; however, this is 
not adversely affecting their performance. 
The reason for changes in the coating on 
these few insulators is being investigated. 

Through the cooperation of the util ities 
host ing the Polysil racks, an additional two 
years of exposure will be obtained; then the 
final report giving detailed performance data 
and analysis will be issued. Project Man
ager: John Dunlap 

UNDERGROUND TRANSMISSION 

De transmission cable 
BICC Supertension Cables, Ltd . ,  of England 
has recently completed work on a project 
(RP7859) to establish the maximum attain
able design voltage for de cables (when 
insulated with oil-impregnated cel lulose
paper tapes). The final report will be avail
able later this year. This work was geared 
specifically to pressurized-oil systems of 
the low-pressure, self-contained, oil-filled 
(SCOF) and high-pressure , oil-filled (HPOF) 
varieties. 

This project was funded because it was 
thought that by the end of this century, trans
mission systems rated in excess of 1 000 kV 
might be needed. At that time, as now, oil
impregnated, cellulose paper was the only 
proven de cable dielectric. The highest volt
age de cable then avai lable was rated ± 300 
kV; hence, it was necessary to determine 
whether this material would be suitable for 
the 1 000-kV range. 

The effects of the electrical ,  mechanical, 
hydraulic, and thermal parameters of these 
large cables on the i r  manufacture , trans
portation ,  installation, and operation were 
investigated. The principal constraints to 
achieving highest voltage and power ratings 
were found to be the combination of the 
following. 

o Maximum withstand voltage gradient 
under polarity reversal conditions 

o Minimum permissible cable bend diameter 

o Maximum permissible shipping reel 
diameter 

Allowing for these constraints, the maxi
mum power and voltage ratings for HPOF 
cables are as given in Figure 2; the ratings 
for SCOF cables are very similar. The con
clusion is that oi l/  paper-insulated cables 
rated in excess of ± 1000 kV are feasible. 
When the need becomes more imminent, it 
will of course be necessary to develop and 
test prototypes of these cables. Project 
Manager: Felipe G. Garcia 

Figure 2 Maximum attainable power and voltage ratings per pole tor various conductor sizes. 
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DISTRIBUTION 

Effect of voltage 
on energy conservation 

Since the last status �eport on this project 
(March 1981), a report was published on the 
testing of individual load components (EL-
2036). The results of these tests showed that 
the energy consumption of some loads defi
n itely depends on the operating voltage. 
Energy consumption may increase or de
crease , depending on operating conditions 
and voltage levels . In this first phase of the 
project, a preliminary assessment was also 
made of the energy consumed by typical 
load mixes, as determined by a survey con
ducted in a previous EPRI project (RP849). 
This assessment indicated that a small en
ergy reduction might result from a voltage 
reduction. 

EPRI is now working on a feeder energy 
model that can be used to quantify energy 
consumed as a function of feeder voltage. 
Lowering the feeder voltage, as advocated 
by energy conservationists , means lower-

1 1 00 

kV 

1 200 1 300 1 400 

ing only the h igh end of the allowable volt
age band; thus, instead of a band of 1 26-
1 1 4  V, a band such as 120-1 1 4  V is advo
cated .  The model is built to determine how 
much energy is used with any given volt
age band. Whether the system changes 
that are needed to lower the upper range of 
the voltage band could ever be justified by 
the energy savings is a separate topic to be 
addressed later in the project. 

With voltage reduced as just described , 
the change in energy consumption is very 
low, so low, in fact, that it is masked by the 
random variations that are characteristic of 
normal operation. A host of variables are 
constantly modifying energy consumption 
from hour to hour, day to day, season to 
season .  Thus, very comprehensive voltage 
reduction experiments on operating systems 
are being performed to gather adequate 
data for determin ing the true voltage-energy 
relationship needed to verify the model. 

Two utilities, Texas Electric Service Co. 
(Tesco) and Detroit Edison Co. , are partici
pating by conducting controlled-voltage ex-
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periments. Each util ity has selected six resi
dential areas, three commercial areas, and 
three l ight-industrial areas for studies. Three 
of the residential areas are in a development 
that consists primarily of all-electric homes, 
and the other three are in a development 
where the percentage of all-electric homes 
is relatively low. The commercial areas have 
similar load characteristics, as do the l ight
industrial areas. 

The homogeneity of the loads within the 
respective test areas minimizes the effects 
of some natural variables, thereby al lowing 
the separation of the energy change due to 
voltage variations f rom the random varia
t ion with g reater confidence. The resultant 
voltage-energy data wi l l  be used to verify 
the energy model. 

The f i rst workable energy model wil l  prob
ably not be an easy one to use because it 
wil l  be too detailed, requ i ring too much input 
data, which a uti l ity would not be expected 
to have readily available. We are making 
sensitivity studies to determine where the 
model can be s implified without destroying 
its accuracy. The objective is to arrive at a 
code that can be used on commonly avail
able digital computers to predict energy 
consumed on a feeder as a function of volt
age, without requ i ring more than commonly 
available information for input. 

Success with the prel iminary stages of 
model development indicates that a conve
nient and faithful model can be produced . 
Work on the model ,  the sensitivity analyses, 
and subsequent simpl ification will continue 
in paral lel with the field experiments. To ob
serve the ful l  spectrum of seasonal load vari
ations, one year of field experiments have 
been scheduled. It wi l l  be mid-1983 before 
these are completed, after which a final 
report will be issued. Project Manager: 
Herbert Songster 

Destructive failure 
of distribution transformers 
Conventional distribution transformers use 
oil as a die lectric and as a heat transfer 
medium. Transformers that use solid organic 
insulation are available, but they have l imited 
overload capabil ity, which l imits their appli
cation. If mechanical or electrical fai lu re 
causes an arc to form in an oil-filled trans
former, the sudden pressure rise can result 
in tank or bushing fa i lure ,  thus discharging 
hot or burning oil. Methods to e l iminate this 
type of failure, such as strengthened tanks, 
pressure relief valves, and cu rrent-l imiting 
fuses, have not been ent irely successful 
or cost-effective. Hence, a research proj
ect was initiated to el iminate the disrup-
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tive effect by e l iminating the oil and using 
other materials to accomplish its functions 
(RP1 143-1 ) .  

The objective of this project was to de
velop an oi l less distribution transformer de
sign that has the same rating structure, cost, 
losses, and size as a conventional oil-filled 
transformer. It could thus be a direct re
placement for popular pole-mounted and 
pad-mounted applications. If oi l is el imi
nated, the primary heat transfer mechanism 
between the coils and the transformer tank 
is radiation. Preliminary calculation showed 
that radiation cooling to the tank wall could 
result in winding hot spot temperatures on 
the order of 350 ° C. This temperature was 
shown to be acceptable for the core steel 
and conductors, but it would require new 
approaches for the insulation system. The 
turn-to-tu rn insulation was felt to be the 
most chal lenging. Several inorganic insula
tion systems that can withstand this temper
ature and that are su itable to transformer 
manufacture were developed. Model trans
former coils were built to test new designs, 
materials, and methods. The results were 
sufficiently encouraging to warrant a follow
on project (RP1 143-2) to design and con
struct a l imited number of 25-kVA pole
mounted distribution transformers for 
demonstration and test on util ity systems. 
Project Manager: Joseph W Porter 

Distribution, communication, 
and load management 
Electric util ities have a great deal to gain 
from a distribution, communication, and 
load management system. Key to the suc
cess of such a system would be wide appl i
cation of an efficient, reliable, and ver
sat i le communication network. B roadcast 
radio offers this potential because it could 
provide two-way communication for large 
areas at attractive data rates. Further, its 
inherent low cost would be particularly de
sirable for automated distribution and load 
management functions. In 1982 EPRI com
pleted a two-year feasibi lity study of a two
way AM/VHF broadcast radio system de
signed for util ity use by Altran Electronics, 
Inc. The Southern Cal ifornia Edison Co. 
acted as a host uti l ity to test the system . 
Because of the success of a demonstration 
in th is project, a major 1000-point communi
cation network will be installed and eval
uated by the Philadelphia Electric Co. 
(RP1535). 

An effective util ity distribution automation 
system should be capable of two-way com
munication with numerous control and mon
itoring points. As with load management 

applications, a low installed cost per point 
and high reliabil ity of transmission media 
(in both directions) are very important. 

Figure 3 shows how Altran's control com
mands are generated at the util ity control 
center by us ing a computer-based energy 
management console. Messages are sent to 
an AM radio station transmitter through a 
leased data line or microwave link. Forward
link messages are transmitted from the AM 
broadcast transmitter to diverse customer 
and distribution system locations. From 
these locations, status and measurement 
data are sent to the util ity central receiver 
via a new synchronized VHF retu rn link. 
Microwave or leased data links can be em
ployed to connect the central receiver to 
the util ity control center. 

The unique communication concept em
ployed involves synchronizing a network of 
receivers (and, in some applications , return
link transmitters as well) to the highly reliable 
and accurate radio carrier f requency of an 
existing AM broadcast station. The forward
link digital signals are superimposed on the 
broadcast signal in a noninterfering manner 
and are communicated at 16 bits per sec
ond to remote load-switching receivers. 
Since high-power AM stations have ranges 
of over 100 mi (161 km), one broadcast 
station can usually cover all the util ity's ser
vice territory. 

The forward communication link uses the 
unused RF carrier power of AM broadcast 
stations without interfering with the audible 
signal, which needs no more than 33% of the 
carrier power. The proposed modulation 
process uses a substantial part of the re
maining 67% to signal load management 
receivers over an area of more than 30,000 
mi2 (77,700 km2) f rom a high-power AM 
broadcast station. The return data link con
sists of a VHF transmitter at each customer 
location that is synchronized with the central 
radio receiver. Consequently, the receiver 
can provide several narrow-band subchan
nels, which, in turn ,  improve the signal-to
noise ratio and channel uti l ization of the 
retu rn link by a very large factor. Conse
quently, data can be retu rned at a rate ex
ceeding 1000 bits per second. 

A flexible util ity load management system 
should be capable of communicating with 
many control points , have a low installed 
cost per control point, and have a high de
g ree of reliabil ity (not only of device hard
ware but also of the employed communica
tion media). A high degree of reliability 
m inimizes maintenance costs and avoids the 
substantial costs resulting from inoperative 
units, which is aggravated during periods of 
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Figure 3 Applications of two-way radio communications. The forward (control) l ink of this system uses com
mercial broadcast radio. Utility phase-modulated (PM) digital signals are added to amplitude-modulated (AM) 
broadcast information. Standard AM receivers cannot detect the utility signals and vice versa. The return 
data link uses VHF receivers that are synchronized by the broadcast station to significantly increase data 
rate and coverage range. 

Utility 
operations 

center 

peak demand. Many utilities have concluded 
that radio load management is inherently 
cost-effective for systemwide applications, 
especially where there are many devices 
spread out over a large geographic area. 

The Altran load management control re
ceiver operates in the AM broadcast band 
and contains fewer and more reliable com
ponents than radio receivers operating in 
higher frequency bands. It is, therefore, in  
an advantageous position to meet the util ity 
objective of low overal l  cost per point, con
trolled with a high degree of reliability. 

There are seven features of AM broadcast 
radio that make it attractive. 

o Relative freedom from jamming and 
tampering 

o Capability to cover a large geographic 
area 

o Potential high-communication (broad
cast) signal reliabil ity 

o Freedom from signal blocking by adjacent 
channel radio services (no station l icensing 
constraints) 

Load Management 
(one-way communication required) 
• Air conditioners 
, Water heaters 
• Electric heaters 

Distribution Automation 
(two-way communication required) 
• Sectionalizing switches 
• Capacitor banks 
• Bill ing meters 

o Flexibil ity in receiver location 

o Emergency commun ication if l ines are 
down or substation is damaged 

o Lowest projected equipment cost and in
stallation cost 

The AM broadcast carrier is used as a 
reference for frequency and time to syn
chronize the two-way communicat"ron sys
tem. In this way, reverse-l ink transmissions 
(from distribution system control points to 
the utility central receiver) can be sent over 
VHF channels with g reatly improved chan
nel utilization, which permits dozens of in
dependent transmitters to operate simul
taneously. 

The EPR l-sponsored demonstration of 
this concept at Phi ladelphia Electric should 
substantiate application of th is technology 
to make more efficient use of the frequency 
spectrum available for transmission of data. 
In addition, the superiority of the technology 
for transmitting digital data from low-cost, 
return-l ink transmitters used in load man
agement or distribution system automation 

functions should be revealed. EPRI Project 
Manager: William Blair 

Thermal overload 
characteristics of extruded dielectrics 
Al lowable emergency operating tempera
tures for extruded dielectric distribution ca
bles have been the subject of much scrutiny 
in recent years. These cables ( rated 5-69 
kV) may possess one of several polyolefinic
type insulations: high-molecular-weight poly
ethylene, cross- l inked polyethylene (XLPE), 
or ethylene propylene rubber (EPR). They 
are designed and constructed with the ob
jective of achieving satisfactory operation 
in wet or dry locations at e levated conductor 
temperatures. In genera l ,  where elevated 
temperatures are concerned, the use of the 
cross-l inked insulation, XLPE or EPR, is en
couraged, and it is these two types of insula
tion that have generated much d iscussion . 

The definition of emergency operation 
is provided in the industry specification 
" Insu lated Shielded Power Cables Rated 5 
Through 69 kV, " developed by the Associ
ation of Edison Illuminating Companies 
(AEIC-CS5-81 and CS6-79); this states that 
conductor temperatures for the cables are 
not to exceed 90 °C for normal operation,  
1 30 °C for emergency operation, and 250 °C 
for short-circuit operat ion.  The specification 
further states that the emergency operating 
temperatures are applicable "for an aver
age, over several years, of one period of not 
more than 36 hours per year for cables rated 
5 to 46 kV and not more than 72 hours per 
year for cables rated 69 kV, but for a total 
of not more than three periods in any 1 2  
consecutive months. " The reason for these 
l imitations is the concern that cable fa i lure 
might result if the cable is operated Jt an 
elevated temperatu re for too long a period 
of time. Fai lure could result from physical 
changes in the insulation at elevated tem
peratures, leading to instability at the insu
lation-shield interfaces, or even changes 
within the insulation itself caused by pro
longed thermal stress. 

Evaluation of performance behavior is a 
complex subject; XLPE and EPR insulation, 
although apparently behaving simi larly at 
ambient temperatures, respond qu ite d iffer
ently in the 90-1 30 °C region . Cross-linked 
polyethylene is semicrystall ine in nature and 
undergoes a melting transition in that tem
perature range; the polymer is coherent 
under these conditions because of its cross
l inked nature, but the melting transition 
is accompanied by a substantial degree 
of thermal expansion. The EPR compound,  
being rubbery in itially, undergoes no such 
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change (unless it was in itially compounded 
with some polyethylene) and remains coher
ent, not only because of the cross-linked 
nature but also the presence of inorganic 
mineral fi l ler (which reduces thermal expan
sion characteristics). 

These physical changes, while sign ificant 
from a mate rials perspective , may not nec
essarily always be relevant to real-world 
operat ion if the cable emergency operating 
temperatu res (which , by the AEIC definition, 
relate to conductor, not insulation ,  tem
peratu res) are reached but not maintained . 
Hence, a conductor temperature of 1 30 ° C 
for 5 seconds versus a conductor temper
ature of 1 30 ° C for, say, 24 hou rs would be 
expected to induce sign ificantly different 
responses within both the cable insulation 
and the total cable construction. Further, 
d ifferent insulation thermal conductivities 
would lead to d ifferent cable insulation phys
ical responses, even after simi lar overload 
times. Certainly, prolonged intervals at the 
high temperatures could influence the insu
lation thermal expansion, the semiconduct
ing shield-insulation interfaces, and the 
shield materials themselves. The metallic 
tapes might penetrate the insu lation shield 
under prolonged overload conditions . As a 
result, the establishment of al lowable ther
mal overload requirements represents a 
composite of aspects, including cable con
struction , insulation nature, shield nature, 
metal lic shie ld construction, and total time 
under overload. 

As described in previous R&D Status Re
ports, an earlier EPRI  project focused solely 
on the aspect of the insulation materials 
(RP933) . The final report is now available 
and has been referenced by others in the 
field concerned about this problem (EL-
938) A cu rrent project (RP1 51 6) with Cable 
Technology Laboratories (CTL) is focusing 
on the cable and was discussed in an earlier 
Journal article (September 1 980, p .  37). 

The CTL work is focusing on a variety 
of insulation materials and cable construc
tions; one area relates to the influence of 
the metallic shield on the insulation during 
thermal overload, and a variety of shield 
constructions are to be evaluated (copper 
wires, tapes, and ribbons). The method by 
which copper ribbons are used would be ex
pected to have minimal impact on the insu
lation, while tapes (which are commonly 
used) might be most severe. 

Early in the project, CTL procured a num
ber of 1 5- and 35-kV cables of varied con
struction ,  al l of which were required to meet 
the overall AEIC specification. After confirm
ing AEIC requirements, experimental work 
was performed with cables composed of 
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Figure 4 (a) Tensile strength and (b) elongation at breakdown of XLPE insulation compared with oven-aging 
time at 1 75 °C. Black curve: outer part of cable insulation; color curve: inner part of cable insulation. 
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cable. 



1 75-mil XLPE or EPR insulation ,  40-mil in
sulation shield, and copper ribbon metallic 
shield; this construction was used to evalu
ate various thermal overload conditions. 
Both continuous heating and load cycl ing 
have been employed. 

Figures 4a and 4b show physical proper
ties (tensile strength and elongation) of the 
XLPE cable insu lation oven-aged at 1 75 ° C 
for periods up to 1 400 hou rs ;  Figu res 5a 
and 5b show a 50% probabi l ity of 60-Hz 
breakdown stress for XLPE and EPR. Small 
specimens were removed from cable for 
these tests. 

Figures 6a and 6b show tensile strength 
and elongation for EPR-insulated cables. Of 
interest from these data is the fact that there 
is no severe loss of physical or electrical 
properties at 1 75 ° C.  Other test results in
dicate that problems exist in the aging of 
jacket materials and some of the insulation 
shield materials at these temperatures. 

CTL will be testing cables at lower con
ductor temperatures, as well as cables with 
varied tape shield constructions. When the 
project is completed (late 1 983), a more 
definitive understanding of thermal overload 
characteristics will have been developed. 
Project Manager: Bruce S. Bernstein 
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Figure 6 (a) Tensile strength and (b) elongation at breakdown of EPR insulation compared with oven-aging 
time at 1 75°C. 
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ACID DEPOSIT ION: 
DECISION FRAMEWORK 

A decision framework has been developed 
to summarize current information and un
certainties about acid deposition (RP2156). 
The framework is intended to help decision 
makers assess strategies for controlling 
anthropogenic emissions and mitigating the 
effects of acid deposition. The framework is 
also intended to aid in the evaluation of re
search programs by such organizations as 
EPR! and the federal government, who are 
spending substantial funds to develop better 
information as a basis for future decisions. 

The terms acid rain and acid precipitation 
are used to describe the complex chemical 
changes involving oxides of sulfur, oxides of 
nitrogen , and other compounds in the air 
that may lead to increased acidity in  precipi
tation. Such increased acidity may, in turn, 
affect g round and su rface waters and soils. 
A more comprehensive and accurate term is 
acid deposition, because the transfer of acid 
material from the atmosphere to the bio
sphere may occur not only in the aqueous 
phase (e .g . ,  rain , snow, fog) but also as dry 
deposition, in which gaseous or particu late 
material is adsorbed by the g round , vegeta
tion, or su rface water. 

As the debate on acid deposition has in
tensified , the need for an integrating frame
work for balancing the potentia l environ
mental effects with the cost of emission 
control has grown . Industry and government 
are faced with choices about whether to 
impose additional controls on power plants 
and other potential sources, take steps to 
mitigate the possible effects of acid deposi
tion (e.g . ,  l iming of waterways and soils, 
management of fisheries, development of 
resistant species of biota), or wait unti l  the 
relationship between emissions and ecologi
cal effects is more fully understood. The 
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choice involves the careful balancing of very 
different types of risks. Acting now to reduce 
emissions carries the risk that large expen
ditures wil l be made with little or no bene
ficial effect, while waiting carries the risk 
that sign ificant ecological damage wil l be 
incurred that could have been prevented by 
prompt action .  

I f  the resu lts o f  the extensive research 
programs under way in the Un ited States, 
Canada, and Europe were available today, 
the choice might be less difficult. But unfor
tunately, crucial uncertainties may not be 
resolved for 5 to 10 years or longer. Unt i l  
that t ime, it wi l l  not be possible to predict 
accurately how changes in emissions wil l  
affect the extent of ecological damage from 
acid deposit ion. Given these uncertainties, 
what is needed is a means of assessing op
tions on the basis of the information avail
able today. The decision framework devel
oped in this research project offers such a 
means. 

Overview 
To understand the effects of alternative con
trol strategies, it is necessary to understand 
how various levels of emission reduction 
may be related to the impacts of acid depo
sition. The potential changes in impact can 
then be weighed against the cost of achiev
ing emission reductions. The comparison of 
various control strateg ies is compl icated by 
several factors. 

o There is a large degree of uncertainty 
about the relationship between emissions 
and effects. 

o It is difficult to compare the value of 
changes in effects with the costs of emission 
reductions. 

o People involved in assessing control and 
mitigation strategies have different degrees 

of uncertainty and different opinions about 
the evaluation of costs and effects. 

o Uncertainty about the relationship be
tween emissions and effects wi l l  only be re
duced over a period of years, and the timing 
of this resolution is itself uncertain .  

The decision framework i s  designed to  
allow explicit treatment of  each of  these fac
tors, separating the evaluation of costs and 
effects from the consideration of the resolu
tion of uncertainty over time. The framework 
provides a vehicle for the discussion and 
investigation of sensitive assumptions. By 
identifying the important areas of agreement 
and disagreement motivating policy deci
sions on acid deposit ion, the decision frame
work can assist decision makers, facilitate 
consensus bui lding, and improve the quality 
of debate on the appropriate basis for policy 
decisions. 

Three stages can be d istinguished in the 
relationship between control alternatives 
and the effects of acid deposition. These 
involve the effect of control strategies on 
emission levels, the effect of changes in 
emissions on acid deposition, and the effect 
of changes in acid deposition on the various 
impacts that can be identified (possibly, for 
example, decreased forest productivity and 
the loss of sport fisheries). As shown in 
Figu re 1 ,  the decision framework-through 
its source, transport and conversion, and 
receptor modules-addresses each of these 
three stages. 

There is scientific uncertainty about each 
stage .  Relatively little is known about the 
third stage-that is, about how specific 
changes in acid deposition influence the 
effects. The estimates of respected scien
tists vary by several orders of magnitude. 
There is somewhat less uncertainty regard
ing the second stage, the relationsh ip be
tween changes in emissions and changes in 



Figure 1 The acid deposition decision framework. The source, transport and conversion, and receptor mod
ules determine the environmental effects of acid deposition, given a particular control and mitigation strategy. 
Each of these modules provides for the explicit consideration of uncertainty. The evaluation module then uses 
value judgments to assess how much the outcome of a particular control and mitigation strategy is worth to 
society. Thus the benefits of the strategy can be weighed against its costs. 
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deposition; the range of uncertainty is still 
quite large, however, owing primari ly to the 
complex nature of the chemical transforma
tions that occur in the atmosphere. There is 
comparatively l ittle uncertainty about the 
first stage, the relationship between control 
strategies and emission levels . According ly, 
in implementing the framework, the impor
tance of uncertainty in the second and third 
stages has been stressed. 

The framework uses decision tree meth
odology to consider the available strategies 
and the resolution of uncertainty at different 
points in time . A decision tree is simply an 
efficient way of describing a set of scenar
ios. Each particular set of decisions and 
uncertainty outcomes makes up a scenario. 
Each scenario answers a "what if?" ques
tion corresponding to the choice of a partic
ular control and mitigation strategy, followed 
by a particular change in deposition ,  in tu rn 
fol lowed by a particu lar change in effects. 

Figu re 2 shows the time sequence of deci
sion making and uncertainty resolution pro
vided for in the decision tree methodology. 
The first two points in the diagram represent 
decisions within the next few years on con
trol and mitigation options and on the fund
ing for and d i rection of a national acid depo
sition research program. Next are two points 
of uncertainty resolution in the 1 980s, as 
the research program is carried out and new 
scientific knowledge is obtained. One of 
these uncertainties involves transport and 
conversion ( i . e . ,  the relation of emissions 
to deposition), and the other involves the 
effects of deposit ion. Then comes a decision 

Transport and 
conversion 
outcomes 

Long-Term 
Outcomes 

Receptor 
effect 

outcomes 

Figure 2 This decision flow diagram shows the sequence of policy decision points (squares) and uncertainty resolution points (circles) provided for in the acid deposi
tion decision framework. A number of options or outcomes are available at each point. This structure explicitly includes the option of taking action now to control 
emissions or mitigate the effects of acid deposition and the option of waiting until better information becomes available in 5 to 1 O years. Today's decisions on re-
search funding and emphases may strongly affect what information does become available in the next decade, and this interaction is also explicitly considered in 
the methodology. 
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point in the late 1980s or early 1990s when 
national policy on control and mitigation 
could be reassessed and an alternative 
chosen on the basis of the new information 
available. Finally, the methodology includes 
two points of uncertainty resolution repre
senting long-term research outcomes on 
transport and conversion and on deposition 
effects. 

This decision tree methodology provides 
for a rich sequence of scenarios describing 
the decisions and outcomes characterizing 
national policy on acid deposition. It in
cludes two stages of decision making, one 
with present information and one with the 
information that might be available in 5 to 10 
years as the result of an extensive research 
program. The methodology explicitly in
cludes the option of taking action now to 
control emissions or mitigate the effects of 
acid deposition and the option of waiting 
until better information is available. Today's 
decisions about research funding and re
search emphases may strongly affect what 
information becomes available in the next 5 
to 1 0  years, and this interaction is explicitly 
considered in the decision tree framework. 

The decision tree approach provides a 
useful separation between value judgments 
on the costs and benefits of a strategy, on 
the one hand, and judgments about uncer
tainties in the effects of acid deposition, on 
the other. Each decision tree scenario may 
be considered as having consequences on 
a number of concerned parties: consumers, 
who may have to pay more for electricity 
because of decisions to impose controls on 
power plants; fishermen and recreational 
property owners, who may be adversely 
affected if sportfishing in a given lake is 
degraded by acid deposition; forest product 
firms and property owners, who may suffer 
economic losses if forest productivity is re
duced by acid deposition; and members of 
the general public concerned about possible 
ecological changes from acid deposition. 

The evaluation of these effects is d ifficult 
because the parties involved are aware that 
some will bear more of the costs resulting 
from a particular decision, while others will 
receive more of the benefits. The political 
reality is that government officials will evalu
ate how trade-offs will be made between the 
costs that one group bears and the benefits 
that another group receives. Issues of equity 
and property rights make such value judg
ments extremely difficult. It is useful to sepa
rate these value judgments from uncertain
ties about the effects of the long-range 
transport of sulfur and other pollutants . The 
decision framework accomplishes this sepa-
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ration between the determination of what 
will happen in various control, mitigation, 
and uncertainty resolution scenarios and 
the evaluation of what each outcome is 
worth to society. 

Implementation 
The decision framework has been imple
mented as a computer model that represents 
a set of decision trees. Computerization 
makes computation fast and flexible and the 
model easy to use. Two types of decision 
tree are available. Both are based on the 
structure presented in Figure 2. The first, 
the basic tree, assumes that uncertainty 
about the relation of emissions to deposition 
and about the extent of ecological effects 
will be resolved 5 to 1 0 years from now. This 
tree can be used to quickly evaluate strate
gies and calculate the value of achieving full 
resolution of uncertainty. The second type, 
the research emphasis decision tree, main
tains the two stages of uncertainty resolution 
shown in the figure-one in the 1980s and 
one for long-term research outcomes. While 
this tree is more complex, it allows the inves
tigation of research alternatives that result 
in partial resolution of uncertainty. Both de
cision trees use the same basic assumptions 
and evaluations,  the only difference being 
the extent of scientific judgment required 
about how uncertainty will be resolved 
over time. 

The relationships between emissions, 
deposition, and effects are built up from sim
ple modules that are easily understandable. 
The reduction in emissions resulting from a 
specific strategy is phased in over time. 
Various assumptions about the change in 
deposition that results from a change in 
emissions can be used. The pattern of lake 
and forest acidification that occurs can be 
varied. Each of these relationships can be 
changed within a wide range of possibilities, 
and each is modular so that it can be re
placed by an entirely d ifferent set of assump
tions, if desired. For example, the module 
that calculates the reduction in emissions 
could be replaced by a specific time pattern 
of emissions input by the user. 

The use of the framework relies heavily 
on the assessment of judgmental probabil
ities. The decision tree model requires that 
such probabilities be provided as input data. 
The assessment process is a d ifficult and 
subtle art, especially in this application, 
where the judgments concern issues of 
great complexity and cut across many scien
tific specialities. The key to success in using 
judgmental probability is the credibility of 
the analysis process. The expert whose 

judgment is being assessed must under
stand the assessment process and the way 
in which h is or her judgment is being used. 
This requirement implies that substantial 
time will be needed for communication be
tween the analysts responsible for assessing 
probabilities and the experts whose judg
ments are sought. 

It should be stressed that the goal of 
RP2156 is the development of the frame
work. The project has not attempted to use 
the model to evaluate alternative acid depo
sition control and mitigation strategies but 
has simply provided a demonstration of the 
decision tree model by using illustrative 
data. To facilitate its application in the acid 
deposition debates, the computer program 
for the decision tree model is now available 
to interested parties through the TEAM-UP 
library at Battelle, Columbus Laboratories 
(EPRI Journal, January / February 1982, 
p. 46) and the Electric Power Software 
Center. The final report for th is project in
cludes a user's guide that describes the 
computer code and provides instructions for 
setting up  and running the model. Project 
Manager: Richard Richels 

EVALUATION OF VISIBILITY 
CHANGES IN NATIONAL PARKS 
The Clean Air Act Amendments of 1977 
mandated that EPA develop regulations to 
protect scenic vistas by "the prevention of 
any future, and the remedying of any ex
t'sting, impairment in visibility. " Protected 
vistas are those in Class I visibility areas, 
which include most national parks, national 
wilderness areas, and national monuments. 
EPA is now assessing the degree of visibil
ity impairment in Class I areas and its causes 
in order to take appropriate protective ac
tion. Possible steps include retrofit controls 
on existing power plants and additional con
trols on new plants to limit particulate, S02, 

and NOx emissions. The 1977 amendments 
do, however, require that the costs of achiev
ing improved visibility be considered in re
lation to the benefits derived. To help ad
dress this issue, EPRI initiated a project with 
Charles River Associates, Inc. , to develop a 
methodology for measuring the benefits of 
improved visibility at Class I areas (RP1 742). 
The methodology and its application at two 
national parks are described below. 

Methodology 
Ideally, the measure of benefits from im
proved visibility would be obtained from 
market data. The frequency and costs of 
visits to parks would be related to alterna-



tive visibi l ity levels and the information used 
to derive estimates of the benefits of im
proved visibi l ity. The assumption is that more 
people would visit a park and more money 
would be expended du ring periods of good 
visibi lity. Unfortunately, such market data 
are not available. Plans are generally made 
well in advance of a visit, with little or no 
information about the level of visibility on the 
day of the visit. Moreover, visibil ity is only 
one of the attractions of a park. Ruins, tran
qui lity, foliage, recreational activities, and 
nearby attractions also influence park vis
itorship, and an analytic approach based on 
market data would not be able to discrimi
nate among the impacts of a park's various 
attributes. 

In the absence of market data, the best 
approach is to construct a hypothetical mar
ket and to learn how people respond to it. 
Two variations of this approach were used 
in this study, bidding game techniques and 
contingent ranking methodologies, with em
phasis on the latter. Bidding game tech
niques are essentially auctions for an attri
bute, for example, improved visibil ity. These 
techniques have been widely used , but re
sults can be biased, depending on the in itial 
value given to the bidder in the auction and 
on whether the subject chooses to deliber
ately distort a bid in order to influence the 
outcome of the study. As a result , econo
mists have expressed concern about the use 
of bidding game results. 

Under the contingent ranking method
ology, subjects are presented with a series 
of alternatives; in the case of the EPRI study, 
these were alternative vacation destinations 
(e .g . ,  national parks) . The study examined 
variations of certain attributes of the destina
tions: visibil ity, congestion, educational and 
recreational activities, and entrance fee. By 
determining how the ranking of alternative 
destinations changed with changes in these 
attributes, estimates of the value attached 
to an attribute can be made through a sta
tistical model. 

The contingent ranking methodology is 
based on the theory of consumer behavior 
and consumer preferences. This theory at
tempts to describe how consumers choose 
among similar products and to relate their 
choices to product attributes. A commod
ity's value is assumed to be dependent on 
its attributes and on the importance of each 
attribute to the consumer. By studying the 
trade-offs the subjects make between var
ious attributes (here, for example, entrance 
fee and visibil ity level), it is possible to quan
tify the value of an attribute. Statistically, 
this is accomplished by estimating the set of 
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weights for each attribute that maximizes the 
likelihood that a random individual wi l l  rank 
the alternatives as they were ranked in the 
study. 

Case study: 
Mesa Verde National Park 
Two hundred subjects were asked to rank 
according to preference six vacation desti
nations, including Mesa Verde National Park 
in southwestern Colorado. This park was 
represented by eight combinations of attri
butes in which visibil ity level ,  entrance fee, 
and congestion were varied. Congestion 
was represented by the length of the wait 
to enter Balcony House, a popular ruin at 
the park. Four visibility levels were consid
ered: intense plume, intense haze, moderate 
haze, and clear. These were represented 
by four slides of the same vista made from 
National Park Service photographs. The vis
ual range varied from about 1 20 km (intense 
haze) to about 260 km (clear). Care was 
taken to ensure that the slides were simi lar 
(e.g . ,  same lighting conditions and fi lm 
batch). 

The ranking mechanism involved the sort
ing of cards, each of which represented 
a combination of attributes. Each respon
dent's card deck included one card that 
represented relatively common summer 
conditions: an entry fee of $2 per vehicle, 
a one-hour wait at Balcony House, and an 
intense plume visibility condit ion. Cards rep
presenting other attribute combinations 
were selected by a random d rawing proce
dure ,  subject to constraints so as to avoid 
the occurrence of combinations where one 
choice completely dominated another. 

The survey design al lowed a quantifica
tion of the trade-off between changes in 
visibility and in entry fee through use of a 
statistical procedure. The procedure esti
mated a set of weights for each attribute 
that maximized the likelihood that the rank
ing obtained would occur. An aggregate 
model was used to examine the interaction 
between visibi lity values and such popula
tion characteristics as income and age. 
These two factors were found to have min i
mal influence on the value given to improved 
visibi l ity at Mesa Verde. Age did influence 
the value given to waiting time, however, 
with older subjects valuing shorter waits less 
than younger subjects. 

There was considerable variation in re
sponse among individuals. Accordingly, the 
attribute parameters were estimated for 
each individual, summed over individuals , 
and averaged to yield benefit values for 
the various attributes. On average, visitors 

to Mesa Verde were wil l ing to pay $5.10 per 
vehicle to have clear visibility conditions in
stead of an intense plume, $4.57 per vehicle 
for clear conditions instead of an intense 
haze, and $2.84 per vehicle for clear condi
tions instead of a moderate haze. The stan
dard errors of estimate (1 .1 5 ,  0.95, and 0 .60, 
respectively) indicate a fairly small varia
tion around the mean estimated values. (The 
negative values assigned to improved vis
ibi l ity were assumed to be zero in calcu
lating the standard errors.) The value of 
no wait over a one-hour wait at Balcony 
House was $2 .43 per vehicle (0.35 stan
dard error). 

To relate these results to power plant 
emissions, the study considered alternative 
emission levels for a typical western plant 
composed of three 700-MW (e) un its. The 
un its were assumed to burn pulverized low
sulfur, moderate-Btu , strip-mined western 
coal (0.7% su lfur, 8800 Btu/ lb ,  and 22% 
ash). Their conversion efficiency is 34-
37%, and the boilers typically operate at 
50-75% of rated capacity. The boilers meet 
an NOx emission level of 0 .7  lb/106 Btu . 
Un it 1 achieves 99.8% particulate removal, 
and the other units, 97%. Although the un its 
have l imited S02 controls, there are no 
flue gas desulfu rization facilities. Alternative 
emission levels were postulated that could be 
representative of best available retrofit tech
nology (BART) controls: for particu lates, 
0 .03 lb / 106 Btu or 1 % of emissions, which
ever is stricter; for NOx, 0.5 lb/1 06 Btu; and 
for S02 , 70% removal. 

Table 1 gives total suspended particulate 
(TSP), S02 , and NOx emissions for three 
levels of control: no controls, assumed exist
ing controls, and postulated BART controls. 
For Un its 2 and 3, the BART controls would 
probably require retrofitted baghouses with 
a minimum collection efficiency of 99.9%. 
BART S02 controls would involve a reagent
addition s lurry and recirculation system for 
Unit 1 ,  increasing its S02 removal efficiency 
from 30 to 60% .  Dry scrubbers would be 
installed for Units 2 and 3, yie lding an S02 

removal efficiency of 75% . Al l three boilers 
would be equ ipped with low-excess-air, 
dual-register bu rners to reduce NOx emis
sions from 0.7 to 0.5 lb/ 1 06 Btu . The annual
ized costs of these BART controls would be 
approximately $77-$86 mi l l ion. 

Data on the existing visibil ity conditions 
at Mesa Verde du ring the tou rist season 
show that intense plumes occu r  about 1 1  % 
of the daylight hours ,  intense haze about 
19% ,  moderate haze about 56% , and clear 
conditions about 14% .  Thus it was assumed 
that 1 4% of the visitors encounter clear con-
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Table 1 
MODEL PLANT EMISSION PARAMETERS 

Emissions (lb/1 0' Btu) Control Efficiency (%) 

No Existing BART BART BART 
Controls* Controls Controls Existing Incremental Total 

Unit 1 

TSP 20.0 0.04 0.04 99.8  99.8  

so, 1 .59 1 .06 0.6 30.0 43.4 60.0 

NOx 0.7 0.7 0.5 0 28 .5 28 .5 

Units 2 and 3 

TSP 20.0 0.6 0.0006 97.0 99.9 99.96 

so, 1 .51 1 .51 0.38 0 75.0 75.0 

NOx 0.7 0.7 0.5 0 28.5 28.5 

*Assumes that the ratfo of fly ash to bottom ash is 80:20 and that 5% of the sulfur fn the coal remains in the ash. 

ditions and would not pay to achieve addi
tional benefits. The remain ing 86% would be 
wi l l ing to pay between $2.84 and $5.1 0 to 
obtain clear conditions. The weighted aver
age value of improving visibility from exist
ing levels to clear conditions is about $3.00 
per vehicle. 

Scenarios were developed to relate visi
bility levels to emission controls at a hypo
thetical plant (as characterized above) in the 
Four  Corners area. One entailed a change in 
visibility resulting from the addition of the 
postu lated BART controls; another entailed 
a hypothetical change in visibility reflect
ing the el imination of all emissions from 
the plant (the equivalent of removing the 
plant itself). The visual plume blight model 
(VIEWPB), developed by The Research Cor
poration of New England, was used to model 
the changes in emissions from the hypo
thetical plant and their effects on visibility. 
The resulting visibility condition frequencies 
are presented in Table 2 .  

The annual benefits o f  the  scenarios were 
determined by weighting the average values 
to individuals of changes in visibility levels 
and multiplying by the 1 67,000 visitor vehi
cles per year at Mesa Verde National Park. 
Table 3 shows the results. The annual bene
fits of improving visibil ity from existing levels 
to clear conditions were estimated to be 
about $0.5 mi l l ion. The benefits of the im
proved visibility resulting from the BART 
controls were estimated to be only $57,000. 
In addition to th is method, which can be 
called determin istic, a probabilistic ap-
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proach was used in which subjects were 
given frequency d istributions of visibil ity 
conditions to rank instead of absolute visi
bil ity levels. As shown in the table, the dif
ference between the results from the two ap
proaches is not very great. 

Case study: 
Great Smoky National Park 
A similar experiment was carried out for 
Great Smoky National Park in Tennessee 
and North Carolina. In th is study visibi l ity 
levels were represented by varying haze 
conditions; no plume conditions were con
sidered. The conditions were clear (visual 
range of 1 00 km), s l ight haze (50 km) , mod
erate haze (20 km), and intense haze (1 0 
km). The study did not consider park con
gestion, but it did consider visitor center 
activities. In contrast to the Mesa Verde re
sults, where the value of improving visibility 
was min imally influenced by income, for 
Great Smoky the value was found to in
crease with the income of the visitor. This 
result was factored into the analysis. 

The original plan was to relate changes 
in pollution control levels at a model power 
plant to reduced atmospheric loading and 
changes in the frequency of the fou r visibil
ity conditions. However, it was determined 
that reducing emissions at a typical power 
plant in the area from existing levels to zero 
would increase the amount of time that clear 
visibility conditions occur by only about 2%.  
No attempt was made to evaluate this small 
change in visibil ity; instead, hypothetical 

"'" 

scenarios were developed to test the sensi
tivity of visitors' values to changes in the 
distribution of visibility levels. Model results 
indicated a statistically sign ificant increase 
in values only for the change from existing 
conditions to the most improved set of con
ditions considered . In this case the number 
of clear days about triples over existing con
dit ions (29% versus 1 0%), days of intense 
haze almost vanish (1 % versus 1 5%),  days 
of moderate haze are one-third as numerous 
(1 0% versus 30%), and days of slight haze 
increase (50% versus 35%). 

Three scenarios of increased visibility 
were evaluated: a change from existing con
ditions to the improved conditions just de
scribed, a change from these improved con
ditions to clear or slightly hazy conditions, 
and a change from existing conditions to 
clear or slightly hazy conditions. The clear 
and slight haze visibi l ity levels were com
bined because it was ambiguous whether 
the former was preferred to the latter. The 
estimated benefits associated with these 
scenarios are as follows: from existing to 
improved conditions, $3.35-$5.00 per ve
hicle; from improved to clear or slightly hazy 
conditions, $4.00-$6.50 per vehicle; and 
from existing to clear or slightly hazy con
ditions, $8.50-$1 0.50 per vehicle. Total 
annual benefits can be obtained by multiply
ing these figures by 1 mi ll ion, the number of 
visitor vehicles per year. 

Project results 
Under RP1 7 42 the benefits of improved visi
bi l ity conditions to visitors at two national 
parks were estimated and related to alterna
tive emission levels at typical power plants. 
The benefit estimates were derived through 
the use of a new methodology that is based 
on the theory of consumer preference and 
that does not suffer from many of the draw-

Table 2 
FREQUENCY OF VISIBILITY CONDITIONS 

MESA VERDE NATIONAL PARK 
(% of summer daylight hours) 

Visibi l ity Existing BART No 
Condition Controls Controls Plant 

Intense plume 1 1  0 

Intense haze 19 20 2 

Moderate haze 56 60 60 

Clear 1 4  19 38  



Table 3 
BENEFITS OF IMPROVING VISIBILITY 

MESA VERDE NATIONAL PARK 
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backs of earlie r methods used to estimate 
visibility benefits. 

Benefits ($ m il l ion/yr) 

The results indicate that the benefits of 
improved visibility are relatively small. The 
annual value of improving visibility from 
existing conditions to clear conditions was 
about $0.5 million at Mesa Verde National 
Park and about $10 million at Great Smoky 
National Park. In contrast, the costs of con
trolling emissions to postulated BART levels 
at typical 2000-MW (e) power plants in the 
areas around these parks are estimated to 
be $60-$85 million annually. Furthermore, 
these costs would be associated with only 
partial visib ility improvement because other 
sources, including natu ral ones, contribute 
to existing visibility levels. Technical Man
ager: Ronald E. Wyzga 

Visib i l ity Improvement Determin istic Probabi l istic 
Scenario Approach Approach 

From existing conditions to clear conditions 0.504 0 .51 6 

From BART control levels to clear conditions 0.448 

From existing conditions to BART control levels 0 .057 

From no plant to clear conditions 0 .301 0 .155 

From existing conditions to no plant 0 .204 0.361 
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R&D Status Report 
ENERGY MANAGEMENT AND UTILIZATION DIVISION 
Fritz Kalhammer, Director 

ADVANCED FUEL 
CELL TECHNOLOGY 
The major objective of EPRl's fuel cell re
search is to introduce first-generation phos
phoric acid fuel cells with a heat rate of 
�8000 Btu /kWh into utility use (EPRI Jour
nal, January/ February 1982, pp. 49-51). 
These systems will function on natural gas, 
light-distillate hydrocarbon, or alcohol fuels. 
The objectives of the advanced fuel cell tech
nology subprogram are (1) to develop elec
trode materials that will improve on the above 
heat rate and result in more robust fuel cell 
components in these moderate-temperature 
c�200 °C) acid fuel cells, and (2) to explore 
potentially more efficient systems, such as 
the molten carbonate cell, which promises a 
heat rate of 6800 Btu / kWh ( coal to ac power) 
when inter;rated with a coal gasifier in base
load power plants. Previous Journal articles 
and R&D status reports have been presented 
(June 1978, p. 34; November 1978, p. 6; 
November 1979, p. 40; and July/ August 
1 980, p. 45). 

The EPRI advanced fuel cell technology sub
program consists of three project groups. 

o Development of new materials for the oxy
gen cathode of phosphoric acid fuel cells , 
coupled with research to increase under
standing of the comparatively poor perfor
mance of the oxygen electrode in phospho
ric acid electrolytes (RP1 200) 

o Development and testing of novel organic 
and inorganic acid electrolytes that may 
result in performance improvements over 
phosphoric acid for the oxygen electrode re
action (RP1 676) 

o Development and testing of improved 
materials and cell structu res for molten car
bonate fuel cells (RP1085) 

Acid fuel cell technology 
Phosphoric acid was chosen during 1 968-
1 970 as the preferred acid fuel cell electro
lyte because of three important physical (not 
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electrochemical) properties: chemical stabil
ity, allowing its use at temperatures in excess 
of 1 50 °C to facilitate the electrochemical re
actions (oxygen reduction and hydrogen 
oxidation in the presence of carbon monox
ide) and to allow waste heat recovery for re
forming fuel; low equilibrium water vapor 
pressure at the high acid concentrations 
under these temperature conditions; and 
very low volatility. For system reasons, these 
properties are highly desirable in a practical 
fuel cell electrolyte, and concentrated phos
phoric acid is the only common acid com
bining them. It does, however, show inferior 
oxygen electrode performance compared 
with other acid electrolytes, leading to a loss 
of 0.1 V in cell potential. Eliminating this loss 
could improve fuel cell heat rate by as much 
as 1 5%. 

To improve the performance of phos
phoric acid cells , researchers have tried to 
further increase the cell operating tempera
tures and pressure. This; however, places 
more stress on electrode catalysts, sup
ports, and construction materials. RP1 200 
was initiated in 1 978 to determine the tem
perature limits for the stable performance of 
critical materials in the phosphoric acid fuel 
cell under utility operating conditions, to de
velop improved materials where necessary, 
and to attempt to determine and remove 
some of the causes of oxygen electrode per
formance loss. 

In fuel cells built prior to 1 977 (4.8-MW 
demonstrator being tested by Consolidated 
Edison Co. of New York), pure platinum of 
high surface area, dispersed on carbon 
black, was used as the cathode catalyst 
(RP842). Commercial fuel cells will operate 
at higher temperatures, pressures, and cell 
potentials than the 4.8-MW demonstrator, 
which would cause rapid corrosion and 
decay of the pure platinum and carbon black 
catalyst systems. In the two years since the 
July/ August 1 980 status report, a deeper 
understanding of the catalyst and materials 
problems in phosphoric acid fuel cells has 

been obtained (RP1 200-2). Corrosion of the 
catalyst support has been shown to be the 
most important factor governing catalyst 
stability and lifetime under normal operating 
conditions. Tests are showing that the more 
highly corrosion-resistant supports, such as 
steam-treated acetylene black, appear to be 
sufficiently stable and durable to maintain 
platinum crystallites with 35-40-m2/g sur
face areas, even after 40,000 hours. The 
implication of this result is that a plant heat 
rate �8300 Btu/kWh can be maintained for 
at least 40,000 operating hours, and long
term confirmation testing of these data is 
currently under way. In addition, new tech
niques have been developed for producing 
a corrosion-resistant, graphite-type catalyst 
support material by catalytic heat treatment 
at a comparatively low temperature (1 600 °C 
instead of 2700 ° C). This technique should 
reduce electrode fabrication costs and allow 
preservation of the high surface area of 
electrocatalyst supports. 

In the future, as more-efficient fuel cells 
are developed, involving operation at yet 
higher temperatu res and pressures (e.g. , 
at 0 .8 V per cell, yielding a plant heat rate 
of 7300 Btu/ kWh), catalyst supports that 
are more resistant than graphite may be 
needed. Candidate materials may include 
high-surface-area metallic carbides and sili
cides, which are cu rrently being examined 
(RP1 200-8). 

The advanced catalysts of a type of plat
inum intermetallic compound (Engel-Brewer 
alloys, such as Pt

3
V) developed under 

RP1 200-5 are key to the attainment of high 
efficiency and long electrode life. Character
ization and improvement of these catalyst 
types are continuing (RP1200-1 , -2). Al
though their corrosion resistance and activ
ity both appear to be greater than those of 
pure platinum, problems still occur in depos
iting reproducible batches on the advanced 
corrosion-resistant supports . In addition, 
further work is required on electrode struc
tural optimization (e.g. , Teflon content, heat-



treatment temperature). When proved in 
practical electrodes, the new catalytic mate
rials wil l also be available for use in the 
Westinghouse Electric-Energy Research 
Corp. gas-cooled utility fuel cell program, 
improving its performance to an 8600-
Btu / kWh heat rate at 0.73 V per cell . 

As the electrochemical performance of 
the oxygen electrode is better in acid electro
lytes other than phosphoric acid, it would be 
high ly desirable to find new acids that com
bine acceptable physical properties with 
improved electrochemical performance. 

Such acids as fluorophosphonic acid 
(FP03 H2) that are themselves not physically 
suitable as fuel cell electro lytes are being 
synthesized and evaluated to help under
stand the characteristics of the desired 
acid . Some of this work has already shown 
promising results (RP1 676-1 , -2 , -3). Tetra
fluoroethane disulfonic acid (not previously 
described in the published literatu re) has 
been synthesized in several-hundred-gram 
quantities. In itial tests show performance at 
1 00 ° c to be equivalent to phosphoric acid 
at 200 ° c under pressure. Although this acid 
is stable and nonvolati le, it appears to lose 
water and form an anhydride above 1 00 ° c,  
which thus represents its upper temperature 
limit. More work is requ ired to arrive at a 
more suitable molecular structure, and at
tempts are being made to synthesize higher 
fluorinated sulfonic acids. In paral lel ,  the 
adsorption of phosphate and fluorocarbon 
sultanate anions on plat inum is being studied 
to determine if this phenomenon is responsi
ble for the poor performance of phosphoric 
acid for oxygen reduction (RP1 200-9). 

Molten carbonate fuel cells 

Major progress has been made toward prac
tical molten carbonate fuel cell designs 
and components. In 1 980, laboratory cells 
lacked the ability to withstand thermal cy
cles, had excessive internal resistance, and 
could not sustain normal excursions of gas 
pressure differentials across the cell struc
ture. These problems have been addressed, 
in somewhat different ways, by the three 
major EPRI-DOE contractors (Un ited Tech
nologies Corp. [UTC] , General Electric Co. , 
and Energy Research Corp [ERC]). Empha
sis at UTC is on a cell design that employs a 
thin l ithium aluminate electro lyte matrix with 
low internal resistance. It is used in conjunc
tion with a composite nickel-ceramic anode 
structure of proprietary design that also 
serves as a differential-pressure barrier. 
These structures have now been tested in 
1 -ft2

, 1 0- and 20-cell stacks, in which seal
ing and manifold gasketing problems have 
been overcome (Figu re 1 ) .  Recent stacks as 

Figure 1 Development of 1 -ft' molten carbonate fuel cell stacks by Un ited Technolog ies Corp. The voltage 
spread indicates intercell dispersion from the best cell in the stack down to the poorest. The interior line 
(color) represents the average cell in the stack. (A) 20 cells; the last tile stack. (8) 8 cells; the first improved 
electrolyte stack. (C) 10 cells; electrolyte stack with improved anode and parts matched for assembly; 3000-
hour endurance test. (0) 10 cells; electrolyte stack with improved separator plate and random assembly. 
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fabricated have shown very good perfor
mance in short-duration tests (3000 hours) 
under pressure conditions and represent a 
considerable advance over the state of the 
art in 1 980. 

At ERC (RP1 085-3) and at General Elec
tric (RP1 085-8) d irect deposition of l ithium 
aluminate or other ceramics onto either 
anode or cathode structu res by electro
phoretic deposition is being examined. 
Various techniques for impregnation of 
this very adherent coating with carbonate 
electrolyte have been developed. Electro
phoretic deposition promises to be a cost
effective and high-quality method to prepare 
electrolyte structures. 

Nickel-sinter anodes developed by ERC 
(RP1 085-3) are simi lar in principle to those 
at UTC but different ceramic impregnation 
methods are used. Simi lar structures, again 
using different preparation methods, are 
being developed by General Electric under 

Early 1 981 Early 1 982 

in-house and DOE programs. 
Although lithium-doped nickel oxide elec

trodes produced by in situ oxidation methods 
give good performance and stability as air 
cathodes under atmospheric pressure con
ditions, they show some deterioration under 
the high-pressure (1 20-ps i ;  827-kPa) condi
tions required to give high efficiencies (such 
as the potential 6800-Btu / kWh coal-to-ac 
power heat rate) in utility central stations. 
Consequently, more-stable materials , such 
as perovskites and spinels, are being exa
mined at UTC (RP1 085-4) and at Cera
matec , Inc. (RP1 085-6). These wi l l  be made 
available to other molten carbonate fuel cell 
contractors. For fuel anodes, the Institute of 
Gas Technology is investigating ceramic
stabi lized , sintered-copper composites as 
possible lower-cost substitutes for sintered 
nickel (RP1 085-2). 

UTC has completed a study of the kinetic 
conditions under which carbon is deposited 
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and methane is steam-reformed or formed Figure 2 Volkswagen Type 2 Electro-Transporter used in TVA utility fleet demonstration. Five vans and five 
from carbon monoxide and water at the mini-buses were employed in delivery and vanpooling missions. 

anode. This study is important to define 
precise inlet gas composition ranges that 
allow highest voltage performance and utili
zation, especially under pressure conditions, 
and at the same time, avoid carbon and 
excessive methane formation (RP1 085-4). 

Studies conducted by ERC and UTC for 
the Gas Research Institute on molten car
bonate fuel cells with internal methane re
forming indicate that very simple systems 
with the potential to achieve 5500-6500-
Btu / kWh heat rates may be possible (de
pending on cell potential and reactant utiliza
tion). These good heat rates result from the 
ability to use the fuel cell waste heat directly 
to supply the endothermic energy of the 
reforming reactor. They should show great 
promise as very efficient dispersed genera
tors with cogeneration capability. 

Once successfully developed, the molten 
carbonate fuel cell can be expected to cover 
a wide range of futu re applications, from 
smal l  (perhaps as small as several hundred 
kW) methane- or methanol-fueled gener-
ators to coal-fired utility central stations, all 
with fuel-to-ac efficiencies of 50% or better. 
Project Manager: John Appleby 

ELECTRIC TRANSPORTATION 
In recent years petroleum supply concerns 
have led to renewed interest in electric vehi
cles (EVs) for general urban use. Both private 
and government-supported efforts to de
velop practical EVs are well under way in this 
country, as well as in Europe, Japan, and 
elsewhere. An increasing variety of EVs can 
be purchased commercially. EPRI is involved 
in testing and evaluating currently available 
EVs and in helping to develop key compo
nents, assess potential effects on electric 
utilities, and prepare for large-scale field 
tests and eventual mass production. The 
testing and evaluation of these vehicles are 
particularly important services to the fledg
ling EV industry and to its potential early cus

tomers, such as electric utilities. 

An earlier status report (EPRI Journal, March 
1 981 , pp. 52-55) covered the initial EPRl
sponsored testing at Southern California 
Edison Co. and the first efforts at the Tennes
see Valley Authority. At that time, SCE had 
completed its vehicle tests , which led to the 
selection of the Volkswagen Type 2 Electro
Transporter for the TVA evaluation of electric 
vehicles in utility missions (Figure 2). TVA 
had obtained 10 of these vehicles (5 vans 
and 5 minibuses) and was actively using 
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them in delivery and vanpooling missions in 
Chattanooga, Tennessee. 

Since that time, TVA's Phase 1 vehicle 
testing has been completed and a more com
prehensive Phase 2 effort has begun . This 
report summarizes the Phase 1 experience 
and discusses some early findings of the 
testing efforts in Phase 2. It also describes 
the testing activities planned for the remain
der of Phase 2 .  Other related Electric Trans
portation Program activities ,  such as the 
testing and improvement of batteries and 
other components , will be covered in later 
reports . 

The Electric Vehicle Test Facility, located 
on TVA's Chickamauga Dam reservation 
near Chattanooga, was completed during 
Phase 1 .  The construction and equipping of 
this facility were financed jointly by TVA, 
DOE, and EPRI. The facility includes a one
mile dual-banked test track and a 9600-ft2 
(892-m2 ) passive-solar-heated building. The 
building contains vehicle maintenance bays, 
a chassis dynamometer ,  component and 
battery testing facilities,  charging stations, 
computer equipment, and administrative 
offices.  The facility's comprehensive capa
bilities and dedicated technical staff consti
tute a powerful resource for TVA and EPRl's 
efforts to advance EV technology. 

Utility fleet uses of EVs 
During Phase 1 ,  a detailed methodology was 
developed for selecting utility missions ap-

propriate for EVs. Some 1 5  route/mission 
assignments were selected and tested. 
Over an 1 8-month period nearly 54,000 mi 
(87,000 km) were d riven ,  mainly in van
pooling and transfer of personnel and sup
plies among TVA's facilities in the Chatta
nooga area. 

The Volkswagen vans and minibuses have 
1 44-V propulsion batteries (twenty-four 6-V 
modu les). Exide EV-1 06 grid-plate batteries 
were used in the vans, while Hoppecke 
tubular-plate batteries from West Germany 
were mounted in the buses. Both were of 
similar capacity-1 32 Ah ( 475 kC) at the 
75-A discharge rate . Thus equipped, all 
vehicles demonstrated about a 35-mi 
(56-km) maximum range under real-world 
utility mission conditions. Actual missions of 
1 5-30 mi (24-48 km) were used for most 
vehicles. After traveling an average of some 
5400 mi (8700 km) per vehicle by the end of 
the 1 8-month test period, battery capacity 
had deteriorated to the point that range was 
less than 1 5  mi (24 km). This battery capacity 
loss was found to be caused mainly by pro
duction defects in the batteries and exces
sive overcharging. These problems may be 
avoided by improving battery manufacturing 
quality control and using the more-accurate 
charging control devices that are now be
coming available. 

When driven under similar conditions, the 
vans and buses had essentially the same 
total (ac) energy consumption per mile . As 



actually used during the test period, the 
vans averaged 0 .83 kWh/mi (0.52 kWh/ km) 
in comparison with 0.93 kWh/mi (0.58 
kWh/ km) for the buses. Variations in these 
rates were caused mainly by differences in 
driver sk'ills ,  terrain , charging procedure and 
temperatures, and payload. 

Average availability of the vehicles was 
nearly 90% of all service days. Although this 
is an improvement over some earlier EVs, it 
is still not adequate. Problems were most 
severe early in the test period, reflecting 
h igh " infant mortality" among various com
ponents. Although vehicles were quickly 
returned to service in most cases, these 
problems and the extensive preventive 
maintenance efforts undertaken thereafter 
caused maintenance costs to be higher than 
for comparable conventionally powered 
vehicles. Again, however, many of the d iffi
culties appear to be avoidable with cur
rently available vehicle, battery, and charger 
technology. 

TVA conducted a detailed survey and anal
ysis to estimate the number of EVs that might 
be used in its own vehicle fleets and those of 
its distributors. Limiting their study to 2-ton 
vehicles or smaller, the TVA researchers con
cluded that about 700 of TVA's 3200 vehicles 
of this size could be replaced by EVs with a 
40-mi (64-km) range at the end of battery 
life. Another 200 of the vehicles used in TVA's 
employee vanpooling program could be re
placed by EVs recharged at each end of the 
trip. TVA's many local distributors were esti
mated to operate some 2000 additional vehi
cles that could be replaced by EVs under 
similar criteria. 

The utility fleet demonstration effort is con
tinuing in Phase 2,  with vehicles assigned to 
a broader range of missions and personnel. 
An extensive drivertraining program is being 
used, together with a d river log procedure to 
ensure continuing documentation of vehicle 
use and performance. An automated data 
collection system has also been developed 
to aid in such documentation. 

EV state-of-the-art testing 
In addition to the continued utility fleet dem
onstration, the Phase 2 effort at TVA includes 
testing and evaluation of individual EV mod
els that represent advances in the cu rrent 
state of the art. EPRl's approach to this test
ing is based on its own experience at SCE, 
TVA, and elsewhere over the past five years, 
plus direct assistance from the Gesellschaft 
/Ur Elektrischen Strassenverkehr (GES), a 
West German organization responsible for 
EV evaluation and development for that 
country's electric utilities. 
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The TVA program includes a mix of track, 
road, and dynamometer tests. From four to 
six months and 1 500-2000 mi (2400-3200 
km) of testing are required to complete each 
vehicle evaluation. The first vehicles tested 
were the Grumman-Olson Kubvan and the 
Volkswagen pickup conversion by South 
Coast Technology, Inc. (SCT). Both repre
sent good examples of the EV technology 
available in light work vehicles potentially 
useful in utilities and other commercial fleets . 
The Kubvan is a custom aluminum unit-body 
min ivan with a 435-lb (195-kg) payload. It 
has an 84-V propulsion battery and was de
signed for low-speed, frequent-stop service, 
such as postal delivery. The SGT-converted 
VW pickup has a 1 08 -V system and a 760-lb 
(345-kg) payload, and it is intended for gen
eral u rban use. Exide XPV23-3 batteries 
were used in these EPRI-TVA tests . 

Table 1 indicates the average range and 
total ac energy use for the VW-SCT pickup. 
The variations among these figures clearly 
show the dramatic effect of mission charac
teristics on overall EV performance. They 
also indicate the marked improvement in 
range (nearly 75%) made possible by sev
eral 30-min intermediate recharge periods. 
This suggests that EV mission capabilities 
might be expanded considerably if facilities 
for frequent recharging could be provided 
at convenient points. In addition,  Figure 3 in
dicates how the VW-SCT pickup and Kubvan 
compared in efficiency as indicated by de 
(battery output) energy use under constant
speed test conditions. The figure also shows 
the substantial efficiency gain result ing from 
installation of a later-model controller i n  

the Kubvan. This i s  an  example o f  the rapid 
rate of EV component improvement now 
in progress. 

Testing of the Ford Escort conversion by 
Jet Industries, Inc . ,  is now in progress. Other 
vehicles to be tested in the near future in
clude both passenger cars and trucks. Can
didate vehicles for these tests include other 
Ford Escort conversions, the Electrek car by 
Unique Mobility, Inc . ,  and several recently 
introduced British trucks with capacities of 
2-3 tons. Separate evaluation reports will 
be prepared for each to assist manufac
turers in product improvement, as well as to 
aid utilities and others contemplating EV 
purchases. 

EV component 
evaluation and improvement 
Although the focus of this report is on vehicle 
testing , it is inevitable that those activities 
lead to some useful observations and find
ings concerning specific components. One 
such example is regenerative braking. In 
tests on the Electro-Transporters, it was 
estimated that its use would result in range 
increases averaging about 4%. 

Most component-specific findings have 
dealt with batteries and chargers, which 
have been the sources of most problems in 
the testing program. Battery maintenance 
(such as adding water, checking capacity, 
replacing modules, tightening cables) has 
proved to be time-consuming and costly; 
component manufacturing quality controls 
are sometimes inadequate; present vehicles 
do not have accurate gages to predict re
maining range; and commonly used but 

Table 1 

PERFORMANCE TEST RESULTS 

VW-SCT BATTERY-POWERED PICKUP TRUCK 

Range AC Energy 

Test Conditions mi km kWh /mi  kWh /km 

Constant speed (35 mph) 62 .6 1 00 .7  0.47 0.29 

SAE J227a C Cycle 
(urban delivery/service) 28.5 45.9 1 .06 0.66 

Urban flat route 25.1 40.4 1 .19 0 .74 

Urban flat route (with 
intermediate recharge) 43.9 70.6 1 .02 0.63 

Urban hil ly route 23.2 37.3 1 .2 7  0 . 79 

Urban h illy route (with 
intermediate recharge) 29.6 47.6 1 .28 0 .80 
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Figure 3 Relationship between de energy consumption and constant test speed for G rumman-Olson Kubvan and 
VW---SCT pickup, showing the initial vehicle comparison and the effect of d ifferent motor controllers on the 
Kubvan's energy efficiency. 
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faulty charg ing procedures and equipment 
can severely reduce both battery capacity 
and life. In add it ion, closer control of battery 
temperature has been found to be needed 
du ring both charge and d ischarge in order to 
optimize performance and avoid damage to 
the battery. However, it now appears that so
lutions to most of these problems may al
ready be avai lable or close at hand with 
innovations such as s ing le-point battery 
watering ,  m ic roprocessor range prediction 
devices, self-compensating taper chargers, 
battery compartment thermal management 
systems, and improved battery designs .  All 
these are subjects of related EPRI test ing 
and/or development, much of  i t  involving 
TVA and the Electr ic Veh ic le Test Facil ity. 

Projections 
The EPRI- TVA EV testing experience to date 
has identified both a variety of remain ing 
problems and a steady improvement in 
EV technology. Test resu lts suggest that 
currently available EVs can meet the requ i re
ments of a variety of missions and that fre
quent or intermediate recharg ing can extend 
range to make many more missions possible. 
At the same time, the level of specialized 
maintenance requ i red by these contem
porary EVs ind icates that fleet rather than 
personal applications are most l ikely to be 
feasible for the near futu re . EPRl 's EV test ing 
and related R&D efforts are expanding to 
assist this promising technology in reaching 
commercial feasib i l ity. Project Manager: 
G. H. Mader 
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ARMP CODE: LWR 
CORE SIMULATION 
As indicated by the words on which the 
acronym is based, the original intent of the 
various research projects whose output 
comes under the generic heading of ARMP 
(advanced recycle methodology program) 
was the generation of a unified system for 
LWR core simulation that would encompass 
plutonium recycle as well as uranium as
sembly designs (RP118). The general un
availability of reprocessing in this country 
has practically foreclosed the plutonium 
recycle option. Nevertheless, over 40 do
mestic utilities currently apply the ARMP 
system for the general support of LWR oper
ations with particular emphasis on core fol
low; verification of the core supplier's design 
in general and cycle depletion characteris
tics in particular; fuel management indepen
dent of the core supplier. A few utilities have 
used the system in the course of indepen
dent licensing efforts. In addition, Brook
haven, Oak Ridge, Los Alamos, Argonne 
national laboratories, and other DOE labora
tories utilize all or part of the ARMP code 
system. 

The nodal and concomitant thermal
hydraulic codes for each LWR scheme in 
ARMP-0, released in 1977, were distinct 
versions tailored to pressurized and boil
ing water reactor systems, respectively: 
NODE-P and -8; THERM-P and -8. The 
PWR lattice and the BWR multibundle lattice 
codes were PDQ/HARMONY (P /H) .  The 
pin-cell code of the PWR sequence was 
EPRI-CELL, a unique l inking of the GAM, 
THERMOS, and CINDER codes. The single
bundle lattice code of the BWR sequence 
was initial ly the multigroup collision prob
ability code, CPM. About a year later, many 
utilities opted for the faster and easier-to
use CASMO code and for the first version of 
the SIMULATE code in place of EPRI
NODE-B. EPRI-CELL and its ENDF /B  I i-

brary were benchmarked against assorted 
isotopics and c ritical experiments. The CPM 
ENDF /8 library, particularly the U-238, 
was then normalized against hot full power 
EPRI-CELL runs on consistent infinite lat
tice bases. 

Semiannual meetings of the ARMP User 
Group have served several vital purposes 
related to necessary improvements, en
hancements, and accretions to the ARMP 
codes and to the subsequent transfer of the 
revised technology to the utilities. (Utilities 
host these meetings except for one held in 
Palo Alto, California, every two years.) At 
these gatherings, EPRI contractors and per
sonnel describe ongoing or recently com
pleted research projects involving ARMP or 
related codes; utility personnel present re
sults of the application of ARMP codes, or 
occasionally, the application of other code 
systems equivalent to ARMP. These meet
ings are notable for the exchange of infor
mation ,  both formally and informally, and 
the all- important feedback from utility users 
on problems in applying codes, as well as 
discussing areas for incremental devel
opment. 

At present, the ARMP system is more well 
defined and mature in its PWR side. A draft 
PWR procedures manual has been available 
for over two years, providing step-by-step 
instructions for the preparation of 3-D nodal 
simulations and of quarter-core (XY) P/H 
depletion runs (RP976). A draft P /H  manual, 
which provides substantial clarification of 
the venerable Bettis documents, has also 
been distributed (RP976). However, one 
deficiency (soon to be remedied by the 
Pseudax enhancement to P /H) has been the 
unavailability of a 2-D fine-mesh code with 
thermal-hydraulic feedback (e .g . ,  Westing
house Electric Corp.'s TURTLE code). In 
most other aspects, however, the ARMP sys
tem is tantamount to those of the PWR ven
dors and, perhaps, superior in lumped
absorber treatment. 

The development of the BWR side has 
lagged somewhat because the coupled nu
clear and thermal-hydraulic p rocesses that 
the nodal code must model are substantia l ly 
more complex than those for PWRs .  With the 
imminent availability of SIMULATE-2, with 
extensions of existing codes to allow calcu
lations at cold conditions (as well as margin 
calculations), and with improved thermal
hydraulics integrated into the nodal solu
tion, the upgrading of the BWR sequence 
to parity with that for PWRs can be seriously 
anticipated . 

This year ARMP-0, together with VIPRE-1 
and RETRAN-02, will be formally subsumed 
into the reactor analysis support package 
(RASP-01). The ensuing paragraphs de
scribe ARMP-1 ; the modifications distin
guishing this version from the extant 
ARMP-0 have either been completed or cor
respond to the output of research projects 
that will be complete by the end of 1983. 

Figure 1 schematically summarizes the 
interrelationship of the major PWR codes; 
in Figures 1 and 2, processing codes that 
link the output of one physics module to 
the input of another are indicated by aster
isks. V i rtually every code module shown 
in Figure 1 will be new or will have been 
substantially revised from the initial re
leases. EPRI-CELL has already been the 
object of programming, physics, and engi
neering-modifications (RP1252). The PDQ
? /HARMONY (P/H) code has undergone 
such extensive modifications under EPRI 
projects that to satisfy the strictures of naval 
reactors, EPRI has become a secondary 
distributor of the code (RP1690). 

In  a PWR, assembly-averaged power, 
either axially averaged or edited at a particu
lar axial location, can show significant shifts 
between hot zero power (HZP) and hot ful l 
power (HFP) conditions. Cores as disparate 
in age as Ginna Core-1 and Comanche 
Peak-1 show at least 15% net power shifts 
(defined as the sum of the reduction of the 
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Figure 1 ARMP-1: Specific components of PWR sequence. 
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Figure 2 ARMP-1: Specific components of BWR sequence. 

peak assembly power plus the increase in 
the lowest assembly power in going from 
HZP to HFP). The orig inal version of P /H  
as incorporated in the  ARMP sy.stem did not 
account for the moderator density and reso
nance temperature feedbacks that are re
sponsible for these net power sh ifts. To 
remedy this and provide other capabilities, 
the Pseudax methodology has been devel
oped, involving changes to EPRI-CELL, 
NUPUNCHER, both PWR nodal codes, and 
principally, to P /H  (RP1709). The changes 
to the two nodal codes, EPRI-NODE-P 
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and SIMULATE, have been the inclusion of 
HARMONY format edits for assembly-aver
aged power from each axial plane of the 
XYZ solution .  Besides power (implicitly the 
resonance temperature) , these edits include 
the local water density. This information is 
then presented to P /H as input. Through a 
succession of fixed-source runs, P / H  then 
produces a fine-mesh power and flux distri
bution, which on the assembly average, 
matches the specified input power. Option
ally one may perform pinwise resonance 
temperature (Doppler) calculations within 

each assembly about the externally imposed 
average value. 

ASPC is a development of CPM that wi ll 
be faster than CPM for comparable prob
lems, will be easier to use, and wi ll incorpo
rate several improvements (RP1252) . 

NORGE-P is a flexible data processing 
code that wil l  accept the output of ASPC, 
CASMO, or P /H color sets (the adjacent 
quadrants of four assemblies that are dif
ferentiated by enrichment and burnable poi
son complement, each un ique combination 
being a color). For use in this path, the P / H  



output files have been altered from machine 
language (RP976). 

SIMULATE-2 designates a significantly im
proved version of the SIMULATE nodal code, 
which was released by EPRI in 1978 (RP710). 
The SIMULATE code is notable for the sev
eral neutronic options it contains: flare-type, 
coarse-mesh diffusion theory (CMDT), mod
ified CMDT (or PRESTO-type model) . The 
new version adjusts radial edge leakage cor
rections.  depending on the migration length 
of the outermost nodes. It accommodates 
different "A" factors for rodded and un
rodded nodes. It will be faster running than 
the original release and incorporates other 
significant user-oriented improvements , as 
well as the new EPRI void model. 

Similarly, EPRI NODE-P will be substan
tially improved over the original release ver
sion . The improvements will be primarily in 
the area of basic programming efficiency, 
as a spin-off from the PWR / PSMS effort 
sponsored by EPRI. One significant method
ology change will be an optional three
moderator temperature history capability. 
This option will be added in connection with 
the code linking NODE-P to RETRAN, called 
NODETRA N .  

The draft PWR procedures manual will 
be upgraded to include those accretions 
to the methodology made since the issuance 
of the original d raft. The formal version 
of this PWR manual will be issued along 
with upgraded and new code manuals, as 
necessary. 

Figure 2 summarizes the interrelationship 
of the major BWR codes. MICBURN is a 
special code, auxiliarytoASPC and CASMO, 
which treats a gadolinia-loaded fuel pin in 
some geometric detail within the pellet. Mul
tigroup macroscopic cross sections for the 
gadolinia and appropriate fissile and fission 
product cross sections are edited and then 
input to the respective assembly analysis 
codes. 

NORGE-B is a processing code similar in 
function to NORGE-P (RP976). NORGE-B 
will differ from the extant NORGE code not 
only in the link to NODE-B but also in its 
extension to modeling both rodded and un
rodded cold BWR configu rations (68-
200 0 F, 20-93 ° C). In conjunction with this 
methodological extension to cold condi
tions. a simple perturbation theory approach 
will be implemented in SIMULATE-2 to esti
mate the worth of control rods. 

The COPHIN code processes the deple
tion-dependent output of the indicated as
sembly analysis codes into input for P/H .  
I t  was originally generated to  allow the rep
resentation with depletion of more than one 
BWR assembly. 
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The dashed lines in Figure 2 between 
FIBWR and SIMULATE-2 represent a two
level linking of FIBWR methodology into 
SIMULATE-2. 

A draft BWR procedures manual will be 
released (RP976). This manual will serve as 
a guide to the various code manuals used 
in the BWR sequence and will provide back
ground information and procedures for ef
fective modeling of the core. This manual 
will serve as a suggested starting point for 
BWR analysts. With utility feedback, it is 
expected that it will develop into a formal 
document analogous to its PWR counterpart. 
Project Manager: W. J. Eich 

PROBABILIST IC RISK ASSESSMENT 
A comprehensive probabilistic risk assess
ment (PRA) has been undertaken by the 
Nuclear Safety Analysis Center (NSAC) and 
Duke Power Co. on Duke 's Oconee Unit 3. 
The effort includes participation by six other 
utilities to gain experience in state-of-the
art PRA methods and their application. The 
analysis is specific to the Oconee plant and 
site; however, the approach and methods 
chosen and the experience gained will be 
available to all nuclear plant owners and 
operators at a time when F'RA methods are 
assuming an increasingly important role as 
an aid to regulatory, safety, and operating 
decisions. 

The value of additional realistic studies 
of commercial nuclear plant accident se
quences was pointed out by many of the 
government and industry reviews of the 
TMl-2 accident. At the same time, PRA meth
odology was gaining momentum as a valu
able tool for making safety and licensing 
decisions. In early 1980 NSAC initiated a 
project with Duke to perform a PRA on its 
Oconee Unit 3 (RPR103). 

In line with the principal objective of im
proving the industry's ability to use PRA 
methods as a working tool, volunteer par
ticipants from six other utilities were in
cluded on the project team; representatives 
from three contractor organizations (Tech
nology for Energy Corp. ;  Science Applica
tions, Inc . ;  and Pickard , Lowe and Garrick, 
Inc.) were retained to provide methodology 
expertise; and the involvement of several 
contractor organizations was sought in 
order to expose the project team to diverse 
points of view on the methods and applica
tions . The Institute of Nuclear Power Opera
tions ( INPO) is providing support and exper
tise in the area of human reliability analysis, 
and NSAC is managing the project. 

The project scope includes identification 
of important initiating events (failures of 
plant equipment and failures from external 
causes); modeling those plant equipment 
failures that could lead to loss of reactor 
core cooling;  analysis of physical processes 
and radionuclide transport within the con
tainment building ;  and calculating atmo
spheric dispersion and dose consequences 
of radionuclides released from containment. 
Each facet of the analysis was to be done by 
using models and data specific to Oconee 
Unit 3. The project was not intended to de
velop new methodology, but it was intended 
to consider current alternative methodol
ogies and select a combination that was best 
suited to the project objectives and staff. 

In accomplishing this scope of work, the 
utility personnel on the project team were 
to be exposed to the various facets and 
methodologies of the project and gain di
rect hands-on experience in at least two of 
the major facets. Particular attention was 
paid to the modeling and quantification of 
human errors that could contribute to loss 
of core cooling and accounting for depen
dencies between plant systems and equip
ment. including treatment of such events as 
seismic , fire, and flood. Sources of uncer
tainty in the analysis were identified . and 
where practical, quantified. On completion 
of the project. a working model represent
ing the important ingredients of the analysis 
will be turned over to Duke for its futu re use 
in evaluating safety issues or potential plant 
modifications. The initial scope of the project 
had included an evaluation of the financial 
risk of plant damage from accidents; how
ever, early work indicated that this objec
tive was overly ambitious, and it was decided 
to delete it f rom the scope. 

Progress and status 
Work on the project began in September 
1980, with the technical work originally 
scheduled for completion in late 1981 and 
publication of the final report scheduled for 
1982. The project team was initially located 
at Duke's headquarters in Charlotte, North 
Carolina. By the end of 1 980 a preliminary 
analysis of the initiating events and plant had 
been conducted. Methodology alternatives 
had been thoroughly discussed, and a 
choice of method and implementation plan 
had been reached for each of the major 
tasks. By mid-1981 the basic modeling and 
analysis of plant response to initiating events 
had been completed, resulting in a network 
of interconnecting event trees, top-support
ing logic , and system fault trees. Generic 
component and human reliability data had 
been applied to the models . and they were 
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being debugged in preparation for solution 
and quantification to identify important event 
sequences. The post-core-melt containment 
physical processes had been described in a 
containment event tree, and analysis of 
the key processes and phenomena by the 
MARCH computer program had been com
pleted. Site-specific meteorology, demog
raphy, and evacuation data had been pre
pared for use in atmospheric d ispersion and 
consequence analysis by the CRACIT com
puter program. 

At that point, the emphasis on method
ology comparison and train ing was reduced , 
and priority was shifted toward faster prog
ress in completing the remain ing scope. A 
seven-man team from the original project 
mounted an intensive effort du ring the last 
quarter of 1981 at EPRI in Palo Alto, Cali
fornia, to iterate and integrate the results. 
After the first solution and quantification of 
the core-melt event sequences, it was deter
mined that the existing event sequence and 
system models carried too much detail to 
allow an easy solution with probabil ity d is
c rimination , to identify the important se
quences, and to provide traceable results. 
It was decided that the models should be 
revised to collect some of the detail into 
modules and thus streamline the solution 
process and improve the accuracy and con
fidence of the results. 

The necessary model revisions were com
pleted by December 1981 , and the models 
were solved a second time for the important 
sequences and their frequencies. At the 
present time, the important core-melt event 
sequences have been identified, potential 
recovery actions considered and factored in , 
and sequence frequency values have been 
finalized. These results have been input to 
the containment event tree model and the 
magnitude and frequency of radionuclide 
releases have been estimated. The release 
frequency and magnitude were then used 
with the previously prepared site character
istics to calculate the public health conse
quences off-site. 

The sequences and frequency for core melt 
are believed to be a realistic or best-estimate 
characterization. However, the magn itudes 
of the radionuclide release and some as
pects of the off-site consequence calcu la
tions are known to be overestimates be
cause of the more l imited state of technology 
in those areas. With the recent emphasis on 
degraded core technology, it is expected 
that a more realistic characterization of the 
radionuclide release for various types of re
actor accidents wil l soon be available and 
wil l allow a more realistic estimate of public 
health consequences in these situations. 
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The final project report, some 2000 pages 
in several volumes, has been d rafted and is 
currently being reviewed by EPRI and Duke. 
Review comments wil l  be incorporated and 
the report is expected to be published by 
the end of 1982. 

Initial results, 
conclusions, and experience 
Some general results, conclusions , and ex
periences in th ree broad areas can be de
scribed at this time. The final results on the 
frequency of core melt and public health 
risk are yet to be published ; however, the 
mean frequency of core-melt is dominated 
by the contribution of flooding incidents that 
could possibly result from fai lure in the plant 
condenser c irculating-water system and 
flooding of the turbine bui lding. The contri
bution from the "more traditional" in itiat
ing events (e .g . , pipe breaks, transients) is 
about 1 0% of the total. The p rel iminary esti
mates of public health risk for Oconee ap
pear to be comparable to or less than those 
reported by the Reactor Safety Study 
(WASH-1400). 

Throughout the study a number of per
ceived plant or system weaknesses were 
pointed out for evaluation by Duke. In some 
cases, dialogue with the plant and technical 
staff showed the perception to be incorrect. 
In other cases, a decision on hardware mod
ification or operating procedure was straight
forward and taken quickly. A few items are 
still being evaluated because their impor
tance and optimal resolution are less clear. 

On a more macroscopic scale, the pri
mary contributions to core-melt frequency 
and risk were tied to several salient plant 
features. 

o The location of equipment for several front 
l ine and support systems requ i red for core 
cooling is in the basement of the turbine 
bui lding ,  where it would be d isabled by a 
large flood. 

o The seismic capacity of a number of non
structural walls and some other equipment 
is such that combinations that can defeat 
core cooling have a relatively high condi
tional frequency for seismic accelerations in 
the range of 0 .1-2.5 g. 

o The requ i rements for operator decision 
and action in several important event se
quences are in  relatively short timeframes. 

o Support systems can impact necessary 
core-cool ing functions by d isabling multiple 
front l ine systems. 

Important strengths in the Oconee plant 
were also found. The capacity of the reactor 
containment bui lding is adequate to with-

stand all but the most rare and severe effects 
of a core-melt accident. The sources of elec
trical power are so numerous and diverse 
that electric power fai lures did not contribute 
sign ificantly to the core-melt frequency. 

In addition to the analysis results, a num
ber of important results about PRA methods 
and process were also derived from the 
study. A PRA study of this magnitude is a 
very arduous undertaking, and the best pos
sible effort must be made before the start of 
work to define the job in specific detail. Fre
quent replanning is requ i red, but good plan
ning and control is vital. Another important 
lesson from the Oconee PRA is that the 
addition of new analysts to a project team 
should be l imited in order to provide ade
quate day-to-day gu idance and to maintain 
d i rection and progress. Project technical di
rection wi l l  requ i re one or more individuals 
who have experience in  all phases of the 
PRA process. Access to accurate plant de
sign and operating information is essential; 
if the plant is operating or nearly so, a qual
ified plant operator should be assigned as a 
full-time member of the project team. 

Much was learned about the state of the 
art in PRA methods during the course of 
the project. The final conclusion is that it is 
rapidly evolving. The usefulness of any PRA 
project results wi l l  depend more on the skil l 
of the analysts and their understanding of 
the plant and its operation than on the style 
with which they approach the problem. The 
approach ultimately selected for the Oconee 
PRA relied heavily on methodology from the 
Reactor Safety Study and adaptations made 
since then by other studies. Some innova
tions were made in the way event trees and 
fault trees were l inked and solved to form 
event sequence; the extent to which human 
errors were modeled and quantified; and the 
extent to which in itiating events, secondary 
systems, and support systems were l inked 
into the plant sequence/ system models. 
A number of other approaches are being 
studied or used (for example, the GO meth
odology described in the EPR/ Journal, July/ 
August 1982, p. 55). 

Overal l ,  the Oconee PRA experience dem
onstrates that PRA methods are an excellent 
tool for examining the whole plant, pene
trating system interfaces, structuring the 
thought process on how failu res can occu r, 
and keeping track of equipment combina
tions that represent success and failu re 
under g iven ci rcumstances. The results can 
be a valuable aid to decision making,  not 
only for nuclear safety issues related to pub
l ic risk but also for issues relating to prudent, 
reliable plant operation. Project Manager: 
William R. Sugnet 



New Contracts 

Number Title 

Advanced Power Systems 

RP1 1 95-8 Downwell Pump 
Reliability 

RP2048-3 Acid Corrosion in the 
Clean Gas Saturater of 
a Coal Gasification-
Combined-Cycle 
Power Plant 

Coal Combustion Systems 

RP71 8-5 Alternative Fuel Firing 
in an Atmospheric 
Fluidized-Bed Com-
bustion Boiler 

RP91 1 -3 Long-Term Effects of 
High Temperature and 
Cyclic Operation on 
Fossil Fuel Power Plant 
Components 

RP1 645-6 Analysis of Stag Plant 
Coal-Fired Operation 
via Pressurized Fluid-
ized-Bed Combustion 
Retrofit 

RP1 649-1 Demonstration of 
Acoustic Resonator 

RP1 867-4 Evaluation of 1 0-MW 
High-Sulfur Coal Fabric 
Filter Pilot Plant 

Electrical Systems 

RP1 763-2 Improved Motors for 
Utility Applications 

RP1 779-1 Detection of Electric 
Meter Tampering 

Energy Analysis and Environment 

RP1 487-13 Identification of Envi-
ronmental Settings and 
Disposal Systems in 
the Utility Industry 

RP1 538-2 Cogeneration System 
Design Model 

RP1 630-24 Western Regional Air 
Qualrty Studies, Gas 
Measurements 

RP1 920-1 Incorporating Financial 
Constraints in 
Capacity Planning 
Models: Developing 
Improved Methodology 
for Estimating Financial 
Constraints 

Duration 

6 months 

1 year 

7 months 

1 year 

1 0  months 

7 months 

29 months 

45 months 

20 months 

7 months 

1 year 

6 months 

6 months 

Contractor/ 
Funding EPR/ Project 
($000) Manager 

50.1 Radian Corp. 
E. Hughes 

6 1 . 6  Ohio State Uni-
versity Research 
Foundation 
W. Bakker 

1 95.0 Northern States 
Power Co. 
C. Au/isio 

99.8 Failure Analysis 
Associates 
T. McC/oskey 

99.8 General Electric 
Co. 
S. Orenker 

64.3 Hoover, Keith & 
Bruce, Inc. 
A.  Armor 

654.9 Southern Re-
search Institute 
R. Carr 

846.0 General Electric 
Co. 
D. Sharma 

32.1 Honeywell, Inc. 
H. Songster 

39.6 Envirosphere Co. 
I. Murarka 

342.0 Mathtech 
L. Williams 

1 1 5.3 University of 
Michigan 
P. Mueller 

68. 1 Charles River 
Associates, Inc. 
S. Chapel 

Number Title Duration 

RP1 954-2 Population Exposure 1 0  months 
to SO, and Particulate 
Risk Estimates 

RP2145-2 Estimating Air Condi- 6 months 
tioner Hourly Loads 

Energy Management and Utilization 

RP1 201 -25 Impulse Resistance 
Sintering of Metal 
Powders With the 
Homopolar Generator 

R P2034-3 Reference Manual on 
Infiltration and Indoor 
Air Quality 

Nuclear Power 

RP1 238-3 Brittle-Duclile Transi-
tion in Ferritic Steels 

RP1 324-6 Pipe Whip Test and 
Analysis 

RP1 543-9 Development of Revised 
Design Limits for Piping 

RP1 557-9 Segregation of Uncon-
tarninated Dry Active 
Waste 

RP1 761-1 7 SIMTRAN 2 
Development 

RP1 935-1 Field Wear Measure-
ments of Cobalt Alloys 

RP2058-6 Stress Corrosion 
Cracking in Small-
Diameter BWR Piping 

RP21 17-2 Modeling of Removal 
of Radionuclides by 
Water Pools Under 
Severe Accident 
Conditions 

RP21 69-1 A Study of Common 
Cause Failures 

RP21 80-3 Pressure Vessel 
Integrity 

R&D Staff 

RP2261 -1 Reducing High-
Temperature Oxidation 
and Scale Spallation 
by Salt Deposits 

8 months 

7 months 

6 months 

21 months 

9 months 

9 months 

6 months 

9 months 

6 months 

7 months 

1 0  months 

3 months 

1 year 

Contractor/ 
Funding EPR/ Project 
($000) Manager 

99. 1  H. Daniel Roth 
Associates 
R. Wyzga 

36.7 Energy & Re-
source Consul-
tants, Inc. 
S. Braithwait 

46.5 University of 
Texas 
I. Harry 

39.6 Lawrence Berke-
ley Laboratory 
A. Lannus 

29.0 Materials Re-
search and Com-
puter Simulaf1on 
D. Norris 

25.0 Tennessee Valley 
Authority 
H. Tang 

1 35.9 EDS Nuclear, Inc. 
R. Nickell 

44.5 National Nuclear 
Corp. 
M. Naughton 

45.0 Energy, Inc. 
L. Agee 

75.0 Battelle, Colum-
bus Laboratories 
C. Wood 

34.0 Failure Analysis 
Associates 
M. Fox 

69.4 Science Applica-
lions, Inc. 
R. Oehlberg 

1 47 .8 Los Alamos 
Technical 
Associates 
D. war/edge 

1 061 .4 Combustion 
Engineering, Inc. 
D. Norris 

36.0 Lawrence Berke-
ley Laboratory 
J. Stringer 
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New 
Technical 
Reports 

Each issue of the Journal includes summaries of 
EPRl's recently published reports. 

Inquiries on technical content may be directed 
to the EPRI project manager named at the end of 
each summary: P.O. Box 10412 ,  Palo Alto, Cali
lorn ia 94303; ( 415) 855-2000. 

Requests for copies of specific reports should 
be d i rected to Research Reports Center, P.O. 
Box 50490, Palo Alto, California 94303; (415) 
965-4081 . There is no charge for reports re
quested by EPRI  member ut i l it ies, government 
agencies (federal, state, local), o r  foreign 
organizations with which EPRI has an agree
ment for exchange of information .  Others in the 
U n ited States, Mexico, and Canada pay the 
l isted price. Research Reports Center wil l  send 
a catalog and complete price l ist ( including 
foreign prices) on  request. 

Standing orders for free copies of reports in EPRI 
program areas or Technical Summaries of reports 
for each EPRI technical division may be placed by 
EPRI member utilities, l ibraries of U.S. federal ,  
state, and local government agencies, and the 
official representative of any foreign organization 
with which EPRI has an information exchange 
agreement. For details, write to EPRI Technical In
formation Division ,  P.O. Box 1 0412, Palo Alto, 
California 94303. 

Microfiche copies are available from National 
Technical Information Service, P.O. Box 1 553, 
Springfield, Virginia 221 51 .  

ADVANCED POWER SYSTEMS 

Effect of Gasifier Feed Rate Variations 
on Coal Gas Combustion Characteristics 
AP-2216 Final Report (RP985-1); $1 3.50 
This project evaluated the performance of a com
bustor for low-heating-value coal gas and a com
bustor for medium-heating-value coal gas. The 
testing involved a series of steady-state gasifier 
runs in which the gasifier feed rate was varied 
over a 2:1 turndown ratio. The contractors are 
Un ited Technologies Corp., Pratt & Whitney Air
craft, and Texaco, Inc. EPRI Project Manager: 
L. C. Angello 

Design and Fabrication of a 1-MW (th) 
Ceramic-Tube Bench-Model Solar Receiver 
AP-2398-SY Summary Report (RP475-2); $9.00 
This report describes the design and fabrication of 
a 1-MW (th) bench-model solar receiver to dem
onstrate and further develop the ceramic-tube 
central receiver concept. An investigation under
taken to confirm the choice of silicon carbide 
against available metals and other ceramic ma
terials is discussed. The contractor is Black & 
Veatch Consulting Engineers. EPRI Project Man
ager: J, E. Bigger 

Wind Turbine Performance Assessment 
AP-2456 Interim Report (RP1996-1) ;  $1 3.50 
Updated information, current as of late spring 
1981 , is presented for federally and privately 
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funded U.S. wind turbine R&D programs and for 
key European programs. The report contains de
tailed test results on the four DOE 200-kW MOD-OA 
horizontal-axis wind turbines interconnected with 
various U.S. electric utilities; reviews progress on 
the three MOD-2 2.5-MW wind turbines, the 2-MW 
MOD-1 turbine, and other planned installations; 
and presents test data and plans for the DOE 
vertical-axis program. The contractor is Arthur  D. 
Little, Inc. EPRI Project Manager: F. R. Good
man, Jr. 

COAL COMBUST ION SYSTEMS 

Failure Cause Analysis: 
Condenser and Associated Systems 
CS-2378 Final Report (RP1689-2); Vol. 1, $19.50; 
Vol. 2 ,  $22.50 
Utilities were surveyed to determine how problems 
with condensers and associated systems affect 
power plant availability and performance. Volume 
1 of this report discusses the data collected (from 
41 5 power plant un its) on condensers, steam sys
tems, and circu lating-water systems and presents 
conclusions and recommendations. Volume 2 pre
sents appendixes of detailed data on various 
components and problems. The study concluded 
that there is a need for definitive industry guide
lines for condensers and intakes. The contractor 
is Stone & Webster Engineering Corp. EPRI Proj
ect Manager: /. A. Diaz-Taus 

Technology Assessment: 
Municipal Solid Waste as a Utility Fuel 
CS-2409 Final Report (RP1255-3);  $22.50 
The developmental status and conceptual design 
and economics of the following refuse- to-elec
tricity technologies were assessed: mass burning 
of municipal solid waste in a dedicated boiler; 
preparation of coarse refuse-derived fuel (RDF) 
and firing in a dedicated boiler; preparation of 
wet RDF and firing in a dedicated boiler; prepara
tion of fluff RDF and cofiring with coal in a utility 
boiler; and preparation of dust RDF and co/iring 
with coal in a utility boiler. This work was co
sponsored by the New York State Energy Re
search & Development Authority. The contractor 
is Ebasco Services, Inc. EPRI Project Manager: 
C. R. McGowin 

Development of Guidelines for Optimum 
Baghouse Fluid Dynamic System Design 
CS-2427 Final Report (RP1129-5); $19.50 
A modeling program was conducted to develop 
design guidelines for optimizing the fluid mechanic 
performance of baghouses. This report describes 
the formulation of modeling techniques for ana
lyzing gas flow through the collector system; the 
analysis of fabric filter duct system design ;  and the 
evaluation of geometric configurations and oper
ating conditions to establish optimal system char
acteristics, identify the current level of sophisti
cation in fluid mechanic design, and develop 
improved designs. The contractor is Dynatech 
R/D Co. EPRI Project Manager: R. C. Carr 

Universal Pressure 
Boiler for Cycling Operation 
CS-2438 Final Report (RP1266-13); $10.50 
This report describes an investigation to identify 
boiler system modifications that will allow existing 

once-through steam generators to satisfy utility 
system cycling requirements. To determine oper
ational problems and equipment limitations, a 
series of cycling field tests were conducted on an 
oil-fired, subcritical, once-through boiler designed 
for base load operation. The project also entailed 
preliminary design studies aimed at improving 
boiler system cycling performance. The contrac
tor is Babcock & Wilcox Co. EPR/ Project Man
ager: J. P. Dimmer 

Materials Problems in FBC and Coal 
Gasification Systems: Corrosion Chemistry 
in Low-Oxygen Activity Atmospheres 
CS-2452 Final Report (RP979-6); $16.50 
This report describes additional studies on cor
rosion chemistry in low-oxygen activity atmo
spheres similar to those expected in fluidized-bed 
combustion (FBC) and gasification systems. High
temperature materials degradation processes are 
reviewed, and results are presented from tests 
on a range of commercial and model alloys ex
posed for up to 2000 hours in characteristic 
gasification system atmospheres. The contractor 
is Lockheed Missiles & Space Co., Inc. ,  Palo Alto 
Research Laboratory. EPRI Project Manager: 
John Stringer 

Biofouling Control Assessment: 
Preliminary Data Base Analysis 
CS-2469 Final Report (TPS80-739) ; $19.50 
This report reviews existing data sources, identi
fies utility biofouling problems, classifies the prob
lems according to general plant physical and 
environmental factors, and identifies areas of in
sufficient data and understanding. Chlorine rates, 
injection times, and daily injection quantities are 
related to various plant and cooling-water source 
characteristics. An annotated bibliography on bio
fou ling and its control technologies is included. 
The contractor is Lockheed Ocean Science Labo
ratories. EPRI Project Manager: Winston Chow 

ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS 

High-Impedance Fault 
Detection Using Third Harmonic Current 
EL-2430 Final Report (RP1285-2); $10.50 
A project to develop a device for detecting high
impedance faults is summarized. Two prototypes 
were developed and were used to identify a variety 
of staged, high-impedance faults. The behavior of 
the third harmonic current was extensively exam
ined for both faulted and nonfaulted systems. The 
contractor is Hughes Aircraft Co. EPRI Project 
Manager: H. J. Songster 

Transient Efficiencies 
in Electric Power Plants 
EL-2439 Final Report (RP1048-2); $18.00 
A detailed digital computer model of a typical 
power plant was developed and used to investi
gate the impact of regulation duty on plant thermal 
efficiency. The model covers the dynamics of com
bustion, heat transfer, fluid flow, and energy stor
age. This report describes model development and 
presents the results of simulation runs. For the 
power plant studied, no appreciable cost could be 
assigned to degraded thermal efficiency. The con
tractor is Power Technologies, Inc. EPRI Proj
ect Manager: C. J. Frank 



Compaction of Amorphous 
Ferromagnetic Metal Powders 
EL-2449 Final Report (RP7876-13); $7.50 
This report describes a project to determine what 
mechanical and magnetic properties amorphous 
ferromagnetic powders would retain after either 
explosive or isostatic compaction. Explosive (un
like isostatic) compaction appears to be success
ful ,  resulting in good mechanical bonding, the 
retention of magnetic properties, and a rela
tive density of up to 91 %. The contractor is SRI 
International. EPRI Project Manager: Mario 
Rabinowitz 

Improved Economic 
Dispatch of Power Systems 
EL-2461 Final Report (RP1048-3); Vol .  1 ,  $15.00; 
Vol .  2 ,  $34.50 
This report documents an investigation of the feas
ibility (from the generating-unit standpoint) of up
dating economic dispatch system in put/ output 
curves. The effort included a survey to determine 
the current state of the art in economic dispatch ;  
tests t o  identify boiler, turbine, and generator 
parameters that most influence total and incre
mental cost curves; and work to identify thermal, 
mechanical, and electrical parameters that limit 
the economic operation of generating un its. Vol
ume 1 summarizes the results, and Volume 2 pre
sents appendixes of detailed data. The contractor 
is Philadelphia Electric Co. EPRI Project Man
ager: C. J. Frank 

ENERGY ANALYSIS 
AND ENVIRONMENT 

Sulfate Regional Experiment: 
Documentation of SURE Sampling Sites 
EA-1902 Supplemental Report (RP862-2) ; $12.00 
This report provides detailed information that sup
plements the discussion of SURE site locations in 
EPRI Final Report EA-1901 .  Air quality measure
ments performed at the ground stations are re
ported, and the deployment and specific locations 
of the 56 stations are described. The contractor 
is Environmental Research & Technology, Inc .  
EPRI Project Manager: G. R. Hilst 

Case Studies Using the COGEN2 Model 
EA-2414 Final Report (RP942-1); $16.50 
This report presents an assessment of COGEN2-
a design ,  costing ,  and economic optimization 
model that can be used for the site-specific anal
ysis of a proposed or existing cogeneration sys
tem. The model was applied to case studies from 
five utilities to test its capabilities against the actual 
requ irements of utility decision makers and to de
termine if it was sufficiently useful to warrant the 
additional investment. The contractor is Mathtech ,  
Inc. EPRI Project Manager: L. J. Williams 

Radiation Protection Training 
Programs in Nuclear Power Plants 
EA-2420-SR Special Report; $10.50 
This exploratory study examined current radiation 
training programs at a sample of utilities opera t 
ing nuclear reactors and evaluated employee in
formation on radiation health. Through utility visits, 
surveys, and employee interviews, the study ad
dressed employee perceptions and understanding 
of ionizing radiation; the background, training, and 

problems of utility trainers; the content, materials, 
and conduct of training programs; and program 
un iformity and completeness. EPRI Project Man
agers: L. A. Sagan and Walter Weyzen 

Verifying Usefulness of Engineering 
Process Models Applied to Forecasting 
EA-2441 Final Report (RPS67-1); $15.00 
This report describes a study that explored the 
theoretical validity of statistical methods developed 
to l ink engineering process models with economic 
forecasting models. C lassical economic produc
tion theory and recent efforts to use statistical 
output from process models in forecasting appli
cations are reviewed .  An alternative application 
of functions known as cubic splines is discussed, 
as well as an error-min imizing nonstatistical tech
nique that uses convex properties of the process 
models. The contractor is the Purdue Research 
Foundation. EPR/ Project Manager: A. N. Halter 

Evaluation of the ORNL 
Residential Energy Use Model 
EA-2442 Interim Report (RP1 484); $15.00 
The architecture, empirical foundation, and ap
plications of the Oak Ridge National Laboratory 
residential energy use model are evaluated. The 
strengths and shortcomings of the model in vari
ous uses are 'identified,  along with areas where 
model structure and empirical support could be 
upgraded. Suggestions are made for improving 
model logic, strengthening the empirical basis for 
behavioral and technical parameters , and reduc
ing the biases in the model that arise from aggre
gation. The contractor is the Massachusetts In
stitute of Technology. EPRI Project Manager: 
Richard Riche/s 

Reliability of Electricity Supply 
During Oil Import interruptions 
EA-2464 Final Report (RP1153-3); $19.50 
This report examines the effects of oil import inter
ruptions on the cost and reliability of service in 
the electric utility industry. It details (1) alternative 
national policies for allocating scarce oil supplies 
among electric utility regions during an emer
gency, and (2) utility industry strategies involving 
inventory policy and interregional electricity ex
change. The results show that short-term oil dis
ruptions could cause significant economic losses 
to electricity consumers if no mitigation actions 
are implemented during the emergency period .  
The contractor is  Southwest Energy Associates, 
Inc. EPRI Project Manager: H. P. Chao 

ENERGY MANAGEMENT 
AND UT ILIZATION 

Compressed-Air Energy Storage 
Preliminary Design and Site 
Development Program in an Aquifer 
EM-2351 Final Report , Vol .  1 (RP1081-3); $13.50 
This volume presents an executive summary of 
a study to assess the benefits of a compressed
air energy storage (CAES) facility using an aqu ifer 
as the storage medium .  Three system expansion 
scenarios are analyzed, and the production and 
capital costs of a CAES facil ity are compared with 
those of other generating options. The results in
dicate that CAES has technical, economical, and 
licensing viability for near-term application in the 

utility industry. The contractors are Public Service 
Co. of Indiana, Inc . ;  Sargent & Lundy Engineers; 
and Westinghouse Electric Corp. EPR/ Project 
Manager: R. B. Schainker 

Zinc Eleclrodeposilion and Dendrilic 
Growth From Zinc Halide Electrolytes 
EM-2393 Final Report (RP1198-3); $28.50 
This report presents the results of a study of den
dritic growth during zinc electrodeposition from 
aqueous zinc halide electrolytes. Theoretical mod
els of zinc electrodeposition and dendritic growth 
were developed and calculations of dendritic 
growth rates under various model conditions were 
made. The contractors are Case Western Reserve 
University and the Il l inois Institute of Technology. 
EPRI Project Managers: J. R. Birk and D. L. 

Douglas 

Increased Elliciency of Hydroelectric Power 
EM-2407 Final Report (RP1745-1); $16.50 
This report presents the results of a project that 
examined the potential for increasing hydroelec
tric generation efficiency at existing plants. The 
physical factors studied include the uprating of 
turbines and generators, leakage control, and the 
use of flashboards. The study concluded that ex
cluding pumped storage, there is a potential for a 
17% increase in capacity and approximately a 5% 
increase in energy from existing conventional 
plants. The contractor is Shaw in igan Engineering 
Corp. EPRI Project Manager: Antonio Ferreira 

Identifying Prospective 
Users of Fuel Cell Power Plants 
EM-2480 Final Report (RP1677-5); $10.50 
This report describes two market screening stud
ies sponsored by EPRI and the Fuel Cell Users 
Group to identify potential electric utility users of 
fuel cell power plants. Utility situations to which 
the plants might be beneficially applied were de
fined, and specific utilities whose circumstances 
appeared to reflect such situations were identi
fied. Regional meetings were held to inform the 
potential utility users about the plants and to so
licit utility support. The contractor is Burns & 
McDonnell Engineering Co. EPRI Project Man
ager: D. M. Rigney 

NUCLEAR POWER 

BWR Low-Flow Bundle 
Uncovery Test and Analysis 
NP-1781 Interim Report (RP495-1) ;  $19.50 
A series of separate-effects tests was performed 
to evaluate bundle heat transfer and thermal-hy
draulic flow conditions in a simulated BWR/6 core 
during a boiloff scenario. The tests were run in a 
two-loop test apparatus; both system pressure and 
power effects were investigated . The resultant 
thermal-hydraulic quantities (i .e. , axial void distri
butions, two-phase levels, and heat transfer coef
ficients) are compared with predictions made by 
current thermal-hydraulic analysis methods. The 
contractor is General Electr'1c Co. EPRI Project 
Manager: S. P. Katra 

Data Systems Quantitative Techniques 
NP-2366 Final Report (RP1391-5); $40.50 
This report summarizes analyses and decision 
processes developed to process data l ike those 
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f\lEW TECHNICAL REPORTS 

in the Generating Availability Data System into 
analytically related files through a detailed sort
search routine. The report also describes opera
tion on these files to produce information sets that 
support an extensive assembly of independent 
analytic routines. Methods of data analysis that 
complement utility decision processes are pre
sented in the form of software specifications. The 
contractor is The S. M. Stoller Corp. EPRI Proj
ect Manager: J. M Huzdovich 

Investigation of Axial Void Propagation 
Velocity Profiles in BWR Fuel Bundles 
NP-2401 Interim Report (RP1 384-2); $9.00 
This report describes a method of measuring axial 
void propagation velocity in the core of an operat
ing BWR. Experimental data obtained from the 
noise signals of a local power range monitor and 
traveling in-core probe detectors are compared 
with calculated steam velocity and kinematic wave 
velocity profiles. The contractor is the University 
of Washington. EPRI Project Manager: L J Agee 

Improvements in EPRI-CELL 
Methods and Benchmarking of the 
ENDF/B-V Cross-Section Library 
NP-2416 Interim Report (RP975-3); $7.50 
Modifications to the lattice physics code EPRI
CELL are documented, and subsequent bench
marking of the new ENDF/ B-V EPRI-CELL cross
section library for UO, lattices is described. To 
provide further verification of the EPRI-CELL 
methods, Monte Carlo results are presented for 
three numerical benchmark problems. The con
tractor is Oak Ridge National Laboratory. EPRI 
Project Manager: Ode/Ii Ozer 

Extended-Life Operation of LWRs: 
Economic and Technological Review 
NP-2418 Final Report (RP1253-6); Vol. 1 ,  $7.50; 
Vol. 2 ,  $21.00 
A generic review was conducted to determine the 
economic and technical aspects associated with 
the operation of nuclear power plants beyond 
their nominal licensed term. Volume 1 summarizes 
the findings and presents the conclusions. 11 dis
cusses economics (worth and cost), technology, 
and regulation and requalification. Volume 2 con
tains appendixes documenting (1) studies per 
formed to develop a basic economic model to 
evaluate the extended-life option, and (2) tech
nical assessments of the major LWR replacement 
and refurbishment options. The contractor is In
ternational Energy Associates, Ltd. EPRI Proj
ect Manager: M E Lapides 

WAMCUT-11: 
Fault Tree Evaluation Program 
NP-2421 Interim Report (RP1233-1 ) ;  $9.00 
WAMCUT-11 is a new computer code in the WAM 
family. 11 finds the minimal cut sets for the top 
event of a fault tree by using a top-down algorithm. 
The code restructures the tree to optimize the 
Boolean equation. I t  also removes independent 
subtrees and solves them separately. The con
tractor is Science Applications, Inc. EPRI Proj
ect Manager: D. H. War/edge 

Stress-Intensity Factors for Surface 
Cracks in Pipes: Computer Code for 
Evaluation by Use of Influence Functions 
NP-2425 Final Report (RP1757-8); $1 2.00 
A user-oriented computer program for the evalu
ation of stress-intensity factors for pipe cracks is 
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presented; the program is applicable in linear elas
tic fracture mechanics analysis. Stress-intensity 
factors for semielliptical, complete circumferential, 
and long longitudinal cracks can be obtained with 
this program. A user's manual, the source code 
listing ,  and background information are included. 
The contractor is Science Applications, Inc. 
EPRI Project Manager: D. M Norris 

IGSCC Surveillance System Feasibility 
NP-2426 Final Report (RPT101-2); $10.50 
This report presents a review of techniques de
signed to monitor and evaluate in tergranular stress 
corrosion cracking (IGSCC) of high-temperature 
piping by using ultrasonic methods. Candidate 
instrumentation systems were tested on a pipe 
placed in a suitable environment and strained to 
simulate service loads. The system recommended 
for implementation is described. The contractor 
is Amdata Systems, Inc. EPRI Project Manager: 
M E  Lapides 

I rradiated Nuclear 
Pressure Vessel Steel Data Base 
NP-2428 Topical Report (RP1240-1 ) ;  $60.00 
This report presents the EPRI reactor surveillance 
program data base (covering 50 reactor un its and 
73 surveillance programs) in a hard-copy, loose
leaf format; it is intended to serve as a convenient 
reference on the properties and embrittlement of 
reactor vessels. Information is presented on the 
chemistry of the surveillance materials, irradiation 
conditions, and material property results. All data 
are summarized in tabular form, and impact data 
are presented graphically. The contractors are 
Fracture Control Corp. and Materials Research 
and Computer Simulation. EPRI Project Man
ager: T U Marston 

Procedure for Assessing 
the Integrity of Nuclear Pressure 
Vessels and Piping Containing Defects 
NP-2431 Final Report (RP1237-2);  $13.50 
This design manual provides a simple and con
servative engineering flaw assessment procedure 
that is applicable to the ductile materials used in 
nuclear pressure boundary components. Back
ground details, information on method validation ,  
sample problems, and methods for the analysis of 
work-hardening materials are included. The con
tractor is Babcock & Wilcox Co. EPRI Project 
Manager: D. M Norris 

Dynamic Fracture and 
Depressurization in Pipes 
NP-2440 Annual Report (RP231-1); $13.50 
This report presents the results of this year's ef
forts in an analytic investigation of crack in itiation ,  
propagation, and arrest and the related coupled 
fluid depressurization behavior in pressurized pip
ing components. It describes predictive models for 
the in ltiation and rapid propagation of ductile axial 
and circumferential cracks and the associated de
pressurization response in pipes. The contractor 
is the University of Washington. EPRI Project 
Manager: H. T Tang 

Workshop Proceedings: 
1982 ASME-EPRI Radwaste Workshop 
NP-2450 Proceedings (RP1557-5); $13.50 
This report presents the proceedings of the fourth 
ASME-EPRI radwaste workshop, held in February 
1982 in Augusta, Georgia. Topics discussed 

were radwaste min imization, process options, and 
the regulatory impact A description of two new 
EPRl-sponsored projects is included. The contrac
tor is BVC Consultants, Inc. EPR! Project Man
ager: M D. Naughton 

Steam Generator Dose Rates on 
Westinghouse Pressurized Water Reactors 
NP-2453 Interim Report (RP825-2) ; $9.00 
An effort to compile data on radiation fields in the 
steam generator channel heads of Westinghouse 
PWRs is described, along with a modest assess
ment of the influence of a few selected design 
and operational factors on the buildup of these 
fields. The report presents (1) steam generator 
radiation field trends for both individual and group 
PWRs, and (2) comparisons based on hot leg and 
cold leg sides, the number of steam generators 
at a plant, loop isolation valves, coolant flow rate, 
power history, and deliberate oxidation after shut
down. The contractor is Westinghouse Electric 
Corp. EPRI Project Manager: R. A Shaw 

Effects of Nitrogen and 
Cold Work on the Sensitization 
of Austenitic Stainless Steels 
NP-2457 Final Report (RP1 574-1); $7.50 
This report describes investigations of how the 
sensitization of unstabilized austenitic stain less 
steels is affected by nitrogen and molybdenum 
additions and by cold work. Details on various steel 
compositions, cold work before sensitization ,  the 
presence and effects of martensite, and sensitiza
tion conditions are reported. The contractor is 
General Electric Co. EPRI Project Manager: 
M J Fox 

INFORMATION SERVICES 

Research Results and Applications 
RA-2349-SR Special Report; $10.00 
This report represents 35 examples of EPRI re
search project results that have been beneficially 
adopted by electric util ities. 11 also describes 106 
new near -term research accomplishments that 
are ready for utility application .  These examples 
cover the entire spectrum of electric power R&D: 
fuel processing ;  power generation; transmission 
and distribution; energy storage and manage
ment; energy analysis; and environmental assess
ment and control. EPRI Program Manager: W H. 
Seden 

R&D STAFF 

Proceedings of the Second 
Conference on Advanced Materials for 
Alternative-Fuel-Capable Heat Engines 
RD-2369-SR Proceedings; $60.00 
This report documents the second EPRI-DOE 
conference addressing the problems that may be 
encountered by structural materials in heat engine 
systems burning alternative fuels. The conference 
was held in Monterey, Californ ia, in August 1981. 
The topics discussed were alternative fuels, alter
native fuels combustion, heat engines and heat 
recovery, heat engine combustion zone materials 
problems, airfoil cooling, ceramic coatings and 
monolithic ceramics, and metallic alloys. EPRI 
Project Manager: John Stringer 
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